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Salmi reverses ban on signs in the atrium 
Committee established to formulate permanent policy 
Richard P. Salmi, SJ., speaks at last Wednesday's meeting~'"' '"" 
"An Affair To Remember" 
Christine A. Dresch 
Staff Reporter 
An unwavering dedication to 
· top quality from all levels of stu-
dent government has produced a 
homecoming experience with 
enough excitement and innova-
tion to truly make October 8th 
"An Affair to Remember." 
Homecoming Weekend 1994 
will be radically different from 
previous homecomings for a vari-
ety of reasons. 
Perhaps the most noticed and 
widely-acclaimed change for 
homecoming weekend is the dra-
matic decrease in price for dance 
bids. Bids will sell for $35 to buy-
ers with student discount cards 
and $45 to buyers without cards, 
as opposed to last year's prices of 
$45 with the discount card and 
$60 without. Organizers believe 
price is the one variable that will 
raise the homecoming dance to a 
new level of success."Lowerprices 
equal more people," said Anna 
Spangler, co-chairperson of the 
homecomingcommim!e, "I'm pre-
dicting a sell-out" 
Dennis Percy, vice-president of 
the Student Union ,agrees that the 
lower prices of b1ds will draw 
people to homecomingactivmes 
"Price is a big factor to the aud1· 
ence. Higher pnces can turn 
people off. It used to be a choice 
between going to Homecoming 
or going to cheaper Fall Dances 
held by the sororities and frater-
nities around Carroll. It doesn't 
have to be a choice anymore. Stu-
dents can go to both," he said. 
john Cranley, president of the 
Student Union , adds , "Anna 
Spangler worked extremely hard 
to lower prices while raising the 
overall quality of Homecoming. 
We have nearly double the amount 
of music and decorations we did 
last year, improving atmosphere 
forrhedance. Butthemostimpor-
tant benefit of all is the availabil-
ity of Homecoming to a greater 
amount of John Carroll students. 
Ultimately, what makes a dance is 
the people, the ability to come to· 
gether as a community. You re-
member the people that were there. 
This year, we'll remember much 
more." 
Location is another change in 
store for dance participants. In-
stead of the Sheraton Hotel, which 
was used in previous years, the 
dance will be held at Swingo's at 
Playhouse Square."Thedecision to 
hold thedancea tSwingo:S this year 
was the only one we had," Percy 
explained. 
"We had reservations at the 
Sheraton, but n turned out that 
they had aCCidentally booked us 
on the wrong date and couldn't 
reschedule. We looked at hotds 
outside Cleveland but fmally de-
cided to hold the dance at the best 
location we could find downtown, 
and that wasSwingo's It is w1th111 
See Homecoming, page 3 
Kevin Bachman 
News Editor 
After heari ng the comments 
and concerns of students at last 
week'sTownMeeting,rheadminis-
tration reversed the ban on s igns in 
the atnum. 
"Havinglookedatall those com 
ments, as an admmistrator, I saw 
tha t my decis1on needed to be re-
viewed. It provided me with the 
data, as an administrator to say. 
there ar~ some good arguments 
here," said the Rev Richard PSalmi, 
Sj., vtce prestdent of student af-
fairs. 
The decision came af rer Sw-
dent Affa1rs/ Student Umon co-
sponsored open forum in which 
over 250 students showed up ro 
protest the ban. 
·\oq ~tudrnt< 1',.\W a pcrS<'na\ 
I ,Si4l~WHll< 
how they added to the quality of 
student life. 
'Students think theatrium is the 
best place for signs, and I agree,' 
JohnCranley,Student Umon prest· 
dent,said a t the meet ing. 
In a memo released to the john 
Car rollCommunity,Salmi said, "lt 
has become clear to me that my 
decision to ban all signs in the 
atrium needs to be revised. The con-
cerns expressed by students both 
ind ivid uall y and collectively at the 
University Town Meeting indicates 
the importance of signs in the 
atrium for communicating and 
publicizing activities and events." 
The brotherhood of Pi Alpha 
Chi, also known as the University 
Club, has offered their serv1ces, re-
moving the s1gns on a da1ly basis. 
This might also eliminate a pos-
sible hassle over who would help 
manage the atrium 111 terms of tak-
mgdownoldslgnsand momtonng 
the length and width of the stgns. 
'I think 1t shows that the Stu-
dent Union and the camplL~ orga-
nizanonsarcn't cornpetmg, they're 
working together A concern of the 
Student Union is <I concern of the 
entire student body," sa1d Cran ley. 
"I think its J rcJ l good com pro 
mise. 1 thtnk Fr Salm t heard the 
plea of the students, and he's re-
sponded wnh hts proposal," said 
Lisa Heckman,dtrcctorol Student 
Activities. 
Heckman a I~ added that some 
of the 1deasshe heard she wtll try to 
lnC0f['lOr.'ll' \ntoSt udcrnt c.:t \'-'\\ H"'c;, 
111 the ways we adv ·rti~~ · 
Salmi and Cran ley met for over 
tWO hourS tO diSCUSS the po!Jcy,,md 
work out a compromise for rcach-
inga new agreement A temporary 
policy is m place unnl a perma-
nent policy is established. 
Salmi wants the studem body 
to have a say in the permanent 
policy as well, sensmg that one of 
the concerns exposed at the Town 
Meeting was the lack of input from 
students on policies affecting stu-
dents. 
'1 am asking the the Student 
Union to appoint five students to 
serve on a committee with three 
members of the administration to 
formulate a policy regarding the 
hangmg and use of s1gns m the 
atrium," Salm1 sa1d in the memo 
'[think that the memorandum 
that Fr Salmigavcout,e tabhshing 
the commmcc. 1sa step m the nght 
direction. · Cranley satd 
"I ,1m convmced that what We 
learned IS that we can, on a cam-
pus. meet and talk about 1ssues,and 
that swdents now haw a v1able al 
ternauve forum toexprcssmg their 
concerns," Sa I nu .;a 1d 
'l think tt'~ ,,n opportunity for 
swdcms w h,l\'c ,1 say m un 1 versl! y 
pohcy For once we c.m h,1vc a 
strong say 111 how poltcy 1s wmren 
<tnd how 11 1s unplcmcntcd." s.11d 
Dcnnts Percy, ,.Ke prcs1Jrm of thc 
StuclL'lll Un1on 
Thecomrnlt!L'C w1tl bt· m,rdc up 
of <;alml. ]<"<:ph rarn:ll , <km of 
o.;tnknt \ \•~' \h-~.\Hn.''' 'nd th..-
fkbJte ·g,m ,11 Tu ·sd ~tu 
drnt Union ll1l't'tlllg b)' que~uon· 
mg how 1hr ">tuderl! lIn ton would 
appo1n1 the mrmbcrs to the corn· 
mmee. 
A mouon was passed gtvmgthe 
Senators each one vote, and each 
orgamzauon one vote. The nomi-
nations were taken during the 
mew ng, and the vou ng wtll take 
place at next week's meeting 
"We provided a chance for the 
theorganiziationa l representatives 
rospeak about things that concern 
them. They had a chance to speak 
about somethmg that is important 
to them. The1r votce was heard; 
Percy sa1d. 
See Signs, page 3 
New Center to promote teaching 
Cherie Skoczen 
Staff Reporter 
The new Center for Teaching 
and Learning will "provide support 
for faculty and have in one location 
a resource center that will also 
sponsor faculty development ac-
tiviries,"said Dr. Nicholas R.Sanrill i, 
chairoftheCommitteefonheCen-
ter for Teaching and Learning. a 
new development for the john 
Carroll Campus. 
The 1dea of developing the cen-
ter grew our of a 1991 report from 
the university's Committee to Im-
prove the Classroom Experience 
and at the reques t of Fr john 
Schlegel who was academic vtce 
president at the time. 
Accord mg to Santi II i,t he group 
wanted rosee an mformal en vi ron-
menrdevelopfor the facult y,as well 
asthesrudcnts,ln wh1ch thrycould 
exchange tdeas and focus on en-
hancing what goes on 111 the 
classroom The center, wi II helpfac-
ulty and students, especially stu-
dents imerested in education. with 
syllabi, give tips on lecturing, and 
provide with workshops and van-
ous other resources. 
"I think l!'s an excellent 
prosposal and an opportunity for 
growth for faculty members inter-
ested in improvmg theirreaching." 
said Dr. joseph Miller, associate 
dean of Arts and Sctences 
With the help of Miller. who 
was dean of the graduate school at 
the time,and Dr.S,tlly H Werrneim, 
who was the ae<tderntc vice presi-
dent, the comm ntee made a pro-
posal to the faculty and adml ms-
trauon atthc bcgtnmngof the new 
year. 
By the end of 1 he school year 
the faculty forum h.1dapproved the 
idea for the center 
Over the summer Fr Mtchacl 
Lavelle, president approved the 
faculty 's recommcnd,l!lon 
Accordmg 10 Santi! h. appoinr-
ment of seven people to the 
advisioryboardw1ll be made by 
the Academic Vice President, in 
consultation w1th the Dean of 
the Graduate School and the ad 
hoc com m tttee for the Cemer for 
Teaching and Learning 
"A lor of other universiuesare 
doingn,and it's very important: 
said Wertheim. 
Santilli also menrioned that 
the comml!lee would like the 
center to incorporate as muc h 
of the univcrsny as possible 
He sa1d members w,l nt it to 
be a central ran of univers1ty 
life 
·we wa Ill n tO be a place 
where faculty <t nd students can 
get together ~u1d talk .Jhout the 
lcarnmg expt:riencr," San[llll 
,tddrd 
"I'm very cmhus~<tstic ~bout 
the progr,un lthmk it's a very 
good tdea," concluded 
Wcnhcun 
2 NEWS 
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Unofficial Student 
Guides are just that 
Stacy Dyrluc:.:nd-=------ ingjohn Carroll. 
Staff Reporter By chance, one of the names 
The"UnofficiaiStudentGuide", matched an enrolled freshman 
a handy collection of John Carroll whoknewnothingabouttheguide. 
campus informauon and coupons ThejohnCarroll Bookstore even 
from local busmesses, has caused a had an ad in the "unofficial" guide. 
stir around the university smce its According ro Traverse, he was 
arrival in August. approached by people whom he 
The "Unofficial Student Guide" presumed were John Carroll stu-
is just that: unofficial. According to dents involved with the produc-
Lisa Heckman, the director of Stu- tion of the guide. 
dent Activities, the University did ·He also stated that the "Unoffi-
not sanction the book and was un- cia! Student Guides" were dropped 
aware that it was being prin ted. off in the back of thestoreand then 
Theguide states in fineprinton were distributed by an unknown 
page three that it is a "CampusCon- person. 
Michael Brown, City Year co-<lirector, shares his excitement for community service cepts publication and is not spon- "It makes you question the book 
sored by or otherwise aff iliated ifthey'redishonestfromthefront", 
Urban youth leader promotes hope with john Carroll University ... All said the Rev. Richard P. Salmi, SJ., information contained within th is vice president of Student Affairs. 
publicat ion is accurate to the best There is also an advertisement 
Heather Sullivan 
Staff Reporter 
The co-director of City Year, an 
Urban Youth CorpsProgram,spoke 
at j ohn Carroll University's Thtrd 
AnnualForumonCommunitySer-
vice. 
Michael Brown's excitement for 
youth service began in 1981, while 
working as a legislative assistant 
for Leon Panetta, now Whi te House 
Chief of Staff. 
Since then, Brown has become 
the co-founder of a diverse subur-
ban youth group known as City 
Year., which originated in Boston 
and Provtdence. 
One of the most unique th ings 
about the group is its diversity. 
It shows that people of all ages 
and races can come t.og.ether and 
c wonderful thln . 
Cay Yc<tr members serve for 
nme months, and earn 125 dollars 
per week 
For each member, the morning 
consists of a vigorous workout. The involvement of people. es- of our knowledgeatthetimeof the for "Condom Nation' found in the 
The purpose of this workout is to pecially the youth, is crucial, said typesetting. Concepts will not be "UnofficialStudentGuide"that has 
inspire, energize, and un ify them- Brown. Nationalservicehelps build liable for any misinformation con- caught the at tention of Universtiy 
selves and everyone around them. thecommunity,celebratediversity, ra ined herein". offi cials on this jesuit campus. 
Thewhole purposeof the group is and strengthen our belief that Accord ing to Heckm an, the "You wonder about the appro-
to serve the community, he said change is possible. "National ser- namesjohnCarroll Universi tyj ohn priatenessof [the advertisement!. .. 
Someoftheiractivi tiesinclude vice is the mother of all idealism," Carroll, Blue Streaks, and JCU, Wewantsometypeofcontrol with 
going toinnercity schoolstotutor he said. which were used and referred to whatever the name john Carroll 
children and se t up activities for City Year has grown rapidly. It constantly throughout the book University gets associated with," 
them. started with only 50 members in without permission, have all been responded Salmi. 
Thi s year members also 1988. It has since blossomed, and trademarked and copywritten. According to Heckman, 1the 
cleaned up an old cemetery that now includes over 350 members jim Traverse, thebookstoreman- UnofficialStudentGuide]isagood 
had become a trash dump. sca tte red through Boston, MA; ager, stated that the John Carroll source of information but were-
He discussed the battle be- Providence,Rl;andColumbus,OH. names and insignia are allowed to serve the right with the john 
tween idealism and cynicism say- Four new City Year locations will be used as long as it is not for use of Carroll name to censor the ads." 
ing that idealism provokes action be opened this coming th is Octo- profit, such as clothing. As of right now, Heckman says 
and IS crea tive, wh ile cynicism ber 4th. They will be located in The "Unofficial Student Guide" theuniversity isnotpromotingthe 
provokes reactions and isdest ruc- Chicago, IL, Sa n jose, CA, and Co- gives the allusion on page one that guide, and it is up to the discretion 
rive. Reality is the midd le ground lombia, SC. the book was composed with the of Salmi for the actions tha t take 
between the two. Brown's parting words to the help of two students from john place next. 
"The battle cry of the nineties audience of students were: "Seize Carroll. According to Salmi, the "Unof-
muKbe·W.~~~ ~--~~-41--~~------~~--~~<~~~~~~~~~~~~~- ~-~S~tu~d~t~GFu~hl~e~"~-~fi~ll~ed~w~J~th~·-~~~~~~~ difference, ~nd everyone must Let us act on our idea ism. Re- ~ va ua ou n 
choose. place cynicism with action and nesses, some of whtch the offictal 
Idea lism is a positive force that belieflndemocracy; the highest of- john Carroll Directory tried to so-
is latent in all of us," Brown said. fice is that of the ci tizen." licit for advertising. 
Wellness Program and Athletic Department work to promote fitness 
Lym Sabol 
Staff Reporter 
The John Carroll Untversity 
Well ness Program, along wi th the 
University Athletic Department, 
kicked off the school year with the 
one mtle run for fu n this past 
Saturday and Sunday. 
The goal of the Wellness Pro-
gram is tO "teach personal respon-
sibtli ty th rough physical, emo-
tional, intellectual, occupational, 
socia l and spiritual well ness." said 
Mary Ann Diemer, the Wellness 
Special Evem Coordinator. 
Desptte Sunday's ramfall, this 
Ml DOMINO'S PIZZA 
1982 WARRENSVILLE CENTER ROAD 
381-5555 
BUSINEU IS BOOMIN<i • NOW HIRIN<i DRIVERS 
Serving University Heights, South Euclid & Beachwood 
We now sell Buffalo Wings · 
10 wings $3.99 
·-----------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
LARGER 
LARCiE 
TOPPIN<i 
S§95 OR 
TWO FOR 
su1o 
: No Coupon Required 
I ~:::.:-::-;:..-: :.... .. =: -::=-::. 
I :::: ~-:.:...- -::.' .!:..~.:. ::' ;:.:= I - ~....., . ___ ...... ·--·-- .. 
store Hou~: Man-lues-wed 4:00pm- 1 .000m~1t1ursn:Mam:-1 :OOam 
Fn-Sot 11 :OOom- 2:00am • Sunday 11 :OOam- 1:OOam 
event introduced first-year stu-
dents tot he importance of well ness 
through physicalactivity. Thepar-
ticipants were timed in a one mile 
walk or run, and received a chart 
detailing his or her fitness level. 
This was the fi rst of many ac-
tivnies for the sc hool yea r 
planned by the Well ness Program. 
The fitness event was only the 
beginnmgAilfreshmenareinvited 
to participate in a spec tal program. 
Its a six-week program based on 
the Route 66 program. 
Each half-hour of exercise will 
be equiva lent to 50 miles along 
Route66. 
For the first time, Wellness in-
terns will have offices in all of the 
freshman dorms. Cindy Grant is 
the intern in Dolan Hall, Frank 
La Ricca isava tlable m Murph y,and 
Bernet's counseling graduate is joe 
Zellers. 
The staff is available for coun-
seling and will present emotional 
well ness sessions in the dorms on 
the second Tuesday of every month. 
GIANNI'S 
ON MAYFIEILD 
WeLcome Back ]CU Sruoenrs 
NiqHrly DRiNk SpEciAls 
CoMiNq OcTobER 1sT 
Full SERvicE KiTCHEN opEN Till 
1:'0AM! 
4I45MaypeLo Ro. Sourh EucLid, OH 44121 
381-9073 
Along with the sessions, the 
Well ness staff willalsosponsorthe 
Brown Bag Lunch Series. It is a 45 
minute seminar program for stu-
dents to eat their lunch while lis-
tening to speakers. 
The Well ness Program is look-
mg forward to the upcomi ng ac-
tivities and promoting fitness 
events to the john Carroll commu-
nity,getti ngeveryone more in tune 
with their ph ysical, emotional, in-
tellectual, occupational,social and 
spiritual needs. 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
BeALL BIRTHRIGHT 
LAKEWOOD CLEVELAND PARMA 
228-6996 486-2800 661-6400 
HOTUNE 1-800-SS0-4900 
The Walter and Mary 
Tuohy Chair of 
Interreligious Studies 
-'" 
Jubilee People; Jubilee World 
Six leclures by Marla HarTIS, Ed.D. 
FOidham University/ New York 
University/ Auburn Theologloal Seminary 
Tuelday,september 20 
-lnaConll.ry.~to-· 
'lllelday, Set*mber 27 
'And 'lieu ShalLot""' 1.ond ue ,_ 
n.doy, October .. 
~caoWafol~n..,.Wc>tcl' 
ru..c:Jay, Oclober I I 
'And'l'ouShaiRHihe_,_~.and - -lh>oughout""' Lenlto~ .. -· ru.clay, Oclober 16 ·----.......... "' Plophocy' 
Tuetday, October 26 
"SI'Q 0-SOng\r>lo ,._ ·-·01 <:..-loro_..._ _ _ 
Nllecturelllp.m., JIRiine Roam 
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Faculty Forum meets to update changes 
Christina Hy'-'=ne:-:,.:..s __ 
Assistant News Editor 
Facultymembersmet last week 
to receive updates from respective 
com mit tees and bei nformed about 
changes in the University, finan-
cially and academically, since last 
semester. 
john Gladstone, director of Ad-
missionsand Financial Aid, began 
last Thursday's meeting by repon-
ing on the financial status of the 
university. He stated that the fall 
class of 1994 was nght on target 
with theirenrollmentexpectations 
for the year 
The University's goa l was 790 
students and there a_re currently 
791 enrolled people in the fresh-
man class. 38.2%of in com ingf resh-
man who were accepted at John 
Carroll are curren tly enrolled and 
95% have received a financial aid 
package. This was the sixth largest 
pool of applicants and the stron-
gest class academical! y in history. 
Gladstone informed the group 
that financial aid packages are in 
for some radical changes next year. 
He stated the Financial Aid depart-
ment is planning on switching to 
automated packaging for next 
year's fres hman. This will reduce 
the time it takes for a student's fi-
nancial package to reach the fam- unsubsidized loans. whtchare not 
ily. Thts means, for example, that based on need, begin payment and 
an Ohio resident will automari- mterest in tantly, which means 
callyreceiveanOhiograntintheir even with a loan, the familie sull 
package. Also,financialaid will be paysubstancialamoumsof money. 
mstituting electromcs in the pro- With work study, a student can 
cessmgof financial packages. This recetve about a thousand dollars a 
will make the process of putting year to ol fset tuition costs. The 
together mdividualstudem'sfinan- middle class tends to receive much 
cia! packagesa much less time con- more money m loans rather than 
sumingandmoreefficientprocess grants. The question is, how long 
"We are entering a new elec- will families be willing to pay such 
tronic age. Next year, the Univer- great amounts of money for qual-
sitywlll no longer use theCSSCCol- ity education 1 
lege Scholarship Service) to help The Un iversity'sconcern is how 
with the packages. We have de- theyaregoingtokeepup thequal-
cided to go off on our own and use ity of the student body if the tu-
theelectronicpackagmg. Th is will ttion keeps raising substanually 
greatly reduce the !lme in putting Will quality students, such as the 
together a student's financJal pack- freshman class, which had an a\·er-
age. So far, we have had great sue- age SAT composite score of 1078 
cess in the planning of this," satd and an average GPA of 3.23, keep 
Gladstone. applying to john Carroll as the tu-
Giadstone also sta ted that it ion keeps increasing? 
grants and scholarships need to be Gladstone stated that the Uni-
continued. The Financial Aid pack- versity tries to market the school to 
ages are aimed atgivmgas much as students whoareclos tothetr pro-
they can without granting loans. hie. 
This way more qualified students They have now narrowed down 
wtll havetheopportunitytoattend thts group to receive names from a 
the University. more qualified academic pool and 
Subsidtzed loans are based on give those students the best pack-
need and there is no interest or pay- ages a va i !able. 
federal funding wasmgrams. Now, 
thts has dropped to 48%. Federal 
funding overall has increased, but 
has surfaced only mloans. 
Gladstone also mformPd the 
group that there IS a new 
admtsstonsvideoin themakmg. It 
will be 12. 16 minutes long. 
The Admtssions department 1s 
attemptmg to capture the true at-
mosphere of the Universtty rather 
than displaying a just the facts" 
attitude. 
II IS costing thousands of dol-
lars to produce. but fortunately, the 
money wi ll not be taken out of the 
student's pocket. 
Thts video has been m the 
Admtssion's budget for two years, 
which means that the htgh cost 
will not be a [a tor m tuiuon."Thts 
tape wtll give students a chance to 
see theschooltf they don't have the 
opportunity to visn, it wtll reall)' 
show what the campus has to of-
fer," stated Gladstone 
The tape should be finished in 
the Spring and will be m the hands 
of students everywhere by the Fall 
of 1995. 
The Center has been approved 
and,overthesummer.thecommtt 
tee met for the first time They es-
tabltshcd an advtsory board and 
have already en listed 35 indivtdu-
a Is to serve on it 
Dr Frederick T~vts is making 
appointments to the board. Once 
the board IS named, a dtrector will 
be ptcked TheCenterdoes not yet 
have a location. but theyanuctpate 
one as soon as the renovauons on 
the University are complete 
Next on the agenda were the 
heanngs held in May concerning 
Resident's Assistants (RA' ) nghts 
to expression agamst the Umver-
stty. 
The Vice Prestdent of Student 
Affairs, the Dean of Students, and 
the Dean of Resident Life met with 
a ommittec to deal wtth the tssue 
Thcgroupunderstood that RA:s, 
as members of the community, 
have the nght to voice opmions 
Their freed om of expression 
will not pose a confltct With then 
employment to the University. 
Thecxerci.scof these nghts rn usr 
be utilized Without taking advan-
tage of thts freedom. 
This means that the !992 Ac-
ceptanceComractof Frnployment 
will remain in effect ment until after graduation while Federalgramfundingisata low. 
------------------------r-----------~-----------------------
The next speaker at the forum 
wasprofessor NickSanttlli whore-
ported on the Center for Teaching 
and Learning. 
Homecoming 
cont. from page 1 
walki ng distance of several hotels 
in Public Square. We will provide 
transportation between Swingo's 
and the university, and parking 
spaces are avallable there for 9nl y 
two dollars. john Carroll has held 
several dances at Swingo's, and 
we're confident this wil l turn out 
well Swi ngo's is a classy esrabl ish-
ment, with a dance- I-...wg 
enough to accommodate. us all." 
Percy said. 
Of course, the dance is only the 
climax of an all day celebration. 
Percy says he is pleased wnh the 
massive response this year to par-
ticipation m theannual Block Party 
off Belvoir. Local Carroll organiza-
tions will se t up booths along 
Belvoir Avenue to entertam the 
Homecom mg crowd before the 
game and throughout the after-
noon."We have th. e typical line-up 
1 
for the Block Party-food, blankets, 
the usual-but thts year, we'll have 
so much more of it. Bigger and 
better organizations signed up, so 
many. in fact, we were forced to 
turn some away," he said 
Cranley added, "Homecoming 
Weekend is just before mid-terms. 
The Block Party gtves smdents a 
great opportunity to relax and 
party before dealing with their 
tests.'' 
The half-time show during the 
Blue Streaks' game against Heidel-
berg College will include, besides 
the presentation of the Homecom: 
ing Court, the officia l debut of the 
John Car roll University Ba nd. 
"Chuck Bei !stein, t hedi rector of 
the band, has spent several years 
aggressively recruiting enough 
freshmen musicians to make the 
band a significant part of the un i-
versit y," Percysaid,"Their half -rime 
debut will show John Carroll how 
much they've grown" 
All committees involved hope 
that their hard work provides john 
Carroll wi th bigger, better, Home-
comingscapableof stirringtheen.-
thusiasm and spiri t of the student 
lxxiy, and creaung memories of 
friendship and fun for years to 
Signs 
Cont. from page 1 
The Senate also debated if they 
would recognize the reversal of the 
ban with a sign thanking Salmi, or 
with just a sign thanking all those 
involved in the debate, or with 
noth ing at all. 
"We need to make sure we don't 
lose our say.! think we should thank 
the Universitycommunit forcom-
ooged«,not Fr. Rldne;IIOl'the 
offi ce of residence life," said Bill 
Glunz, chief justice of the Student 
Union. 
"He's (Salmi) worked with us in 
the past and he has a procedure in 
place to work with us in the future 
with the 5 student appointments," 
said Jason Stevens,jumor. 
"I think we need to thank the 
studentswhoshowedupand cared, 
because inm yfour years here, that's 
never happened," said john R. 
Thorne. editor-in-chief of The 
Carroll News. 
$1.fltl OFF MUG PlJRCHASE 
W!YOCR JOHN CARROLL I.Jl 
The senate dec ided on a stgn 
saying " Thanks to everyone for 
working together,' which wash ung 
in the atrium on Tuesday night. 
The nex t step is now the ap-
pointmem of the student commit-
tee that will work with the other 
administrators in the forma tion of 
a new, per manent policy regarding 
the signs. 
·1 am vcr o tunbtt<.:.-
oom~~~~~~~~ 
confident that the those selected to 
be on the committee will do their 
best to look after the best interests 
(of the students)," said Cranley. 
"l wish to extend my sincere 
thanks to all those that have been 
mvolved in the lively debate sur-
rounding this issue. It is my ho~-· 
that the signs hung there will en-
courage everyone to become more 
involved in the manyactivi ttesand 
events happening each week here 
at john Carrol l University," Salmi 
said in the memo. 
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2 NEWS The Carroll News, September 29, 1994 
Unofficial Student 
Guides are just that 
Stacy Dyrlund 
Staff Reporter 
The "Unofficia I Student Guide", 
a handy collection of john Carroll 
campus information and coupons 
from local busmesses,hascauseda 
stir around th~ university since Its 
am val in August. 
The "Unofficial Student Guide" 
is just that: unofficial. According to 
Lisa Heckman, the director of Stu-
dent Activities, the University did 
not sanction the book and was un-
aware that it was being primed 
ingjohn Carroll 
By chance, one of the names 
matched an enrolled freshman 
who knew nothingabout the guide: 
The john Carroll Bookstore even 
had an ad in the "unofficial" guide. 
According to Traverse, he was 
approached by people whom he 
presumed were john Carroll stu-
dents involved with the produc-
tion of the guide. 
·He also stated that the "Unoffi-
cial Student Guides" were dropped 
off in the back of the store and then 
were distributed by an unknown 
person. 
Michael Brown, City Year co-<Jirector, shares his excitement for community service 
The guide states in fine print on 
pagethreethatitisa"CampusCon-
cepts publication and j.s not spon-
sored by or otherwise affiliated 
with john Carroll University ... All 
information contained within this 
publication is accurate to the best 
of our knowledge at the time of the 
typesetting. Concepts will not be 
1 iable for any misinformation con-
tained herein". 
"lt makes you question the book 
if they'red ishonestf rom the f rant", 
said the Rev. Richard P Salmi, Sj., 
vice president of Student Affairs. Urban youth leader promotes hope 
Heather Sullivan 
Staff Reporter 
The co-director of City Year, an 
Urban Youth CorpsProgram,spoke 
at john Carroll University's Third 
Annua!ForumonCommunitySer-
vice. 
Michael Brown's excitement for 
youth service began in 1981, while 
working as a legislative assistant 
for Leon Panetta, now White House 
Chief of Staff. 
Since then, Brown has become 
the co-founder of a diverse subur-
ban youth group known as City 
Year., which originated in Boston 
and Providence. 
One of the most unique things 
about the group is its diversity. 
It shows that people of all ages 
and races can come together and 
uc wonderlu\thln . 
Cn y Year members serve for 
nme months, and earn 125 dollars 
per week. 
For each member, the morning 
consists of a vigorous workout. 
The purpose of this workout is to 
inspire, energize, and unify them-
set ves and everyone around them. 
The whole purpose of the group is 
to serve the community, he said 
Some of their activ ities include 
going to inner city schools to tutor 
children and set up activities for 
them. 
Th is year members also 
cleaned up an old cemetery that 
had become a trash dump. 
He discussed the battle be-
tween idealism and cynicism say-
ing that idealism provokes action 
and is creative, while cynicism 
provokes reactions and 1s destruc-
tive. Reality is the middle ground 
between the two. 
"The battle cry of the nineties 
1tiU!It be 'Fnaycn-= ~-=• 
difference, and eve ryone m us r 
choose. 
Idealism is a posicive force that 
is latent in all of us," Brown said. 
The involvement of people, es-
pecially the youth, is crucial, said 
Brown Nationalservice helps build 
thecommunity,celebratediversity, 
and strengthen our belief that 
change is possible. "National ser-
vice is the mother of all idealism,' 
he said. 
City Year has grown rapidl y. It 
started with only 50 members in 
1988. It has since blossomed, and 
now includes over 350 members 
scattered th rough Boston, MA; 
Providence, RI; and Columbus, OH. 
Four new City Year locations will 
be opened this coming this Octo-
ber 4th. They will be located in 
Chicago, IL, San Jose, CA, and Co-
lombia,SC 
Brown's parting words to the 
audience of students were: "Seize 
Let us act on our idea 1 ism. Re-
place cynicism with acnon and 
belief In democracy, the highest of-
fice is that of the citizen." 
According to Heckman, the 
namesjohnCarroll University j ohn 
Carroll, Blue Streaks, and JCU, 
which were used and referred to 
constant! y throughout the book 
without permission, have all been 
trademarked and copywritten. 
jim Traverse, the bookstore man-
ager, stated that the john Carroll 
names and insignia are allowed to 
be used as long as it is not for use of 
profit, such as clothing. 
The "Unofficial Student Guide" 
gives the allusion on page one that 
the book was composed with the 
help of two students from John 
Carroll. 
There is also an advertisement 
for "Condom Nation" found in the 
"Unofficial Student Guide" that has 
caught the attention of Universtiy 
officials on this jesuit campus. 
"You wonder about the appro-
priateness of I the advertisement! ... 
We want some type of control with 
whatever the name j ohn Carroll 
University gets associated with ," 
responded Salmi. 
According to Heckman, 'lthe 
Unofficial Student Guide] is a good 
source of information but we re-
serve the right with the John 
Carroll name to censor the ads." 
As of right now. Heckman says 
theuni versity is not promoting the 
guide, and it is up to the discretion 
of Salmi for the actions that take 
place next. 
Accord ing to Salmi, the "Unof-
· ial Student Guide" is filled with 
Wellness Program and Athletic Department work to promote fitness 
Lym Sabol 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll University 
Well ness Program, along wtth the 
University Athletic Department, 
kicked off the school year with the 
one mile run for fun th is past 
Saturday and Sunday. 
The goal of the Wellness Pro-
gram is to "teach personal respon-
sibility through physical, emo-
tional, intellectual, occupational, 
social and spiritual well ness." said 
Mary Ann Diemer, the Wellness 
Special Event Coordinator. 
Despite Sunday's rainfall , this 
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event introd uced first-year stu-
dents to the importanceof well ness 
through physicalactivity. The par-
ticipants were timed in a one mile 
walk or run, and received a chart 
detailing his or her fitness level. 
This was the first of many ac-
tivities for the sc hool year 
planned by the Wellness Program. 
The fi mess event was on I y the 
beginning.All freshmen are invited 
to participate in a special program. 
Its a six-week program based on 
the Route 66 program. 
Each half-hour of exercise will 
be equivalent to 50 miles along 
Route66. 
For the first time, Wellness in-
terns will have offices in all of the 
freshm an dorms. Cindy Grant is 
the intern in Dolan Hall, Frank 
La Ricca is available in Murphy,and 
Bernet's counseling graduate is joe 
Zellers. 
The staff is available for coun-
seling and will present emotional 
well ness sessions in the dorms on 
the second Tuesday of every month. 
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Along with the sessions, the 
Well ness staff willalsosponsorthe 
Brown Bag Lunc h Series lt ts a 45 
minute seminar program for stu-
dents to eat their lunch while lis-
tening to speakers. 
The Wellness Program is look-
ing forward to the upcomi ng ac-
tivities and promoting fitness 
events to the john Carroll commu-
nity,getting everyone more in tune 
wi th their physical , emotional, in-
tellectual,occupationa l,socialand 
spiritual needs. 
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Faculty Forum meets to update changes 
Christina Hynes 
Assistant News Editor 
Facultymembersmetlastweek 
to recetve updates from respective 
committees and be informed about 
<.hanges in the University, finan-
cially and academically, since last 
semester. 
Joh n Gladstone, director of Ad-
misstonsand Financial A1d, began 
last Thursday's meeting by report-
ing on the financial status of the 
university. He stated that the fall 
class of 1994 was right on target 
\vith the irenrollmentexpectations 
for the year. 
The University's goal was 790 
students and there a,re currently 
79l enrolled people in the fresh-
manclass. 38.2%ofincomingfresh-
man who were accepted at john 
Carroll are currently enrolled and 
95% have received a financial aid 
package. Thiswasthestxth largest 
pool of applicants and the stron-
gest class academically in history. 
Gladstone informed the group 
that financial aid packages are in 
for some radical changes next year. 
He stated theFinancialAid depart-
ment is planning on switching to 
automated packaging for next 
xear's freshman. This will reduce 
the time it takes for a student's fi-
Homecoming 
cont. from page 1 
walking d 1sta nee of several hotels 
in Public Square. We will provide 
transportation between Swingo's 
and the universi ty, and parking 
spaces are available there for 9nly 
two dollars. John Carroll has held 
several dances at Swingos, and 
we're confident this will turn out 
well. Swingo's is a classyestab1ish-
ment, w ith a dance floor big 
enough to accommodate. us all ." 
Percy said. 
Of course, the dance is only the 
climax of an all day celebration. 
Percy says he is pleased with the 
massive response this year to par-
ticipation m theannual Block Party 
off Belvoir. Local Carroll organiza-
tions will set up booths along 
Belvoir Avenue to entertain the 
Homecoming crowd before the 
game and throughout the after-
noon ."We have the typical line-up 
for the Block Party-food, blankets, 
the usual-but this year, we'll have 
so much more of it Bigger and 
better organizations signed up, so 
many, in fact, we were forced to 
turn some away," he sa id . 
Cranley added, "Homecoming 
Weekend is just before mid-terms. 
The Block Party g1ves students a 
great opportunity to relax and 
party before dealing with their 
tests." 
The half-timeshowduring the 
Blue Streaks' game against Heidel-
berg College will mclude, besides 
the presentation of the Homecom~ 
ing Court, the official debut of the 
John Carroll University Band. 
"Chuck Beilstein,thedirectorof 
the band, has spent several years 
aggressively recrUit ing enough 
freshmen musicians to make the 
band a significant pan of the uni-
versity,"Percysaid,"Their ha lf -time 
debut will show john Carroll how 
much they've grown." 
All committees involved hope 
that their hard work provides John 
Carroll wi th bigger, better, Home-
comingscapableof stirringtheen.-
thusiasm and spiri t of the student 
body, and creanng memories of 
fr iendship and fun for years to 
nancial package to reach the fam-
ily. This means, for example, that 
an Ohio resident will automati-
cally receive an Ohio grant in their 
package. Also,fmanCialaid will be 
instituting electronics in the pro-
cessing of financial packages This 
wlll make the process of putting 
togetherindividualstudent'sfinan-
cial packages a much lesstimecon-
sumingand more efficient process 
"We are entering a new elec-
tronic age. Next year, the Univer-
sity will no longer use theCSS(Col-
lege Scholarship Service) to help 
with the packages. We have de-
cided to go off on our own and use 
the electronic packaging This will 
greatly reduce the time in putting 
togetherastudent'sfinancial pack-
age. So far, we have had great suc-
cess in the planning of this," sa id 
Gladstone. 
Gladstone also stated that 
grants and scholarships need to be 
continued. TheFinancial Aid pack-
agesareaimedatgivingasmuchas 
they can without granting loans. 
This way more qualified students 
will have theopportunit y to attend 
the University. 
Subsidized loans are based on 
need and thereisnomterestor pay-
ment until after graduation whlle 
Signs 
Cont. from page 1 
The Senate also debated if they 
would recogni ze the reversal of the 
ban with a sign thanking Salmi, or 
with just a sign thanking all those 
involved in the debate, or wi th 
nothing at all. 
"We need to make sure we don't 
loseoursay.lthink weshould thank 
the Un t versttycomm unity [orcorn-
mgtogethet; not P:: Richie; not me 
office of residence life," said Bill 
Glunz, chief justice of the Student 
Union. 
"He's(Salmi) worked with us in 
the past and he has a procedure in 
place to work with us in the future 
with the 5 student appointments," 
said Jason Stevens, junior. 
"l think we need to thank the 
studemswhoshowed upandcared, 
because in my four years here, that's 
never happened," said john R. 
Thorne, editor-in-chief of The 
Carroll News. 
unsubsid1zed loans, which are not 
based on need, begin payment and 
interest instantly, which means 
even with a loan, the famtl1es still 
paysubstancialamountsof money. 
With work study, a student can 
receive about a thousand dollars a 
year to offset tuition costs. The 
m1ddleclass tends to receive much 
more money in loans rather than 
grams. The question is, how long 
will families bewillingtopaysuch 
great amounts of money for qual-
ity education? 
The Un iversity'sconcern is how 
they are going to keep up the qual-
ity of the student body if the w-
mon keeps raising substantially 
Will quality students, such as the 
freshman class, which hadanaver-
age SAT compostte score of 1078 
and an average GPA of 3.23, keep 
applying to john Carroll as the tu-
Il!on keeps increasing? 
Gladstone stated that the Uni-
versitytriesto market the school to 
students who are close to their pro-
file. 
They have now narrowed down 
this group to receive names from a 
more qualified academic pool and 
g1ve those students the best pack-
ages avai lable. 
Fed era lgrant funding isata low. 
The senate decided on a sign 
saying " Thanks to everyone for 
working together," which wash ung 
in the atrium on Tuesday night. 
The next step is now the ap-
poimmemof the student commit-
tee tha t will work with the other 
adm inistrators in the formation of 
a new, permanent policy regarding 
the signs. 
"I am very u umbuc about the 
committee g togMMet. 
confident that the those selected to 
be on the committee will do their 
best to look after the best interests 
(of the students)," sa1d Cranley. 
"l wish tO extend my sincere 
thanks to all those that have been 
mvolved in the lively debate sur-
rounding this issue. It is my hope .. 
that the signs hung there will en-
courage everyone to become more 
involved in themanyact i v1tiesand 
events happening each week here 
at john Carroll University," Salmi 
said in the memo. 
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federal fundingwasmgrants. Now. 
this has dropped to 48%. Federal 
funding overall has mcreased, but 
has surfaced only in loans. 
Gladstone also mformed the 
group that there is a new 
admissionsvideoi nthemaking.lt 
will be 12-16 minutes long. 
The Ad miSSions deparunent is 
attempting to capture the true at 
mosphere of the University rather 
than displaying a "just the facts" 
attitude. 
It is costing thousands of dol-
lars tO produce, but fortunately, the 
money will not be taken out of the 
student's pocket. 
Th1s video has been 111 the 
Admission's budget for t\.\'0 years, 
wh1ch means that the high cost 
will not be a factor in tuition."Th!s 
tape will give students a chance to 
see the school if they don't have the 
opportunity to visn. it will really 
show what the campus has to of 
fer," stated Gladstone. 
The tape should be finished in 
theSpring and will be 10 the hands 
of students everywhere by the Fall 
of 1995. 
The next speaker at the forum 
was professor Nick Santilli whore 
ported on the Center for Teaching 
and Learning. 
rhe Center has been approved, 
and,overthesummer,the commit-
tee met [or the first time. They es-
tablished an adv isory board and 
have already enlisted 35 individu-
als tO serve on it. 
Dr. Fredenck T~v1s IS makmg 
appointments to the board. Once 
the board is named, a director will 
be picked The Center does not yet 
have a location, but they anticipate 
one as soon as 1 he renovanons on 
the University are complete. 
Next on the agenda were the 
hean ngs held m May concerning 
Resident's Assistants (RA's) rights 
to expression aga inst the Univer-
sity 
The V1ce President of Student 
Affairs. the Dean of Students, and 
the Dean of Res1dem L1fe met wnh 
acommittectade<~lwiththci sue. 
The group understood that RA's, 
as members of the community, 
have the right to vo1cc opinions 
The1r freedom of expression 
w1ll not pose a conflict wnh their 
employment to the Umversity. 
Theexerc1seof these rights must 
be utilized Without taking advan-
tage of th 1s freedom 
This means that the 1992 Ac-
ceptanceContract of Employment 
w1ll remain in effect. 
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A Different Kind of Summit(ln a Different Kind of World) 
Yeltsin seeks respect for his leadership, his government and his country 
Ma aret Shapiro 
c 1994, The Washington Post 
MOSCOW- The last time Boris Yeltsin 
and Bill Clinton met for a full-fledged 
summit, Russia was still in shock from an 
armed uprising against reform, 
ultranationalists had swept into parliamem, 
and key reformers were about to qun the 
Yeltsin government in disgust. 
A sense of uncertainty and worry as 
deep as the gloom of that Moscow winter 
pervaded their summit lastjanuary. Would 
Russia stray from the path of political and 
economic reform? Would it become the 
aggressive power that vtctorious 
uhranationalists had promised? Could 
Yeltsin hang on to [XJWer? How should the 
United States, which had staked its Russia 
policy on Yeltsin, help? 
This time, although none of those 
questions has been definitively answered, 
the mood and atmospherics could not be 
more different. The emotions and violence 
of last fall and winter have faded as Russia 
has settled into relative tranquillity. Yeltsin 
seems secure in his position, for now, and 
economic reform continues, though often 
confusingly. 
More significantly, Russian and U.S. 
officials Interviewed last week said, there 
also has been a subtle shift in relations 
between the two countries. The new 
tranquility at home has released Yeltsm from 
having to play the role of supplicant and 
Clinton thatof savior-theunderlyingtheme 
of their previous summits. 
Russia no longer needs, or wants, the 
in tensepohtical and financialsupportf rom 
the United States that it demanded in the 
past, officials said. Similarly.for the United 
States, Russta is no longer the same crisis-
driven focus of foreign policy that it was less 
than a year ago. 
But the tone too has changed What 
Clinton has often called the friendly 
"partnership" still exists, but with a greater 
suspicion now on both sides. Disagreements 
over I3osnia, the expansion of NATO, arms 
• trade and Russian involvement in former 
Soviet republics have erased any illusions 
that relations 
las t Russian troops' withdrawal from 
Germany and the Baltic states, for instance, 
frequent mentton was made of the fact that 
US. troops, under NATO,arestillstationed in 
Europe and are not being withdrawn. 
The head of Russia's Foreign Intelligence 
Service, Yevgeny Pnmakov, clearly had the 
United States in mind when he accused the 
West last week of workingtoprevem Russia's 
reemergence "as a 
between these 
former adversaries 
can remain as 
seamless as they 
had been until last 
The relationship becomes 
great state." 
Similarly, 
nationalist 
sentiments that so 
shocked the West 
when bellowed by 
ultranationalist 
more complex, but it also 
year. becomes more normal." 
"'n some ways 
we had an 
abnormal 
relationship" after 
the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991,onesenior 
U.S.officialsaid last week. "Were finding we 
have things we agree on and things we 
disagree on. The relationship becomes more 
complex, but it also becomes more normal." 
But what one Western diplomat called 
the "warm fuzzy" feeling many Russians had 
toward the United States after the Soviet 
Union collapsed has mostly van ished , 
replaced by a low-grade anti-Americanism 
that occasionally finds its way into official 
pronouncements. 
"It is hard to deny the fact that from TV 
com mercialsall the way to foreign policy, the 
Amencans are calling the tune," the former 
Communist Party newspaper Pravda 
complained last month. 
The United States often is seen here as 
angling to preserve its position as sole 
superpower, with Russia a struggling 
secondary nation. In news accounts of the 
Senior U.S. Official leader Vladimir 
Zhirinovsky la.st 
winter have now 
penetrated the Russian political landscape. 
From Yeltsin on down, politicians here 
understand that, in light of Zhirinovsky's 
electoral success, they cannot risk beingseen 
as weak on the issue of Russian pride and 
nationhood .. 
This in large part explains the Kremlin's 
claim of a "sphere of influence" in the former 
Soviet Union, its bluster toward the Baltic 
states over treatmen rof their ethnic Russians 
and its defense of Bosnian Serbs, who are 
seen as pan of the greater Slaviccommunity. 
Ultranationalists had attacked Yeltsin 
especially viciously for failing to defend the 
Serbs against Western "interference" in the 
civi l war in the former Yugoslav ia. 
Climon'sdesire to end an arms embargo 
on Bosnian Muslims so they can defend 
themselves against the Serbs is certain to be 
a major source of contention between the 
two presidents at the upcoming summit, 
offiCials from both countries said last week. 
"Russia is looking fora new place in the 
world and refuses tO accept that its place is 
on! y that of a regional power.Such a posit ion 
brings the present regime and national-
patriotic opposition closer to each," political 
commentator Stanislav Kondrashov wrote 
last week in the daily newspaper Izvestia. 
US. officials in interviews acknowledged 
the new tenor in the rhetoric from Moscow 
since the lastsummit,butsaid they believethe 
relationship remains basically sound. 
They pointed to the growing number of 
bilateral contacts, including officials, 
business people and tourists,thatalloweach 
side to understand the other better, the pint 
military maneuvers recen tly held in Russia 
and the Kremlin 'sexpressed desire to f unher 
integrate Russia into the world economy. 
Theofficialsalsosaid thatthe Russian 
bark was of ten worse than its bite. Yel tsi n,for 
instance, had sworn last summer that Russia 
would not adhere to a scheduled departure 
of troops from the Baltics because those 
governments were discriminating against 
Russian speakers. ln the end, though _and 
after Clinton persona II y pressed the issue _ 
the troops were pulled out on time. 
The two presidents are likely to come up 
against some of the touchier points of what 
one U.S. official called "an emerging 
partnership" when they meet this week. But 
the official said any friction will be minor 
compared wl[h summits of the past. 
"UnlikeduringtheCold War, when the 
whole world hung on whether we'd survive 
the next summit, now it's about two leaders 
getting together to discuss issues that need to 
be dealt with in an ongoing way," the official 
said."This is an emerging partnership that is 
working." 
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MarioCuomoisbehindinthe 
polls to George PatakL 400acres 
of waterfront property will be 
sold to the City for its Horizons 
waterfront project. The land 
stretches from Tifft St to South 
Park Ave. 
Detroit 
General Motors a utoworkers 
havegoneonstrikeduetounsafe 
conditions and an over bearing 
work load at a Flint, Michigan 
plant. The average worlcer waS 
doing 17 hours overtime a week. 
Chlcag& 
Fifteen minuteS Of fame on 
The Oprah Winfrey Show could 
lead to years in prison for Merrill 
Shepro, 40, of La Grange, 
suspectedforburglarizinghun-
dreds of homes. Shepro was in· 
dieted by a grand jury on one 
count of burglary based on 
statements he made on the Sep-
tember 14 show. 
Five people were killed and 
one was injured on Saturday in 
Baltimore (20 miles southeast) 
after their car collided with a 
Conrail Train at an unmarked 
Railroad crossing. 
A couple left thliii' Childi'eil 
inthecareofaHyearoldfortwo 
Wlieks. Thechildrenare in foster 
care while their parents face 
charges. 
year 
was gang related. Francine 
Lance was found strangulated 
1,000 feet away from Thomas 
jefferson Middle School. 
From the Front PaNe-
Clinton's Health Bfl is dead 
B • r 1 f s e 
for 1994. The President prom-
ised Monday to ·return to the 
fight" for the health care reform 
aftercongressionalactionended 
this year ... A Tufts University 
report indicates that 13.8% or 
suburban children live below 
the poverty line, as well as 31.9% 
of urban children .. .New York 
City officials are considering a 
ban on smoking in the work 
place. Some estimates indicate 
thata'I\Qrkplacebancauses25% 
of smokers to quit ... A USA 
Today/CNN/Gallup Poll indi· 
cates Clinton's appr<;>val rating 
is 44%, but 57% indicate they do 
not think he deserves re-
election. 
From the Back page_ 
Direct student loan avail-
ability will increase from 100 to 
1,000 colleges in the '95 • '96 
school year. The Education 
Department will skip banks, 
depositing money with a 
student'sschool. Collegessaythe 
government approves loans 
faster than banks. No news if 
thiSwilleffectjohnCarroli..The 
Kiplinger Washington Let terre· 
ports that U.S. officials secretly 
fear that .AristidewUl bean em· 
barrassment,hisbackerswlllbe 
'inept, revenge minded and 
undemocratic.' 
Figured Facta: 
Clintons approval rating 
since his election according to 
the latest USA Today/CNN 
Gallup pol~ 
Clinton's all time low was 
June '93, his high january '93. 
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Negative Campaigns Prominent 
Howard Kurtz W Bush, one of two sons of former ents. Engler hasactually increased 
~1994, The Washington Post President George Bush running for funding for mental health. And the 
WASHINGTON - Pennsylva- office this year. woman wholaterdiedinahospital 
nia Rep. Rick Santorum didn't ··whatdoyoucallsomeonewho accident had been scheduled for 
always show up for work. New jer- won'tdebate?That'sright,a weasel,' discharge. The Detroit Free Press 
sey Sen Frank R. Lauten berg is a says Democrat Kathleen Brown's found '"gross distortion' in the ad. 
dirty campaigner. California Rep. latestadagainstCaliforniaGov.Pete Feinstein and Huffington,both 
Michael Huffingtqn didn't pay Wilson (R). lt features, naturally, a mtllionaires,havespreadinnuendo 
California taxes. His opponent, live weasel . through their ads without explic-
California Sen. Dianne Feinstein, Manyotheradsstretchthetruth, itly accusing the other of wrong· 
didn't pay her taxes. Michigan Gov sometimes to the breaking point. doing. 
john Englerthrewailingpeopleout New jersey Assembly Speaker Feinsteinstruckfirstwithaspot 
onthestreet.Fioridagubernatorial Chuck Haytaian (R), who is chal- charging that Huffingtonavotded 
candidate jeb Bush did business lenging Lauten berg, says in an ad California taxes by claiming he 
with an international felon. that the Democratic senator is a lived in Texas, which has no state 
That, at least, is how they are '"dirty" campaigner and that ··now income tal't. ··congressman 
portrayed in television ads that he's attacking Chuck Haytaian's Huffington is a l"exas oi1 mi\lion-
d;I.;U~~fied ,;~ 1£·a·m~~i~\ ~-~~~l~nJ.aiBdNeb~a~~l~e~, l'hllelse·n~a~\o~~r~·a~tr~elfwlihllo.,.a~l~~tl~or~n~la·n~~~~u~::.~~l~<-iall''ltt ........ 
campaign season heats up, such thatHaytaian'sson-in-lawisonhis lived in Houston from 1988to 1991 
negative charges are again filling payroll. while his wife lived in their $4-
the airwaves, with opponents HaytaianspokeswomanKaren m1llionSanta Barbara villa, and he 
painted as coddled insiders, DeMasters said the ad also refers to visited her on weekends Femstem 
untrustworthy operators or scan- past Lauten berg campaigns and a spokesman Kam Kuwata said the 
dal-tainted hacks. newspaper article that raised allegation is '" legitimate' because 
While many of the televised questions about Haytaian's wife. newspaperarticlesraiseditfirstand 
assaults crumble upon closer in- ··wesuspectLautenbergisbehind Huffington ··won't release his tax 
spection, slashing 3D-second at· it but we can't prove it,' she said. returns.' 
tacks are again a part of the politi· Samorum,a Republican chal- A Huffingtonad retaliated, say-
cal mood music. lenging Sen. Harris Wofford, D-Pa., ing he '" payseverypennyintaxthat 
larry McCarthy, media adviser is accused ina Woffordadofhaving he owes, and then some .... Feinstein 
for Republican Huffington,said his '"missed 32 votesthisyear ... the least is now the third-richest senatOr. Yet 
barrage aga inst Democrat hecoulddoisshowupforwork."[n in three separate years Feinstein 
Feinstein- one ad calls her a ··spe· fact, paid no federalincome taxes." 
ciaHnterestjukebox'- was neces- Santorum's House voting Feinstein aides called the ad 
sary against a well-known in- recordhasbeen92percem,andthe "'sleazy,'sayingshepaidnotaxesin 
cumbem.·'tfwedidn'tgoouthard Phtladelphia Daily News found 1978 and 1979 because her first 
and early, we wouldn't be where we that most of the votes he missed husband was dying of cancer and 
are today,' he said. were procedural or unimportant earned no money. Feinstein paid 
One popular 1994 technique '"A feeble attack on a feeble issue,' notaxesinl985becausehersecond 
is the mocking, personal slam that said Santorum spokesman Mike husband claimed a large fmancial 
makes no factual claims. "That Mihalke. los. 
young Bush boy ... he talks a good Not that the Santorumcamp is A measure of how much of 
game, but has he ever done any- abovehyperbole:ltsadboasts'"Rick Huffington's advertising concen-
thing?" says an ad for Texas Gov Santorum wrote moreoriginal bills trated on Feinstein rather than in-
Ann Richards (D) against George cutting wasteful spending than traducing himself to voters is that 
anyoneel.se.'Noneofthem became last month, after Huffington had 
law. spent $9 million of his persona I 
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Perhaps the season's toughest fortune on therace,onlyabout half 
ad was aired by the Michigan of California voters said they knew 
DemocraticPartyagainstRepubli- enough about him to have an 
can Engler. "It was a moment of opinion. Still, his televised barrage 
horror and shame,' the announcer hasnearlywiped out Feinstein's 26-
says. "State troopers forced to close point lead in the polls. 
a mental health clinic, evicting A few spots stand out as par· 
dozens of terrified patients.' Black- ticularly creative but not always 
and-white footage shows patients affecnve. 
being led onto buses, some crying, The most candid: 
their belongings in garbage bags. Wisconsin businessman Matt 
One falls out of a wheelchair. A Gunderson,runningfortheSenate, 
woman whose sister was placed in stood next to an Abraham Lincoln 
home care says that months later, cutout and declared: ··1 don't want 
'"she died." to raise taxes, but let'sget real. A no-
But whtle the eviction was new-ta~ pledge might be good 
bungled, most of the 37 patients politics, but it's bad policy.' 
were transferred tO other facilities Gunderson was trounced in 
and the rest released to their par- this month's Republican primary. 
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A Different Kind of Summit(In a Different Kind of World) 
Yeltsin seeks respect for his leadership, his government and his country 
Ma aret Shaptro 
C 1994, The Washington Post 
MOSCOW -The last time Boris Yeltsin 
and Bill Clinton met for a full-fledged 
summit, Russia was still in shock from an 
armed uprising against reform, 
ullranationalistshadsweptimoparliament, 
and key reformers were about to quit the 
Yeltsin government in disgust. 
A sense of uncertainty and worry as 
deep as the gloom of that Moscow winter 
pervaded their summit last january. Would 
Russia stray from the path of political and 
economic reform? Would it become the 
aggressive power that victorious 
ultranationalists had promised? Could 
Yeltsm hang on to power? How should the 
United States, which had staked its Russia 
policy on Yeltsin, help? 
This time, although none of those 
questions has been definitively answered, 
the mood and atmospherics could not be 
more different. The emotions and violence 
of last fall and winter have faded as Russia 
has settled into relative tranquillity. Yeltsin 
seems secure in his position, for now, and 
economic reform continues, though often 
confusingly. 
More significantly, Russian and U.S. 
officials interviewed last week said, there 
also has been a subde shift in relations 
between the two countries. The new 
tranquility at home has released Yel tsm from 
having to play the role of supplicant and 
Clinton thatof savior-the underlying theme 
of their previous summits. 
Russia no longer needs, or wants, the 
intense political and fi nancia I support from 
the United States that it demanded in the 
past, officials said. Similarly.for the Umted 
States, Russta is no longer the same crisis-
driven focus of foreign policy that it was less 
than a year ago. 
But the tone too has changed What 
Clinton has often called the friendly 
"partnership" still exists, but with a greater 
suspicion now on both sides. Disagreements 
over Bosnia, the expansion of NATO, arms 
• trade and Russian involvement in former 
Soviet republics have erased any illusions 
that relations 
last Russian troops' withdrawal from 
Germany and the Baltic states, for instance, 
frequent mention was made of the fact that 
U.S. troops. under ATO,arestill stationed in 
Europe and are not being withdrawn. 
The head of Russia's Foreign Intelligence 
Service, Yevgeny Pnmakov, clearly had the 
United States in mind when he accused the 
West lastweekof working to prevent Russia's 
reemergence "as a 
officials from both countries said last week. 
"Russia is looking for a new place in the 
world and refuses to accept that its place is 
only that of a regional power.Sucha position 
brings the present regime and nat ional-
patriotic opposition closer to each," political 
commentator Stanislav Kondrashov wrote 
last week in the daily newspaper Izvestia. 
between these 
formeradversanes 
can remain as 
seamless as they 
had been until last 
The relationship becomes 
great state." 
Similarly, 
nationa l ist 
sentiments that so 
shocked the West 
when bellowed by 
ultranationalist 
U.S.officials in interviews acknowledged 
the new tenor in the rhetoric from Moscow 
since the lastsummit,butsaid they believethe 
relat ionship remains basically sound. 
more complex, but it also 
They pointed tot he growing number of 
bilateral contacts, including officials, 
business people and tourists, that allow each 
side to understand the other better, the joint 
military maneuvers recently held in Russia 
and the Kremlinsexpresseddesiretofunher 
integrate Russia into the world economy. 
year. becomes more normal." 
"In some ways 
we had an 
abnormal 
relationship"af ter 
the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991,onesenior 
U.S. official said last week. "We're finding we 
have things we agree on and things we 
disagree on. The relationship becomes more 
complex, but it also becomes more normal." 
But what one Western diplomat called 
the"warm fuzzy" feeling many Russians had 
toward the United States after the Soviet 
Union collapsed has mostly vanished, 
replaced by a low-grade anti-Americanism 
that occasionally finds its way into official 
pronouncements. 
"It is hard to deny thefact that from TV 
commercialsallthewaytoforeign policy, the 
Americans are calling the tune," the form er 
Communist Party newspaper Pravda 
complained last month. 
The United States often is seen here as 
angling to preserve its position as sole 
superpower, with Russia a struggling 
secondary nation. In news accounts of the 
SeniorU.S.Official leader Vladimir 
Zhirinovsk y la.st 
winter have now 
penetrated the Russian political landscape. 
From Yeltsin on down, politicians here 
understand that, in light of Zhirinovsky's 
electoralsuccess, they cannot risk being seen 
as weak on the issue of Russian pride and 
nationhood .. 
This in large part explains the Kremlin's 
claim of a "sphere of influence" in the former 
Soviet Union, its bluster toward the Baltic 
stateso\lertreatmentof their ethnic Russians 
and its defense of Bosnian Serbs, who are 
seen as pan of the greater Slavic community. 
Ultranationalists had attacked Yeltsm 
especially viciously for failing to defend the 
Serbs against Western "interference" in the 
ci vii war in the for mer Yugoslavia. 
Clinton's desire to end an arms embargo 
on Bosnian Muslims so they can defend 
themselves against the Serbs is certain to be 
a major source of contention between the 
two presidents at the upcoming summit, 
Theofficialsalsosaid thattheRussian 
bark was of ten worse than its bite. Yel tsin.for 
instance, had sworn last summer that Russia 
would not adhere to a scheduled departure 
of troops from the Baltics because those 
governments were discriminating against 
Russtan speakers. In the end, though_ and 
after Clinton personally pressed the issue _ 
the troops were pulled out on time. 
The two presidents are likely to come up 
against some of the rouch ier points of what 
one U.S. official called "an emerging 
partnership" when they meet this week. But 
the official said any friction will be minor 
compared with summits of the past. 
"UnlikeduringtheCold War, when the 
whole world hung on whether we'd survive 
the next summit, now its about two leaders 
getting together to discuss issues that need to 
be dealt with in an ongoing way," the official 
said."This isanemerging partnership that is 
working." 
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MarioCuomoisbehindinthe 
polls to George PatakL 400acres 
of waterfront property will be 
sold to the City for its Horizons 
waterfront project. The land 
stretches from TiJ£ t St. to South 
Park Ave. 
Detroit 
General Motorsa utoworkers 
havegoneonstrikeduetounsafe 
conditions and an over bearing 
work load at a Flint, Michigan 
plant. The average worker waS 
doing 17 hours overtime a week. 
ChicagO' 
Fifteen minutes of fame on 
The Oprah Winfrey Show could 
lead to years in prison for Merrill 
Shepro, 40, of La Grange, 
suspected for burglarizing hun-
dreds of homes. Shepro was in-
dicted by a grand jury on one 
count of burglary based on 
srar.ements he made on the Sep-
tember l'f show. 
Colwnbus-
Five people were killed and 
one was injured on Saturday in 
Baltimore (20 miles southeast) 
after their car collided with a 
Conrail Train at an unmarked 
Railroad crossing. 
Pittsburgh 
A couple I.e£ t theii' children 
inthecareofaHyearoldfortwo 
~ks. Thechildrenare in foster 
care while their parents face 
charges. 
was gang related. Francine 
Lance was found strangulated 
1,000 feet away from Thomas 
jefferson Middle School. 
From the Front Pa!e.. 
Clinton's Health Bfl is dead 
B • r 1 f s e 
for 1994. The President prom-
ised Monday to "Teturn to the 
fight' for the health care reform 
aftercongressionalactionended 
this year ... A Tufts University 
report indicates that 13.8% of 
suburban children live below 
the poverty line, as well as 31.9% 
of urban children ... New York 
City officials are considering a 
ban on smoking in the work 
place. Some estimates indicate 
thata v.urkplace ban causes25% 
of smokers to quit ... A USA 
Today/CNN/Gallup Poll indi-
cates Clinton's approval rating 
is44%, but 57% indicate they do 
not think he deserves re-
election. .. 
From the Back page_ 
Direct student loan avail-
ability will increase from 100 to 
1,000 colleges in the '95 - '96 
school year. The Education 
Department will skip banks, 
depositing money with a 
student'sschool. Collegessaythe 
government approves loans 
faster than banks. No news if 
thiSwilleffecrjohnCarrolL The 
Kiplinger \M!.shington Letterre-
ports that US. officials secretly 
fear that Arlsridewill be an em· 
barrassment,hisbaclcerswillbe 
•inept, revenge minded and 
undemocratic. • 
Flgl!red Facts: 
Clintons approval rating 
since his election according to 
the latest USA Today/CNN 
Gallup pol~ 
Clinton's all time low was 
june '93, his high january '93. 
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Negative Campaigns Proininent 
Howard Kurtz 
©1994, The Washington Post 
WASHINGTON - Pennsylva-
nia Rep. Rick Santorum didn't 
always show up for work. New jer-
sey Sen. Frank R. Lauten berg is a 
dirty campaigner. California Rep. 
Michael Huffingtqn didn't pay 
California taxes. His opponent, 
California Sen. Dianne Feinstein, 
didn't pay her taxes. Michigan Gov 
John Englerth rewai ling people out 
on the street. Florida gubernatorial 
candidate Jeb Bush did business 
with an international felon. 
That, at least, is how they are 
portrayed in television ads that 
ran e [rom oversim h[ied l O 
dOW!ttJgtlt ~ t'atr 
campaign season heats up, such 
negative charges are again filling 
the airwaves, with opponents 
painted as coddled insiders, 
untrustworthy operators or scan-
dal-tainted hacks. 
While many of the televised 
assaults crumble upon closer in-
spection, slashing 3D-second at-
racks are again a part of the politi-
cal mood music. 
Larry McCarthy, media adviser 
for Republican H uffington,said his 
barrage against Democrat 
Feinstein- one ad calls her a "'spe-
cial-interest jukebox' - was neces-
sary against a well-known in-
cumbent. ··If we didn't go out hard 
and early, we wouldn't be where we 
are today,' he said. 
One popular 1994 technique 
is the mocking, personal slam that 
makes no factual claims. "That 
young Bush boy ·- he talks a good 
game, but has he ever done any-
thing?' says an ad for Texas Gov 
Ann Richards (D) against George 
I , I' I I '\. I I-... 
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W Bush,oneof tmsonsof former 
President George Bush running for 
office this year. 
··whatdoyoucallsomeonewho 
won'tdebate?That'srighr,a 'M!asel,' 
says Democrat Kathleen Brown's 
latestadagainstCaliforniaGov.Pete 
Wilson (R). It features, naturally, a 
live weasel. 
Many other ads stretch the truth, 
sometimes tO the breaking point. 
New Jersey Assembly Speaker 
Chuck Haytaian (R), who is chal-
lenging Lauten berg. says in an ad 
that the Democratic senator is a 
""dirty' campaigner and that ··now 
he's attacking huck Haytaian's 
[am\\ ~ 1n a debale 1he »ena\or 
that Haytaian'sson· in-law is on his 
payrolL 
Haytaian spokeswoman Karen 
DeMasters said the ad also refers to 
past La utenberg campaigns and a 
newspaper article that raised 
questions about Haytaian's wife. 
··we suspect Lauten berg is behind 
it but we can't prove it,' she said. 
Santor urn, a Republican chal-
lenging Sen. Harris Wofford, D-Pa., 
lsaccusedina Woffordadofhaving 
"missed 32 votes this year_. the least 
he could do is show up for work.' In 
fact, 
Santorum's House voting 
record has been 92 percent, and the 
Philadelphia Daily News found 
that most of the votes he missed 
were procedural or unimportant 
'"A feeble attack on a feeble issue,' 
said Samorum spokesman Mike 
Mihalke. 
Not that the Santorumcamp is 
above hyperbole: Its ad boasts ""Rick 
Santo rum wrote moreoriginal bills 
cutting wasteful spending than 
anyone else.' None of them became 
law. 
Perhaps the season's toughest 
ad was aired by the Michigan 
Democratic Party against Repu bli-
can Engle[ "'It was a moment of 
horror and shame,' the announcer 
says. ··state troopers forced ,to close 
a mental health clinic, evicting 
dozens of terrifiedpatients.' Black-
and-white footage shows patients 
being led omo buses, some crying. 
their belongings in garbage bags. 
One falls out of a wheelchair. A 
woman whose sister was placed in 
home care says that months later, 
"she died.' 
But while the eviction was 
bungled, most of the 37 patients 
were transferred to other facilities 
and the rest released to their par-
ents. Engler has actually mcreased 
funding for me mal health. And the 
woman wholaterdi~dinahospital 
accident had been scheduled for 
discharge. The Detroit Free Press 
found ··gross distortion' in the ad 
Feinstein and H uffington, both 
millionaires, havespread innuendo 
through their ads without explic-
Itly accusing the other of wrong-
doing. 
Feinstein struck first with a spot 
charging that Huffingtonavoided 
California taxes by claiming he 
lived in Texas, wh1ch has no state 
income tax. ··congressman 
Huffington is a Texas oil mi\lion-
alr who Ca.lllorman~ u~l c.,u "t 
lived m HoustOn from 1988tol991 
wh tie hts wife lived in their $4 
million Santa Barbara villa, and he 
visited heron weekends. Feinstem 
spokesman Kam Kuwata said the 
allegation is ··legitimate' because 
newspaperarticlesraised it first and 
Huffingron "won't release his tax 
returns.' 
A Huffingtonad retaliated,say-
inghe""payseverypennyintaxthat 
he owes, and then some .... Feinstein 
is now the third-richest senator Yet 
in three separate years Fe1nstein 
paid no federalincome taxes.' 
Feinstein aides called the ad 
··sleazy,' saying she paid no taxes in 
1978 and 1979 because her first 
husband was dying of cancer and 
earned no money. Femstein paid 
no taxes in 1985 because her second 
husband claimed a large financial 
los. 
A measure of how much of 
Huffington's advertising concen-
trated on Feinstein rather than in-
troducing himself to voters is that 
last month, after Huffington had 
spent $9 million of his personal 
fortune on the race, only about half 
of California voters said they knew 
enough about him to have an 
opinion. Still, his televised barrage 
hasnearlywipedoutFeinstein's26-
point lead in the polls. 
A few spots stand out as par-
ticular!¥ creative but not always 
affecnve. 
The most candid: 
Wisconsin businessman Matt 
Gunderson, runnmgfortheSenate, 
stood next to an Abraham Lincoln 
cutout and declared: ··1 don't want 
to raiseraxes, but let'sget real. A no-
new-ta~ pledge might be good 
politics, but it's bad policy.' 
Gunderson was trounced in 
this month's Republican primary. 
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Falling back 
into things 
Reflections of a Carroll 
student on the colorful, 
transitional season of fall 
Ma aret Znldarslc 
Staff Reporter 
Spring forward, fall back It's 
almost time 10 remember the old 
adage to make sure we make it to 
class on time. 
The days are already gettmg 
shorter, the leaves are staning to 
changecolorsand the birds are even 
starting to think about where 
they're going to fly for the winter. 
Tomany,fa!IISastart to the school 
year. But most importantly, it is an 
end tosumrnerand all the activities 
and warm weather that went with 
1!. 
Fall means no more air 
conditioning, baking in the sun, real 
summer tans, barely weanng 
anything at all to withstand the 
heat, red robins in the trees, rose 
gardens, eating ice cream on a 
humidsummernight,themeparks, 
summer baseball (oops-due to the 
strike, that has already been taken 
care of), rains that arc a welcome 
relief to the heat, outdoor concerts, 
nb cook offs, washing your car, 
the 
playing a round of golf in the hot 
sun or feeding the ducks by the 
lake. 
To many fall IS a transition. 
It's that season you have to put 
up wnh between summer and 
winter. lt brings cold weather. Not 
the cold you know how to dress for, 
but the cold that's different every 
day. 
Fall brings leaves torake,chilly 
winds that blow the equally chilly 
rain into your face. The days just 
always seem cloudier 
But, if you look just beyond the 
clouds, you notice the sun trying to 
peek through, pushing away the 
clouds and d 1srobi ng the blue sky. 
As much as fall can depress, it can 
serve as a source of inspiration to 
those who look closely enough to 
see the beauty in the spirit of the 
season. 
The trees are transformed into 
natural spectacles full of shades of 
red, orange and yellow that wow 
even those who find the autumn 
season detestable. 
week: 
What animal 
is most like 
you? 
FEATURES 
As the nights fa ll earlier and 
earlier, you begin to pull those 
heavy sweaters and favorite jeans 
out of the trunk. When you were 
younger, mom always made you 
put a coat on before you left the 
house; now she JUSt calls to remind 
you. Maybe you begin co plan that 
ski vacation you musedabout when 
tempatures were pressing 100 
degrees. 
Fall brings apple picking, 
Lisa Panella 
Junior 
"Llama.' 
Jennifer Masterson 
junior 
"Whale.' 
The Carroll News, September 29, 1994 
Homecoming, weekend days and 
nights fi lied wi thfootball,hot apple 
cider, Fa II Break, Halloween trick-
or-treaters, ca rving pumpkins, 
nights warm enough to keep the 
windows open but chilly enough 
to curl up under the covers, turkey 
and stuffing, harvest moon, cool 
sunny days perfect for wa lks in the 
park, moments of change we will 
never forget. 
Nexttimeyoumissthesummer, 
Dave Barcelona 
Sophomore 
'Cheetah." 
Jeff Salerno 
Freshman 
"A bird that doesn't like 
to go to class.' 
Bll'ndan McKillip 
grab a mug of hot cider, look out 
your window and notice the 
grandeur that can never be 
duplicated inanypaintingbyeven 
the most gifted artist. It can never 
be captured by the greatest writer 
The beauty of the changes in fall 
can inspireanyone. When you need 
a source of inspiration, look to the 
brilliant colors in the trees and the 
colossal harvest moon. Sometimes 
they know just what to say. 
Liz Makarowski 
Sophomore 
"Lizard.' 
Ethan lamb 
Sophomore 
"Tiger." 
photos by Annoe Oo tlopy 
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And you think that you have a lot to juggle 
Jay Svoboda 
Assistant Features Editor 
Senior Joe Grieco has a lot "up 
intheair"nghtnow. Heistheco-
founderof theJugglingCluband 
is involved in many campus 
organizations. 
Grieco, a Communications 
major and native of Euclid, Ohio, 
is a magic andjuggl i ng enthusiast 
who uses hissltght of hand skills 
to pay the bills. 
No, he doesn't just make 
money disappear from the bank 
vault; he performs magic shows 
at various types of events such as 
birthdaysandanniversanes. His 
last performance was at the 
Yankee Peddler Arts Fair on 
September24&:25th,and he will 
be performing on Halloween at 
the Cleveland Metroparks Zoo. 
Grieco's magica l models are 
David Copperfield and Night 
Court's Harry Anderson. Jo<Gri«<> 
He likes Copperfield because Senior Joe Grieco entertains children with fire. 
of thecontributionsCopperfield 
has made to magic by combining it with 
thea trics. 
His favorite Copperfield trick is the zig-
zag illusion. This is when Copperfield has 
an assisitant get into a vertical box and he 
shifts the sections of the box to the right and 
the left seemingly separating the sections 
into pieces. 
Grieco admires Anderson because he is 
funny and down to earth. Grieco especially 
likes Ander,son's three card monte routine. 
Grieco's shows are similar to Anderson's in 
that he uses slight of hand and humor to 
entertain his audience. 
Grieco's interest in magic and juggling 
began eight years ago when he became 
involved with his htgh school's magic club. 
He learned juggling, magic and unicycl in g. 
and an assistant gets on top and holds up a 
curtain, when thecurtaindrops, the two have 
traded places. Instead of the traditional 
cutting someone in half, Grieco and partners 
once cut their victim into six pieces. 
His magic today includes mentalist and 
card tricks. The next trick Grieco is learning 
to perform is fire-eating. 
Griecoco-founded thejugglingCl ub with 
sophomore Ernie Petti last year Both went to 
St. Ignatius High School in Cleveland and 
were involved in thejugglingand MagicClub 
there. 
Grieco also works summers at]. Bean's 
Magic and Novelty Shop in Euclid teaching 
juggling once a week. 
The JCU jugglers performed at Carroll 
functions twtce last year; ar the Medieval 
festival and at Carrollpalooza 
five juggle well enough to actually perform 
on stage. 
The club meenngs are held on 
Wednesdays at 8:30p.m. in the Auxilliary 
Gym. 
The very busy Grieco is also an assistant 
director with thejCUTVNews,a 20minuce 
weekly newscast seen on cable channell4 
and on th e actiVIties monitors all over 
campus. 
Each week Grieco assists the d1rector by 
coordinating camera angles and sound, as 
well as helping to assemble the story order. · 
Last year Gnecodid a lmle b1t of everythmg 
for the JCU TV News mcludmg wnung 
stones, camera 1.vork, and producing larger 
story "packages: Thi leads Grieco into his 
future career, directing, though he says, "I'm 
not sure yet ," what kmdof d1rectmg I want to 
do, he said. 
Grieco is also a member of the Little 
Theater Society and was in too performances 
last year, Hold theScriptand Don't Try Thisat 
Home. He was involved intheirnprov troupe, 
an experience chat, "!loved. It was likeacring 
without a net." 
He's not planning on acting after school 
now, but after a break this semester, he'll be 
back in the spring. 
As if 
schoolwork, 
performing at 
parties, helping 
with the TV news, 
performing in the 
Little Theater 
Society, and 
running the 
juggling Club 
weren't enough, 
Gneco is also a 
Resident 
Assistant in 
Bernet Hall. 
Grieco covers 
pan of the ~c<.:ond 
Grieco said he wanted to become an RA 
because of h1s expenence durmg h1s 
freshman year at Rose Hull man lnt1tute of 
Technology m Indiana. 
"My RA helped make the transition to 
college eas1er," he said. He wants to help do 
the same for these freshmen. 
The hardest part of being an RA is the 
paperwork, he says, but he claims, "My floor 
tsgreatt" G neco plans on taking the freshmen 
on vanousouungssuchSimms Park in Euclid 
and a Browns game. 
Af tergrad uat 1 ng,Grieco wantstoget right 
into the work force. He wants to work m 
televisiOn, with an eye toward eventually 
d1recnng 
Grieco also wants to learn to fly a plane. 
With all of this going on, Grieco seems very 
content wuh h1s busy lifestyle 
1[ you need performers for any activities 
you're planningjust contact Gneco, and the 
j ugglmg Club will be happy to oblige. 
And, catch Grieco Halloween Weekend, 
October 27 - 31 from 6 to 8 p.m. at the 
MeuoParks Zoo performing a juggling and 
magic show. Who knows where we will see 
Grieco next, but he's sure to show up where 
the crowd needs entertaining. 
Hesays,"l'm probablytheonlyperson on 
campus with a umcyc e 111 my coset. ' n 
high school Grieco performed some 
sophisticated tricks such as Metamorphasis, 
wh tch is when the magician gets in a trunk 
he c u is open to an)Klne, even they 
can't juggle. Grieco says the two can teach 
anyone to juggle in just ten minutes. The 
club current ly has 15 members and about 
and thethfid 
floors, and all of 
his residents are 
freshmen. 
n.vrrr~ 
Grieco has been seen on stage with the Outta Hand lmprov 
Troupe. 
Co-operating for your future 
Student Career Center provides guidance in job search 
Jonathan Boyle 
Staff Reporte r 
Are you interested ina co-op job? Are you 
uneasy about facing the job market after 
graduation? If your answer is "yes" to either 
of these questions, youshouldcall the Student 
Career Center ro schedule an appointment 
with a career counselor. 
One of the most common misconceptions 
about the Career Development Program is 
that the staff places you in a job. That is false 
according to] udi th A ungst,direccor of Senior 
and Alumni Career Services. 
Counselors teach job-searching skills and 
provide ca reer guidance by identifying 
students skills and interests and matching 
them upwitha varietyof occupational fields 
that utilize these characteristics. lf students 
are undecided about a career focus, they can 
take the Strong-Campbell and Myers-Briggs 
Type Indicator Tests to help find career fields 
based on interests and personality. 
In the case of co-op job~ . students 
interested are interviewed by a counselor in 
the Cooperative Education Program to 
determine the student's interests, 
qualifications, and availability. Based on the 
interview, the student is matched up with 
possible job openingscorresponding to their 
interests and qualifications. 
Accardi ng to Dr DurnontGcrken,d irector 
of Cooperati veEducation,d uring the 1993-94 
school year,576studentsheldco-opjobs( 483 
students held new placements wh1le 93 
studentscontinuedtheirco-opjobsfrom the 
1992-93 school year). 
Last year, there were 1,892 job openings 
available. Gerken added that co-op jobs give 
students an advantage m the job market 
because they "increase a student's 
marketability after graduation,' he sa id. 
'Second, students have an opportun ityto 'try 
out' a career they are interested in. Third, 
employers are increasingly using co-op 
programs to recruit permanent employees." 
Both Aungst and Gerken recommend 
that students get involved in campus 
organizations, particularly professional 
organizations such as the Accounting 
Association, Spanish Club, or The Carroll 
News because such organizations further 
devclopskills that areessentia I toacareer(i.e. 
lead~rship, team work, planning, organizing, 
and professional skills). 
"Students are theirownsecurity in the job 
market because theyconrinue todevelopand 
learn new skills," Aungst said. 
Two individuals who benefited from the 
co-op department's assistance in job 
searching are juniors Many Desmond and 
Brian Comer. 
Both Desmond and Comer have taken 
Coopera tive. Education (CE 101), 
Introduction to the World of Work, which is 
a requirement for JCU'sSchoolof Business. In 
class, they learned such job-searching skills 
as how to prepare resumes and write cover 
letters. 
Desmond, an Accounting major, works in 
theaccountingdepartmentofDixandEaton, 
a public relations fir m in Cleveland. Last 
year, he scheduled an inte rview with a 
counselorinJCU'sco-opprogram. Desmond 
recalled chat in the interv1ew the counselor 
asked him about such things as his work 
experience, grade point average, major, 
communication skills, and his desire to have 
a co-op j:lb. Desmond first heard about this 
pblastsurnrnerwhentheco-opdepartment 
sent him a letter informing him of the job 
opening Thus far, Desmond enj:lys his job. 
Comer, a finance major, works as an 
assistant stockbroker for Dean Witter 
Reynolds lnc., a financial services group. 
Comer picked this job from several job 
openings that the co-opprogramsent to him. 
"The expenence that l have gained from 
working at the firm has been invaluable," 
Comer said. 'Whether !choose togo into this 
business or not, the knowledge l have 
accumulated over the past months about 
investments will give me a strategic 
advantage later in life." 
Corner also joined the Finance 
Association this year in order to further 
enhance his marketability for prospective 
employers. 
According to Dr. Gerken and Aungst, 
employersareenth usiasticabout hiringJohn 
Carroll students for co-op jobs and hiring 
graduating seniors. Out of 81 percent of the 
1994 JCU graduates who responded to a 
recent survey, 86 percent have jobs or are 
attending graduate school. This is higher 
than the national average, Aungst said. 
"We are proud of this number and the 
efforts the students put forth in being very 
awvely involved," said Aungst. 
Gerken's hope for this year is tO "see the 
phones ringing off their hooks With st udems 
wanting to uttlizc their serv1ce" 
For more information call the Student 
Career Center at 379-4237 to make an 
appointment to speak w1th a counselor. 
What would 
you like to see 
on the 
Features 
pages of The 
Carroll News? 
Not that weire 
getting la~ about 
thinking of ideas, 
but we'd like to 
know what YOU 
want to see on these 
·pages. If you have an 
idea, please write it 
down and send it to 
ME, the Features 
editor, c/o The 
Carroll News. 
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Falling back 
into things 
Reflections of a Carroll 
student on the colorful, 
transitional season of fall 
Ma aret Znldarslc 
Staff Reporter 
Spring forward, fall back. It's 
almost time to remember the old 
adage to make sure we make it to 
class on time. 
The days· are already getting 
shorter, the leaves are starring tO 
changecolorsand thebirdsareeven 
starting to think about where 
they're gomg to fly for the winter. 
To many.fall is a start to the school 
year. Butmostimportantly,itisan 
end tosummerandall theactivities 
and warm weather that went with 
it. 
Fall means no more air 
conditioning, baking in thesun, real 
summer tans, barely wearing 
anythmg at all to withstand the 
heat, red robins in the trees, rose 
ga rdens, eating ice cream on a 
humidsummermght,themeparks, 
summerbaseball(oops-duetothe 
strike, that has already been taken 
care oO, rains that are a welcome 
rei ief to the heat, outdoor concerts, 
rib cook offs, washing your car, 
of 
the 
playmg a round of golf in the hot 
sun or feeding the ducks by the 
lake. 
To many fall is a transition. 
It's that season you have to put 
up with between summer and 
winter. It brings cold weatber. Not 
the cold you know howtodressfor, 
but the cold that's different every 
day. 
Fall brings leaves to rake, chilly 
wmds tha t blow the equally chilly 
rain into your face. Tbe days just 
always seem cloudier. 
But, if you look jUSt beyond the 
clouds, you notice the sun trying to 
peek through, pushing away the 
clouds and disrobing the blue sky. 
As much as fa ll can depress, it can 
serve as a source of inspiration to 
those who look closely enough tO 
see the beauty in the spirit of the 
season. 
The trees are transformed mto 
natural spectacles full of shades of 
red, orange and yellow th at wow 
even those who find the autumn 
season detestable. 
week: 
What animal 
is most like 
you? 
FEATURES 
As the nights fall earlier and 
earlier, you begin w pull those 
heavy sweaters and favor ite jeans 
out of the trunk. When you were 
younger, mom always made you 
put a coat on before you left the 
house; now she just calls to remind 
you. Maybe you begin tO plan that 
ski vacation )'VU mused about when 
tempatures were pressing 100 
degrees. 
Fall brings apple picking, 
Lisa Panella 
junior 
"Llama." 
Jennifer Masterson 
Junior 
"Whale." 
The Carroll News, September 29, 1994 
Homecoming, weekend days and 
nigh tsfilled with football, hot apple 
cider, Fall Break, Halloween trick-
or-treaters, carving pumpkins, 
nights warm enough tO keep the 
windows open but chilly enough 
to curl up under the covers, turkey 
and stuffing, harvest moon, cool 
sunny days perfect for wa lks in the 
park, moments of change we will 
never forget. 
Next time you missthesummer, 
Dave Barcelona 
Sophomore 
"Cheetah.' 
Jeff Salerno 
Freshman 
"A bird that doesn't like 
to go to class." 
Br~nd~n McKillip 
grab a mug of hot cider, look out 
your window and notice the 
grandeur that can never be 
duplicated inanypaintingbyeven 
the most gifted artist. It can never 
be captured by the greatest writer 
The beauty of the changes in fall 
can inspireanyone. When you need 
a source of inspiration, look to the 
brilliant colors in the trees and the 
colossal harvest moon. Sometimes 
they know just what to say. 
Liz Makarowski 
Sophomore 
"Lizard." 
Ethan Lamb 
Sophomore 
"Tiger." 
photos by AnnicCallopy 
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And you think that you have a lot to juggle 
Jay Svoboda 
Assistant Features Editor 
Senior joe Grieco has a lot "up 
mtheair"rightnow: Heistheco-
founder of the Juggling Cl u band 
is involved in many campus 
organizat ions. 
Grieco, a Communications 
major and native of Euclid, Ohio, 
is a magic and juggling enthusiast 
who uses hisslight of hand skills 
to pay the bills. 
No, he doesn't just make 
money disappear from the bank 
vault; he performs magic shows 
atvarioustypesof evemssuchas 
birthdaysandanniversaries. His 
las t performance was at the 
Yankee Peddler Arts Fair on 
September24&:25th,and he wtll 
be performing on Halloween at 
the Cleveland Metroparks Zoo. 
Grieco's magical models are 
David Copperfield and Night 
Court's Harry Anderson. Jo<G'""" 
He likes Copperfield because Senior Joe Grieco entertains children with fire . 
of the contributions Copperfield 
has made to magic by combining it with 
theatrics. 
His favorite Copperfield trick is the zig-
zag illusion. This is when Copperfield has 
an assisitant get into a vertical box and he 
shifts the sections of the box to the right and 
the left seemingly separating the sections 
into pieces. 
Grieco admires Anderson because he is 
funny and down to earth. Grieco especially 
likes Ande~son's three card monte routine. 
Grieco's shows are similar to Anderson's in 
that he uses slight of hand and humor to 
entertain his audience. 
Grieco's interest in magic and juggling 
began eight years ago when he became 
involved with his high school's magic club. 
He learned juggling, magic and unicycling. 
and an assistant gets on top and holds up a 
curtain, when thecurtaindrops,thetwo have 
traded places. Instead of the traditional 
cuttingsomeonein half,Griecoand partners 
once cut their victim into six pieces. 
His magic today includes mentalist and 
card tricks. The next trick Grieco is learnmg 
to perform is fire-eating. 
Griecoco-founded thejugglingCJubwith 
sophomore Ernie Petti last year. Both went to 
St. Ignatius High School in Cleveland and 
were involved in thejugglingand Magic Club 
there. 
Grieco also works summers atj. Bean's 
Magic and Novelty Shop in Euclid teaching 
juggling once a week. 
The JCU jugglers performed at Carroll 
functions twice last year; at the Medieval 
Festiva l and at Carro\lpalooza. 
five juggle well enough to actually perform 
on stage. 
The club meetings are held on 
Wednesdays at 8:30p.m in the Aux:illiary 
Gym. 
The very busy Grieco is also an assistant 
dtrector with thejCU TV News, a 20 minute 
weekly newscast seen on cable channel 14 
and on the activities monitors all over 
campus. 
Each week Gm:co asststs the directOr by 
coordinating camera angles and sound, as 
well as helping to assemble the story order · 
Last year Gnecodtd a lntle bit of everything 
for the JCU TV '\lews mcluding writing 
stories, camera work, and producing larger 
story "packages." This leads Gneco mto h1s 
future career, directing, though he ays, "I'm 
not sure yet ," what kind of d1rectmg lwant to 
do, he said. 
Grieco IS also a member of the Little 
Theater Society and was in t'NOperformances 
last year, Hold theScri ptand Don't Try This at 
Home. He was involved in theimprovtroupe, 
an experience that,"lloved. It was likeacting 
without a net." 
He's not planning on acting after school 
now, but after a break this semester, he'll be 
back in the spri ng. 
As if 
sc h oo lw ork, 
performing a t 
parties, helping 
with the TV news, 
performing in the 
Little Thea ter 
Society, and 
running the 
juggling Club 
weren't enough, 
Gneco is also a 
Resident 
Asststant in 
Bernet HalL 
Grieco said he wanted to become an RA 
because of his experience during his 
freshman year at Rose Hullman lntitute of 
Technology m !nd1ana. 
"My RA helped make the transition to 
college easier." he sa1d. He wants to help do 
the same for these freshmen 
The hardest part of being an RA is the 
papermrk, he says, but he claims, "My floor 
is great"" Griecoplanson takmg the freshmen 
on vanousoutingssuch Simms Park m Euclid 
and a Browns game. 
After grad uat 1 ng,Griecowantstoget right 
imo the work force. He wants 10 work m 
television, wah an eye coward eventually 
directing. 
Grieco also wants to learn to fly a plane 
With all of this going on, Grieco seems very 
content with his busy lifestyle 
If you need performers for any activtties 
you're plannmgjust contact Grieco, and the 
juggltng Club will be happy to oblige. 
And, catch Grieco Halloween Weekend, 
October 27 - 31 from 6 to 8 p.m. at the 
MetroParks Zoo performing a juggling and 
magic show Who knows where we will see 
Grieco next, but hes sure to show up where 
the crowd needsemerraining. 
Hesays,'Tm probablythe onlypersonon 
campus with a unicyc e in my coset.' n 
high school Gr ieco performed some 
sophisticated tricks such asMetamorphasis, 
wh ich is when the magician gets in a trunk 
e c u is open to an )'One, even · t ey 
can't juggle. Grieco says the two can teach 
anyone to juggle in just ten minutes. The 
club currently has 15 members and about 
Grieco covers 
part Of the SI.,'C:on<.\ 
an ! tbe rlurd 
floors, and a II of 
his residents are 
freshmen. 
o.~rr,ll' 
Grieco has been seen on stage with the Outta Hand lmprov 
Troupe. 
Co-operating for your future 
Student Career Center provides guidance in job search 
Jonathan Boyle 
Staff Reporter 
Are you interested ina co-op job? Are you 
uneasy about facing the job market after 
graduation7lf your answer is "yes" to either 
of these questions, youshouldcall the Student 
Career Center to schedule an appointment 
with a career counselor. 
One of the mostcommonmisconceptions 
about the Career Development Program is 
that the staff places you in a job. That is false 
accordingtojudith Aungst,directorofSenior 
and Alumni Career Services. 
Counselors teach job·searchingskillsand 
provide career guidance by identifying 
students skills and interests and matching 
them up with a var iety of occupational fields 
that uti lize these characteristics. If students 
are undecided about a career focus, they can 
take the Strong-Campbell and Myers-Br iggs 
Type lndie::atorTeststo help find career fields 
based on interests and personality. 
In the case of co-op job~ . students 
interested are interviewed by a counselor in 
the Cooperative Education Program to 
determine the student's interests, 
qualifica tions,and availability. Based on the 
interview, the student is matched up with 
possible jobopeningscorresponding to their 
interests and qualifications. 
Accardi ng to Dr. DumontGerken,director 
of Cooperative Education, during thel993-94 
school year, 576students held co-op jobs( 483 
students held new placements while 93 
studentscominued the ir co-op jobs£ rom the 
1992-93 school year). 
Last year, there were 1,892 job openings 
available. Gerken added that co-op jobs give 
students an advantage in the job market 
because they "increase a student's 
marketability after graduation," he said. 
"Second, students have an opportumty to 'try 
out' a career they are interested in. Third, 
employers are increasingly using co-op 
programs to recruit permanent employees." 
Both Aungst and Gerken recommend 
that students get involved in campus 
organizations, particularly professional 
organizations such as the Accounting 
Association, Spanish Club, or The Carroll 
News because such organizations further 
develop skills thatareessential toacareer(i.e. 
leadership, team work, planning, organizing, 
and professional skills). 
"St udentsare their own security in the job 
market because they com in ue todevelopand 
learn new skills," Aungst said. 
Two individuals who benefited from the 
co-op department's assistance in job 
searching are juniors Marty Desmond and 
Brian Comer. 
Both Desmond and Comer have taken 
Cooperative_ Education (CE 101), 
[ntroduction to the World of Work, which is 
a requirement forjCU'sSchoolof Business. In 
class, they learned such job-searching skills 
as how to prepare resumes and write cover 
letters. 
Desmond, an Accounting major, works in 
theaccoumi ng departmemof Dix and Eaton, 
a public relations firm in Cleveland. Last 
year, he scheduled an interview with a 
counselor in]CU'sco-opprogram. Desmond 
recalled that in the interview the counselor 
asked him about such things as his work 
experience, grade point average, major, 
communication skills, and his desire to have 
a co-op job. Desmond first heard about this 
job last summer when theco-opdepartment 
sent him a letter informing him of the job 
opening. Thus far, Desmond enjoys his job. 
Comer, a finance major, works as an 
assistant stockbroker for Dean Witter 
Reynolds Inc., a financial services group. 
Comer picked this job from several job 
openings that theco-opprogramsem to him. 
"The experience that I have gained from 
working at the firm has been invaluable,' 
Comer said. 'Whether l choose to go into this 
business or not, the knowledge I have 
accum ulated over the past months about 
investments will give me a strategic 
advantage later in life." 
Comer also joined the Finance 
Associa tion th is year in order to further 
enhance his marketability for prospective 
employers. 
According co Dr. Gerken and Aungst, 
employersareenth usiasticabout hiring.John 
Carroll students for co-op jobs and hiring 
graduating seniors. Out of 81 percent of the 
1994 ]CU graduates who responded to a 
recent survey, 86 percent have jobs or are 
attending graduate school. This is higher 
than the national average, Aungst said. 
"We are proud of this number and the 
efforts the students put forth in being very 
act ively involved," said Aungst. 
Gerken's hope for this year is to "see the 
phones ringing off their hooks with students 
wanting to utilize their service." 
For more information call the Student 
Career Center at 379-4237 to make an 
appointment tO speak with a counselor. 
What would 
you like to see 
on the 
Features 
pages of The 
Carroll News? 
Not that we're 
getting la~ about 
thinking of ideas, 
but we'd like to 
know what YOU 
want to see on these 
,pages. If you have an 
idea, please write it 
down and 5end it to 
ME, the Features 
editor, c/o The 
Carroll News. 
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'The Day They Shot John Lennon' premieres 
JCU Theatre highlights changing t imes 
Catherine Camago 
Staff Reporter 
top omplainmg. Time after 
tlrne people say there 1s nothing to 
do on this campus But why, if this 
is so. does there continue to be such 
low attendance at john Carroll 
Umvcrsny plays1 
Here'sachance todosomethmg 
fun and cool about it. Maybe you'll 
actually come back with some-
thmg more than a hangover. 
The John Carroll Department 
of Communications will present 
"The Day They Shot john Len non," 
a one act play by James Mclure, 
Thursday,September29at8pm.in 
john Carroll's Marinello Little 
Theatre. 
Student director, Dave Erste, 
along with assis tant director, 
Michael james, are inviting all stu-
dents toexpenence an on-campus 
produwonthatwill be worth thw 
while. 
When asked whyJCUstudents 
should see the play. Erste responded, 
"Because they need to People on 
thlS cafnpus are asleep and this IS 
kind of a wake-up call." 
"The play preaches change It 
shows us we have to change or else 
we are going tO be overrun with 
problems," Erste said. 
The play is set in New York City, 
thedayaf terjoh n Lennon has been 
shot. People have gathered outside 
of the apartment buildmg where 
he was shot lO talk, listen, vent 
frustrations , and share thei r 
memonesandopinionson Lennon, 
Vietnam, Woodstock, and 
whatever else is on their minds. 
The nine characters, from all 
walks of hfe, reveal themselves 
through dialogue. They include 
two disgruntled Viewa m Vets, 
played by Enc Biles and Ed 
Armbruster. Fran.(Laura Bertrand) 
is a 35-year-old native ew Yorker 
who meets up with Brian, (Arn 
Howald) an advertising executive. 
The cast also includes a group 
of teenagers: Kevm,Mike,andSally 
played by Ed Merson, joe Ktlbane, 
and Megan Sweeney. Morns 
(Pauick White)isa lonely70-year-
old who finds Larry, (Brian Love) 
an urban street man who's tough, 
yet sensitive. 
Other show dates include Fn-
day,Sept. 30, Oct.l ,6, 7 and 8. Tick-
ets are available in ad vance in the 
Atrium for $4 , or at the door the 
night oft he show for $5. For more 
information, call 397-44 28. 
Messiah disappoints with Twenty Firsf 
Andrew Schle elmllch 
Staff Reporter 
What do you get when )-UU mix 
a college-aged student who has 
watched way too much television 
with a "rap master?" Answer 
Messiah's "Twenty First Century 
Jesus" (American Recordings). 
Messiah is a small-time techno 
group whose lyricists lack origi-
nality above all else. Th1s is made 
apparent by the overly extensive 
use of sam piing. 
Nearly every track starts out 
withasampleof some kind, usually 
from a movie,and then moves on to 
a choppy, irregular beat that is 
difficult to dance to. 
The first track, "Beyond Good 
and Evil," is one of the best songs. 
After the sample, an upbeat, 
danceablegroovesets in, only to be 
cut off by another sample (from 
the movie, "Class of 1999") in the 
second track. This track, titled 
"There Is No Law," is rather unevent-
ful. 
The fifth song, "Peace and Tran-
quility," is anything but peacefuL 
The sixth track contains a vocal 
tha t sounds suprisingly like Jan 
Astbury from The Cult. I had the 
most trouble with "Destroyer," 
though. It is difficult to make any 
sense out of this one. 
The CD ends with am ysterious 
two minutes of silence on the last 
track, "20,000 Hardcore Members." 
Upon listening to "Twenty First 
Century jesus" a second time, I 
found it more impressive, but lean-
not strong! y recommend it. 
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FALLI994 SCHEDULE 
DEPARTMENT DATE TIME PLACE 
l. Accountancy Wed. Oct 19 7:00 Murphy Room 
2. Art Hrstory &Humanities Wed. Nov. 9 4:00 B 304 
3. Biology Tues. Oct. 4 7:00 Murphy Room 
4. Chemistry Tues. Oct. 18 7:00 SC255 
5. Communications Wed. Sept. 28 7:00 1V StudiO 
6 Classical & Mod. Languages Wed. Ocl 5 3:30 AD226 
7. Economics Wed. Oct. 12 7:30 Murphy Room 
8. Educotron Tues. Oct 18 7:00 Pres. Dn. Rm 
9 EngliSh Tues. Nov. 8 7:00 Jardine Rm. 
10. F1nonce Tues. Oct. 18 6:00 Dean s Cont. Rm. 
11 . History Wed. Oct. 26 7:00 Pres. Dn. Rm. 
12 Monogemenl & Mid. Wed. Oct. 26 4:30 Pres. Dn. Rm. 
13 Physics TBA 
14 Political Sci. Wed. Sept. 28 4:00 Pol. Sci. Office 
15 Physical Ed. TBA 
16. Psychology Tues. Oct. 18 7:30 Murphy Room 
1 7. Moth & Comp. Sci. Wed. Oct 26 4:30 SC 255 Rm. 
18. Pl>ilosophy Wed. Oct . 26 7:00 PL. Cont. Rm. 
19 Religious Studies Thurs. Nov. 3 7:00 RL. Dept. 
2Q_ Sociology Wed. Nov 16 3:30 Soc Dept. 
21. Military Sc•ence TBA 
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The 'Who Shot John Lennon?" cast at a recent rehersal 
Blackfish delivers 
solid rock show 
Catherine camago 
Staff Reporter 
After two and a hall hours of 
the tortuous sounds of meta l, 
Black fish took the stage last Sat-
urday night at the Rascal House 
and provided relief forthrobbing 
heads and ringing ears. 
"That's been our biggest prob-
lem, the bill tha t they've stuck us 
wi th," said bassist, Chris Reublin, 
after the show: "No one seems to 
know how to categorize us and 
wt a . 
"We've actually had people 
come up 10 us and say they want 
to stay but can't stand to sit 
through the opening acts, "he con-
tinued. 
Theopeningbari s,GasHouse 
Gorillas and Kidd Wicked , 
seemed to keep a crowd fro m 
forming-at least long enough to 
stick around for the headlining 
act. 
Gas House Gorillas played a 
deafening hour and fir teen min-
utes which consisted mostly of 
the lead singer screaming. He 
started most songs off with both 
hands clenched on the micro-
phone, back bent, head towards 
the sky, and a scream. Yeah. 
Some of us were forced to re-
treat to the pizza parlor and 
missed Kidd Wicked. 
Blackiish was a difficult band 
to categorize or compare. Their 
sound was mostly hard-driving, 
sometimes funky guitar mixed 
HEY, MONt 
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with quirky lyrics and greatmu· 
sicianship. They provided an 
entertaining live show thanks in 
part to the antics of their tireless 
lead singer Steve Ballard. 
"We just try to have fu n," 
Reublin said, "We have all been 
friends forever, so it's never hard." 
Their set staned with titles 
from theirrecentCDreleasefrom 
Epic. "Paper Truth" and "Slut" 
were followed by "The Fall" from 
thefi rst Black fishalbum Gallard 
netolead ui-
band'S cover of "The Jeffersons" 
movin'-on-upthemesong. Other 
highlights were, "Control; the 
funky "Sugar Shack." a cover of 
Modern English's hit, "Melt with 
You," and the band's biggest hit 
thus far, "Sweet 16." 
The band hails from Fort 
Meyers, Florida, where everyo ne 
grew up together and has hung 
out since childhood. "We're just 
good friends who wanted to llve 
the rock'n'roll dream," Reublin 
said. 
The band formed almost 10 
years ago, when the members 
were out of college. After at-
tempts at the "real world," they 
decided to live out the dream 
"Of course I would love to 
someday play with the bands I 
like (Rage Against the Machine, 
Beastie Boys, NIN) just so I could 
meet them and stuff, butfor now 
we have to take what we can," 
Reublin said with a shrug. 
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Jason's Lyric' finds love 
beyond inner city 
Christopher M. Green 
Staff Reporter 
wrth water. Thts was always a 
happy memory for jason. 
there to piCk him up 
jason's hfc is routine until one 
day, while working in the appli-
ance store, the beautiful flower he 
9 
Thequestionathand is: Can love 
dilute memories or a disturbed 
childhood and rough life? 
That IS, until Maddog came 
home from the Vietnam war. He 
turned violent and began to abuse 
their mother. 
has been looking for steps in the lllli..,..,.~ii::: 
jason Alexander (Allen Payne) 
is a young man who has dealt with 
so much adversity growing up, in-
dud ing taking care or his disturbed 
younger brother Joshua (played 
brilliantly by Bokeem Woodbine). 
When jason and joshua were 
children, their father, Maddog 
(Forest Whitaker )was always there 
This built up much anger and 
hatred for their father,especiall yin 
joshua, who eventually bursts be-
cause of all of this. 
After manyyearspassjason is a 
hardworking appliance salesman, 
and joshua is in prison. 
Whenjoshuagetsout of pnson, 
j aso n 
begins 
She plays hard to get at first, but 10 play 
promises him that 11/f it Is meant 
the role 
of the 
fat h er 
figure as 
he has 
to be, than you will find me." 
for them. He would take them to a 
wildflower field where an airplane 
(wh ich they refe rred to as the 
"ra inmaker") would fl y by and 
spray the rlowers and themselves 
done many times before. joshua 
becomes involved with the wrong 
crowd,and begins to drink heavily 
like his father. Every time joshua is 
in trouble and starts to fall ,Jason is 
door. This is his ticket out of the 
hellish world he has encountered. 
The beautiful [lower is Lync 
Greer ()ada Pinkett), who is noth-
ing short of a b1g time dreamer. 
Lyric wants to leavethecrazy inner 
city l ifeof Houston, JUSt as much as 
jason does This 1sa match made in 
hea.ven. 
From the moment he sees her, 
heisdetermined to be with her. She 
plays hard to get at flrst , but prom-
ises him that "J it is meant to be, 
than you will find me" This is all 
jason needs to pursue this relation-
ship. The more and more they see 
each other, the more they fall for 
each other. 
The film is not like all the rest 
("Menace to Society," "Boyz In The 
Hood"),wherethereisafemalewho 
is one males ticket out of the inner 
( ~p~r~ghc \1)04 Grammuq P tur( 
Jason (Allen Payne, left) tries to reason with his brother Joshua 
(Bokeem Woodbine) in 'Jason's Lyric.' 
city. ltisaboutallowingyourself to Doug Henry ("New jackCity"kre-
dream and allow love to take )"UU atesanewlookatJnnerCitylifeand 
awayfromheartache. how there is always room for 
jason's Lyric" Is by far one of the dream mg. 
year's best although It may not get There are mcredible per for-
enough credit considering the mances by a11 "jason's Lyric" is the 
company it will be among. Direcror sleeper film of the year. 
Bad script, misplaced humor plague 'Terminal Velocity' 
Christopher M. Green 
Staff Report er 
It has been quite awhile since 
Charlie Sheen has been involved in 
a successful fil m. "Terminal Veloc-
ity" is not even close. 
"Terminal Velocity" is being her-
alded as this fall's action block-
buster featu ring death-defying 
stunts and edge-of -}Uur-seat ex-
citement. It is neither. lt is a film 
wilha big name, heen,anda d 
script. 
Sheen stars as Ditch Brodie, a 
reck less and flamboyant daredevil 
whosejobismerelytoshowpeople 
how toskydiveand to supply them 
with a certain type of high. Brodie 
and his skydiving partners have 
been written up and have been 
under advisement for qu ite some 
time. 
CcP>'rlgln lncerscope CommunlcaiiOil."-
the middle of the Arizona desert 
As far as the action sequences 
are concerned, sequences on the 
ground are morecxcmng theth 0$C 
in the air. 
Sarafian tries too hard With the 
action sequences The scenesdo not 
even keep you on the edge of your 
seat 
·heen is hilarious m the film 
This is one more problem l have 
with the film. Half the time you 
don't know what rs senous and 
what 1 humorous. 
Sheen needs to lose the comtc 
attitude and land another serious 
role as he did with "Wall Street" and 
"Platoon." He is exceptional in his 
serious roles. 
Enter Chris Marrow, (Nastassja 
Ki nski) a former KGB agent (what 
Sheen refers to as the KG-Used To 
Be) who desperately needs Brodie 
to teach her how to skydi ve so she 
can simply get a "rush." What 
Brod ie does not realize is the sever-
ity of the situation he has "fallen' 
into. 
Devil-may-care skydiving instructor Ditch Brodie (Charlie Sheen, left) finds himself hurled into 
disaster when a mysterious woman (Nastassja Kinski, right) signs up for a parachute jump and 
her chute fails to open in the action /drama 'Terminal Velocity.' 
Maybe if the script were better 
written, his performance might be 
better appreciated. 
One last gripe l have with "Ter-
minal Veloci ty" is that the chemis-
try between Sheen and Kinski is 
not even on the same page. You can 
feel it from the moment they meet. 
Once up in the air, Marrow de-
cides to take Brodie for a li ttle ride. 
When Brodie tu rns around after 
talking with the pilot, she is gone. 
In a l1 ser iousness, how ca n 
someonesimplyjumpoutof a plane 
without anyone hearing her? This 
is just one of the many questions 
thatevolve from this horriblywrit-
ten film. 
Brodie is pulled into Marrow's 
world of the Russian Mafia's quest 
forthe missing$600 million in sto-
len gold bricks from her native 
J "'"' . 6 ~_,WELCOME BACK 
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homeland. A not her aspect of the 
film that director, Deran Sarafian, 
fails to give adequate information 
on is the question of how the plane 
carrying this fortune of gold was 
hijacked and how it ended up in 
"Terminal Velocity" offers quite 
a bi t of laughs, courtesy of Sheen, 
but other than that it just pia in falls 
flat. 
O'R.relly's Puh 
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OH 
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'The Day They Shot John Lennon' premieres 
JCU Thea~re highlights changing t imes 
Catherine Camago 
Staff Reporter --
Stop complammg. Ttme after 
time people say there is nothmg to 
do on this campus. But why, 1f th1s 
1sso,does there continue tO be such 
low attendance at john Carroll 
Umversity plays? 
Herc'sachance todosomething 
fun and cool about it Maybe you'll 
actually come back wtth some-
thmg more than a hangover. 
The john Carroll Depanment 
of Communications wtll present 
"The Day They Shot john Lennon," 
a one act play by james Mclure, 
Thursday,September29at8p.m.in 
john Carroll's Marinello Little 
Theatre. 
Student director, Dave Erste, 
along with assista nt director, 
Michael james, are in viti nga 1\ stu-
dents toexpenence an on-campus 
production that wtll be worth the1r 
whtle. 
When asked why jCU students 
should see the play, Erste responded, 
"Because they need w People on 
this cafnpus are asleep and th1s 1s 
kind of a wake-up call. 
"The play preaches change It 
shows us we have to change or else 
we are going tO be overrun with 
problems," Erste said. 
The play is set in New York City, 
thedayafterjohn Lennon has been 
shot. People havegatheredoutside 
of the apartment building where 
he was shot tO ta 1 k, listen , vent 
frustrations, and share their 
memoriesandoptmonson Lennon, 
Vietnam, Woodstock, and 
whatever else is on their minds. 
The nine characters, from all 
walks of ltfe, reveal themselves 
through d1alogue. They mclude 
two d1sgrunrled Vietnam Vets, 
played by Eric Biles and Ed 
Arm bruste~ Fran,(La uraBenrand) 
is a 35-year-old nat1ve New Yorker 
who meets up with Brian, (Arn 
Howald) an advertising executive. 
The cast also includes a group 
of teenagers Kevin,M1ke,andSally 
played by Ed Merson, joe Kilbane. 
and Megan Sweeney. Morris 
(Patrick White) IS a lone 1 y 70-year-
old who finds Larry. (Brian Love) 
an urban street man who's tough. 
yet sensitive. 
Other show dates include Fri-
day,Sept. 30,0ct.l,6, 7 and 8. Tick-
ets are available in ad vance in the 
Atrtum for $4 . or at the door the 
night of the show for $5. For more 
information, call397 -44 28. 
Messiah disappoints with Twenty First' 
Andrew Schlegelmilch 
Staff Reporter 
Whatdoyouget when you mix 
a college-aged student who has 
watched way too much television 
w1th a "rap master?" Answer: 
Messiah's "Twenty First Century 
jesus" (American Recordings} 
Messiah is a small-ttme techno 
group whose lyricists lack origi-
nality above all else. This is made 
apparent by the over! y extensive 
use of samphng. 
Nearly every track srans out 
withasampleof somekind,usually 
from amovie,and then moves on to 
a choppy, Irregular beat that is 
difficult to dance to. 
The first track. "Beyond Good 
and Evil," IS one of the best songs. 
After the sample. an upbeat, 
danceablegroovesets in, only to be 
cut off by another sample (from 
the movie, "Class of 1999") in the 
second track. This track, titled 
"There Is No Law," is ratherunevent-
ful. 
The fifth song, "Peace and Tran-
quility," is anything but peaceful. 
The six th track contains a vocal 
that sounds suprisingly like Jan 
Astbury from The Cult. I had the 
most trouble with "Destroyer: 
though. lt is dtfficult to make any 
sense out of this one. 
The CD ends with a mysterious 
two minutes of silence on the last 
track,"20,000 Hardcore Members." 
Upon listening to "Twenty First 
Century jesus" a second time, I 
found it more impressive, but lean-
not strongly recommend it. 
The Carroll News is looking for photographers!!! 
0 Sports Photography 
oCandids 
o Features 
If you can develop and print that is a plus. If 
interested, see john R. Thorne in The CN office. 
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)or answers to these cma other questions regaramg I::JOW major com e to.· 
"MEET YOUR MAJOR PROGRAMS" 
Mc;wl< the aate(s) ont:Jour ca/enaar now.· Explore several majors. 
FALLI994 SCHEDULE 
DEPARTMENT DATE TIME PLACE 
1 Accountancy Wed. Oct. 19 7:00 Murphy Room 
2. Art History &Humanities Wed. Nov. 9 4:00 B304 
3. Biology Tues. Oct. 4 7:00 Murphy Roam 
4. Chemistry Tues. Oct. 18 7:00 sc 255 
5. Communications Wed. Sept. 28 7:00 TV StudiO 
6. Classical & Mod. Languages Wed. Oct. 5 3:30 AD226 
7. Economics Wed. Oct. 12 7:30 Murphy Room 
8. Education Tues . Oct. 18 7:00 Pres. Dn. Rm 
9. EngliSh Tues . Nov. 8 7:00 Jardine Rm. 
10. Finance Tues . Oct. 18 6:00 Dean's Cont. Rm. 
11 History Wed. Oct. 26 7:00 Pres. Dn. Rm. 
12. Management & Mid. Wed. Oct. 26 4:30 Pres. On. Rm. 
13 Physics TBA 
14 Political Sci. Wed. Sept. 28 4:00 Pol. Sci. Office 
15 Physica l Ed. TBA 
16. Psychology Tues. Oct. 18 7:30 Murphy Room 
17 Moth & Camp. Sc• Wed. Oct. 26 4:30 SC 255Rm. 
18 Philosophy Wed. Oct. 26 7:00 PL. Cont. Rm . 
19 Religious Studies Thurs. Nov. 3 7:00 RL. Dept. 
20. Sociology Wed Nov 16 3:30 Soc. Dept. 
21 . Military Science TBA 
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The 'Who Shot John Lennon?" cast at a recent rehersal 
Blackfish delivers 
solid rock show 
Catherine Camago 
Staff Reporter 
After two and a half hours of 
the tortuous sounds of metal, 
Blackfish took the stage last Sat-
urday night at the Rascal House 
and provided relief for throbbing 
heads and ringing ears. 
'That's been our biggest prob-
lem, the bill that they've stuck us 
with ," said bassist, Chris Reublin, 
after the show. "No one seems to 
know how to ca tegorize us and 
WI 
"We've actually had people 
come up tousandsay they want 
to stay but can't stand to sit 
through theopeningacts,"hecon-
tinued 
The opening bands, Gas House 
Gorillas and Kidd Wicked, 
seemed to keep a crowd from 
forming-at least long enough to 
stick around for the headlining 
act. 
Gas House Gorillas played a 
deafening hour and fifteen min-
utes which consisted mostly of 
the lead singer screaming. He 
started most songs off with both 
hands clenched on the micro-
phone, back bent, head cowards 
the sky, and a scream. Yeah. 
Some of us were forced to re-
treat to the pizza parlor and 
missed Kidd Wicked. 
Blackfish wasadi£ficult band 
to categorize or compare. Their 
sound was mostly hard-driving, 
sometimes funky guitar mixed 
HEY, MONt 
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with quirky lyrics and great mu-
sicianship. They provided an 
entertaining live show thanks in 
part to theanticsof their tireless 
lead singer Steve Ballard. 
"We just try to have fun," 
Reublln said, "We have all been 
f rie.nds forever, so it's never hard" 
Their set started with tides 
from theirrecentCDreleasefrom 
Epic. "Paper Truth" and "Slut" 
were followed by "The Fall" from 
thefirst Blackfisbalbum. Gallard 
hone to lead ui-
band's cover of "The jeffersons" 
movin'-on-upthemesong. Other 
highlights were, "Control," the 
funky "Sugar Shack." a cover of 
Modem English's hit, "Melt with 
You," and the band's b\ggest hit 
thus far, "Sweet 16." 
The band hails from Fort 
Meyers, Florida, where everyone 
grew up together and has hung 
out since childhood. "We're just 
good friends who wanted to live 
the rock'n'roll dream ," Reublin 
said. 
The band formed almost 10 
years ago, when the members 
were out of college. After at-
tempts at the "real world," they 
decided to live out the dream. 
"Of course [ would love to 
someday play with the bands I 
like (Rage Against the Machine, 
Beastie Boys, NIN) just so I could 
meet them and stuff, but for now 
we have to take what we can," 
Reublin said with a shrug. 
A.J. HElL 
FLORIST INC. 
3233 Warrensville Center Rd 
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44122 
ORDER BY PHONE 
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Jason's Lyric' finds love 
beyond inner city 
Christopher M Green 
Staff Reporter 
with water. Th1s was always a 
happy memory for jason. 
there to pick him up. 
9 
The question at hand ts:Can love 
dilute memories of a disturbed 
childhood and rough I ife? 
That is, until Maddog came 
home from the Viernam war He 
turned violent and began to abuse 
the1r mot her. 
Jason's life is routine until one 
day, while worktng in the appli-
ance store, the beautiful flower he 
has been looking for steps in the L,oi...,.;:!rl~ 
Jason Alexander (Allen Payne) 
is a young man who hasdealt wtth 
so much adversity growing up, in-
c[ ud mg taking care of hisd isturbed 
younger brother joshua (played 
brilliantly by Bokeem Woodbine} 
When jason and joshua were 
children, their father, Maddog 
(Forest Whitaker)wasalwaysthere 
This built up much anger and 
hatred for their father,especially in 
joshua, who eventually bursts be-
cause of all of this 
After many years passjason is a 
hardworking appliance salesman, 
and joshua is tn prison. 
Whenjosh ua gets out of prison, 
jason 
begins 
She plays hard to get at first, but to play 
the role 
of the 
fat h er 
figure as 
he has 
promises him that 11if it is meant 
to be, than you will find me." 
for them. He would take them to a 
wildflower field whereanairplane 
(which they referred to as the 
"rainmaker") would fly by and 
spray the flowers and themselves 
done many times before. Joshua 
becomes involved with the wrong 
crowd, and begins to drink heavily 
like his father. Every time joshua is 
in trouble and starts to fall,Jason is 
door. This is his ticket out of the 
hellish world he has encountered. 
The beautiful flower is Lyr1c 
Greer ()ada Pinkeu), who is noth· 
ing short of a big time dreamer. 
Lyric wants to leavethecrazy inner 
city life of Houston,just as much as 
jason does. This is a match made in 
heaven. 
From the moment he sees her, 
he is determined to be with her. She 
plays hard to get at first , but prom-
Ises him that "J it is meant to be. 
than you will find me." This is all 
jason needs to pursue this relation-
ship. The more and more they see 
each other, the more they fall for 
each other. 
The film is not like a 1l the rest 
("Menace to Society," "Boyz In The 
Hood"), wherethereisafemalewho 
is one male's ticket out of the inner 
G.:p)rrgtn \~4 Grammf~<.y F tur•~ 
Jason (Allen Payne, left) tries to reason with his brother Joshua 
(Bokeem Woodbine) in 'Jason's Lyric.' 
city. ltisaboutallowingyourself to 
dream and allow love to take you 
away from heartache. 
'Jason's Lyric"is by far one of the 
year's best although tt may not get 
enough credit consider ing the 
companyit will be among. Director 
Doug Henry(" ew jackCny") cre-
ates a new look at mnerc1tylifeand 
how there is always room for 
dream mg. 
There are mcredi ble perfor-
mances by all "jason's Lyric'' Is the 
sleeper film of the year 
Bad script, misplaced humor plague 'Terminal Velocity' 
Christopher M Green 
Staff Reporter 
It has been quite awhile since 
Charlie Sheen has been involved in 
a successful fi lm. "Terminal Veloc-
ity" is not even close. 
"Terminal Velocity" is being her-
alded as this fall's action block-
buster featuring death-defying 
stunts and edge-of -your-sea t ex-
citement. It is neither. 1t is a film 
wt th a big name, heen.and a bad 
sen pt. 
Sheen stars as Ditch Brodie, a 
reckless and flam boyantdaredevil 
whose job is mere! y to show people 
howtoskydiveand to supply them 
with a certa in type of high. Brodie 
and his skydiving partners have 
been written up and have been 
under advisement for quite some 
time. 
Cop)'rlgllt lnterscoptCcnlmumc;~tlo n• 
the middle of the Arizona desert 
As far as the action sequences 
are concerned, sequences on the 
ground are more exciting the thc»c 
m the atr. 
Sarafian tries too hard w1th the 
action sequences The scenes do not 
even keep you on the edge of }DUr 
seat. 
Sh en IS hilanous m the film 
I 
This is one more problem I have 
with the film. Half the time you 
don't know what IS scnous <~nd 
what is humorous 
Sheen needs to lose the comtc 
attitude and land another serious 
roleashedid with "Wall Street"and 
"Platoon." He is exceptional in his 
serious roles. 
Enter Chris Marrow, (Nastassja 
Ki nski) a former KGB agent (what 
Sheen refers to as the KG-Used To 
Be) who desperately needs Brodie 
to teach her how to skydive so she 
can simply get a "rush." What 
Brod ie does not realize is the sever-
ity of the situation he has 'fallen' 
into. 
Devil-may-care skydiving instructor Ditch Brodie (Charlie Sheen, left) finds himself hurled into 
disaster wnen a mysterious woman (Nastassja Kinski, right) signs up for a parachute jump and 
her chute fai ls to open in the action / drama 'Terminal Velocity.' 
Maybe if the script were better 
written, his performance might be 
better apprecia ted. 
One last gripe I have wnh "Ter-
minal Veloc ity" is that the chemis-
try between Sheen and Kinski is 
notevenonthesame page Youcan 
feel it from the moment they meet 
Once up in the air, Marrow de-
::ides to take Brodie for a li ttle ride. 
When Brodie turns around a[ ter 
talking with the pilot, she is gone. 
In all seriousn ess, how can 
someonesimplyjumpoutof a plane 
wi thout anyone heari ng her? This 
is just one of the many questions 
tha tevolvef rom thishorriblywrit-
ten film 
Brodie is pulled into Marrow's 
world of the Russian Mafia's quest 
for the missing $600million in sto-
len gold bricks from her nattve 
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homeland. Another aspect of the 
film that director, Deran Sarafian, 
fails to give adequate information 
on is the question of how the plane 
carrying this fortune of gold was 
hijacked and how it ended up in 
"Terminal Velocity" offers quite 
a bit of laughs, courtesy of Sheen. 
but other than thatitjustplam falls 
flat. 
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Gridiron offensive 
slaughter rips 
Marietta, 44-7 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
If Otterbein had hoped that john 
Carroll would overlook them m 
anticipation of Saturday's game 
against Mou m Umon, they rece1 ved 
a swift kick back to reality as rhe 
Blue Streaks thrashed them 44-7 
m Westerville. 
With P.j. lnsana's passing, 
Carmen Ilacqua's and Sean 
William's recelving,andcontinued 
dom inance by its defense, the 
Streaks ended all hopes of an upset 
as they JUmped to a 21-0 first quar-
ter lead and cruised into half time 
up38-7. 
After the defense held the Car-
dinals on their opening drive, the 
offense took over at the Otterbein 
36 and culminated the drive with a 
21-yard touchdown reception by 
Williams from lnsana. It was Wil-
liams' fifth touchdown of the sea-
son. 
Their next drive ended in simi-
lar fashion, this time a 7-yard 
touchdown run by llacqua. Later 
in the quarter, on a fourth and 
twelve, lnsana hit receiver Tim 
Niemiec w1th a 29-yard strikefor a 
touchdown, and the romp was on. 
The offense, which stru~led 
against Marietta in a 21-14 victory 
on theSept.l7th.set a school record 
with 403 yards passing, breaking 
the previous record of 372 set 
against Case Tech in 1964. lnsana 
established a career high of 295-
before bemg rcllevcJ at the 10:.53 
mark of the third quarter with rhe 
game well in hand. 
"PJ. did what he was capable of 
domg.· Head Coach Tony DeCarlo 
said, "That was more the perfor-
manceweexpectfrom Pj.and we're 
JUSt hoping he can get into a groove 
and do that on a regular basis, and 
I think he can" 
Of the I I Blue Streaks' receivers 
who touched the ball, the most 
prolific was llacqua who led the 
Blue Streaks with 8 receptions for 
103- yards, including a 27 -yard 
touchdown catch. 
"We took the Marietta game in 
stride," Ilacqua said of the struggle 
with Marietta,"and on the offen-
Sive side we knew we needed to 
lim it our m 1stakes and get our 
drives together.· 
llacqua's performance was 1m-
press1ve to DeCarlo who said ear-
lier in the week that llacqua 
wrenched a knee and was ques-
tionable for the game. 
"He really showed me how 
tough a competitor he is," satd 
DeCarlo.' And really, that's a great 
addition to our team this year." 
llacqua is a flrst-yeartransferfrom 
Dayton. 
Next for john Carroll (3-0, 2-0 
in the OAC) is defending Division 
Ill National Champion Mount 
Union (3-0, 2-0 in the OAC) at 
Wasmer Field on Saturday at 1:30 
p.m. 
Defensively, the Streaks know it 
will be a difficult task, even wi th 
the Divsion lii player of the year in 
1993, Purple Raider quarterback, 
Jim Ballard gone. Mount is also 
without another key offensive 
weapon, receiver, and Ballard's tar-
get of choice, Ed Bubonics. 
"They always have a powerful 
offense," sophomore linebacker 
Scott 0' Don nell said of the Purple 
Raiders, who are ranked second in 
theOAC in total offense th isseason. 
'We're JUSt going to have to take· 
that extra step up." 
to the challenge of play1ng the 
Purple Raiders whose national title 
1993 was clinched with a 34-24 
victory over Rowan in the Division 
lll final in the Alonzo Stagg Bowl. 
Mount iscurrently are ranked sec-
ond m the nation. 
"To play against a well-coached 
team and a team that has the spirit 
they have and the type of program 
they have, is always going to be ex-
citing," DeCarlo said. "That's what 
coaching is all about and that's 
what the kids'competiveness is all 
about." 
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Streaks 
of the 
Week 
The senior quarterback is one of 
our first Streak of the Week this 
year as he threw for a career high 
295 yards and four touchdowns. 
P j. led the Blue Streak gridders 
with 60 yards rushing to tally 
355 total yards of offense for the 
day against Otterbein. 
Leslie Mahl 
Mahl, a Senior from Avon Lake, 
OH, recorded her 3,000th career 
assist last week, making her the 
first volleyball player in john 
Carroll history to reach such a 
_milestone. Mahl became only 
the fourth pia yer in OAC history 
to accomplish this feat 
Volleyball clinches JCU 
Randolph G. Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
It was a total team effort that 
allowed the women's volleyball 
team to win convincing vicwries 
during the john Carroll Invi ta-
tionalSaturdayand at Oberlin this 
past Tuesday. 
Playing without senior Stacey 
Blue Streaks rallied around the 
strong play of senior Leslie Mahl. 
Mahl,whowasnamedOACplayer 
of the week, became the first player 
atJCU, and only thefourth player 
in conference his.tory to record 
3,000career assists. Mahl acheived 
Mullally, the Streaks swept all six "Small thincss like 
matches on their way to capturing b' 
the title in the first John Carroll 
Invitational this past Saturday 
"When Stacey went down, we 
knew we had to pick-up the 
slack,"said senior captain Kathy 
frickman. "Nick1 Hewald really 
stepped up and gave us consistant 
play on the floor" 
our warm-up tape, 
new balls and 
shorts, or just 
playing in front of 
Mullally, a second team Ali -
American,sprairi.edherrightankle the home CroWd 
late on Friday and was forced to sit 
out for the first time in her four-
year career. In that span, the Blue 
Streaks haveVI'On 102games to only 
29losses. 
"It was really hard not be ing 
able to play this weekend. It was the 
first time I have ever been injured," 
were things that 
really helped." 
LeslieMahl 
take full credit for because many 
great players have helped ," sa id 
Mah l, who leads theOAC in assistS 
per game (9.21). 
The Streaks begin conference 
play this weekend against fellow 
Division lii tournament qualifier 
Ohio Northern. Senior captain 
Kathy E'rickman. feels that the 
Streaks will build upon last week's 
triumph. · 
"We really came together as a 
team. Coach (Gretchen 
Weitbrecht) forced us to come to-
gether after every point, and we 
really felt that the enthusiasm the 
bench showed gave us an extra ltft. 
Julio(Julie Pavolino) kept the bench 
revolvingaf ter every point. It made 
what we did fun." 
Opening the newly refurbished 
Don Shula Sports Center, the 
Streaks did not lose a game in any 
of their matches this weekend. 
Mahl credits playing host for part 
of the Streaks' success. 
said Mullally, who leads the Ohio the feat during the championship 
Athletic Conference in kills per match against Allegheny. 
1 "Munchy ll-14"Large 1 2-14"Large I game(5.70). "Thisisdefinitelynotanindi-
l Control" 1 One Topping 1 Two Topping 1 Despite~e loss of Mullally, the_ vidualhonor,and~ethatlc~n~ 
I 1 Chec esticks 1
1 
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1 
Pizza : i .. 0,\0 ~c9ot 1 
"It was the little th ings that we 
needed. We had been on the road 
for threestra igh tweeks," said Ma hi. 
"Small things like our own warm-
up tape, new balls and shortS, or 
just playing in front of the home 
crowd were things that really 
helped." 
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With the win against Oberlin, 
the Streaks' record improved to 21-
4. At this time last year, the Streaks 
were 22-3, enroute to posting a 
school record 34 wins. Despite 
pressure to repeat as champs, the 
Streaks like their chances. 
"We are a different team than 
last year," said Mahl. "We have a 
new offense, and this team came in 
ready to reach our goals. We are 
better then we were last year." 
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Lady booters prevail, 1-0 Sports Flashes 
The John Carroll women's 
and men'scrosscountry tea rns 
finished lOth out of 14, and 
lith out of 15 teams, respec-
uvelyattheCollegeofWooster 
Invitational last Saturday. 
SeniorTish Kanaga led the 
~Wmen' efforts, placing 21st 
overall with a time of 2107.2. 
Sophomore Dave Frattare led 
themen'ssquadfinishing48th 
overall in 29'.523. Both squads 
travel w the University of 
Notre Dame for the National 
Catholk Invitational on Fri-
day Sept. 30th. 
Women's soccer team stymies Saint Mary's offense in shutout 
Scott Koebel 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll women's soc-
cer team methodically dominated 
the St. Mary's Bells of South Bend, 
Indiana, in virtually all aspects 
except scoring last Saturday after-
noon at Wasmer Field, winning by 
al-Omargin. 
The Lady Blue Streaks' domi-
nance was particularly evident 
during the first half, as they con-
trolled the ball past midfield the 
majority o[ the time and created 
several choice scoring opportuni-
ties. The loudest cheering heard 
from the Bell's bench occurred 
when the football score of their 
brother school,Notre Dame, was 
announced. The Streaks, though, 
were unable to transform their ball-
control into scores and were dead-
locked at the intermission. 
freshman Shannon Sullivan 
finally broke the scoringsta !em ate 
at the 36:25 mark of the second 
half, darting behind a defender 
leftof thegoalandeasilypunching 
it wide of the goal tender. It was 
Sullivan's fifth goal of the season 
andculminatedaflurryof attacks 
by jun ior forwardThea Consler, 
Danielle Sluga (senior midfielder 
and a host of others. 
Sullivan noted that the Streaks' 
inability to score up to that point 
largely stemmed from their play-
ing to the level of the opposnion. 
"We came out kind of flat," ad-
mitted Sullivan, who may have 
been spurred on by the attendance 
of her parents visitingf rom Florida. 
"Before the game, we assumed they 
were talented, as our coach had 
Men's soccer splits 
Wilmington tourney 
Michael Homer 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carrol l University's 
men's soccer team upped their 
record to 6-4 this week with a 2-0 
Ohio Athletic Conference victory 
over Heidelberg and a non-con-
ference tournament win over 
Albion, 2-l. They also lost to the 
number one team in the nation in 
Division lll, Ohio Wesleyan,2-0, in 
the Wilmington tournament. 
Although they lost to the top 
ranked DivJston IH team in the na-
tion, Ohio \'ksleyan, the Streaki: 
remained positive of their perfor-
mance. 
'Nesleyan moved ahead 1-0earl y 
in the game and, after a rain delay, 
scored their second goal on a give-
and-gowith a minu te to play in the 
first half. Those were the only two 
goals of the game as the Streaks 
played Wesleyan dead even in the 
second ha I£. 
"We experimented with differ-
ent defenses and tried to control 
the midfield," said Assistant Coach 
Bob Straub. "We hung tough but 
couldn't quite finish the plays." 
The Streaksca ptured third place 
in the Wilmington Tournament 
with a 2-l win over Albion. They 
took a 1-0 lead on a goal by 
Aschen brener, who was assisted by 
sophomore Adrian Del Busso.jun-
ior jozsi Jalics assisted Krupitzer 
on another goal to give the Streaks 
a 2-0 lead. 
Last Wednesday, sophomore 
m idfielder Ryan Ca udil\ scored the 
Campus 
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first goal for the Blue Streaks 
against Heidelberg. He was assisted 
by sophomore Bob Krupitzer, who 
leads the team in goals (7) and 
poims(17).Caudillleads the team 
in assists with five. 
Krupitzer also assisted on 
freshman Chip Aschenbrener's 
sixth goal of the season. 
Aschenbrener is second on the 
team in goals (6) and points (13). 
This win over Heidelberg 
moved their record in the OAC to 
unbeaten 
string of victories dates back to 
October 10, 1990 with a 6-0 win 
over the Student Princes. 
Senior goalie Mike Lyons made 
16savesthisweek to run his total to 
54 for the year. Through lO games, 
he has given up only 16 goals (1.6 
per game) and has two shutouts. 
Lyons has been the keeper in 24of 
the 33 consecutive home wins. 
In t hestreak,20opponentswere 
from the OAC.JCU has outscored 
their foes 119-21 during the streak 
and 15 of the victories were shut-
outs. 
Lyons and senior sweeper Tom 
Hahn are both letter winners dur-
ing the span, which is entering its 
fourthfullseason. Lyons and Hahn 
have also both won three consecu-
tive OAC championships. 
The Blue Streaks traveled to 
Mount Union Wednesday, Sep-
tember28thand will host Capital 
this Saturday in two more OAC 
match-ups. 
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told us. However, when they weren't 
as good as we expected, our level of 
play dropped." 
The remainmg minutes of the 
game proved to be a lesson-in-
clutch defense. An aggressive Car-
roll offense resulted in a few open 
breakaways for St. Mary's. 
Sophomore goalie Angela 
Rochowiak, though, responded by 
preservingtheshutoutwithexem-
plary play. She thwarted the Bell 
onslaught several times by either 
swift ly swooping up or kicking 
away the ball . Despite the danger-
ous breakaways, Rochowiak was 
quick to credit her team mates' de-
fensive support for the victory. 
"I thought <.Jverall our defense 
played well," said the second-year 
starter. ·we had some breakdowns 
in the second half butour intensity 
got us through. We gave 100 per-
cent on every play and were confi-
dent the whole time that we were 
going to win." 
Coach Andrew Marson's post-
game sentiments reflected a more 
tempered sense of satisfaction. 
"We were just happy to get the 
win," the low-key, second-year 
coach remarked. "! thought we 
played relatively well in the first 
half but our second half play was, 
at times, very lax." 
In defeatingSt Mary's, the Lady 
Blue Streaks rebounded from a loss 
in thetr previous game and moved 
to 5-3 on the year. The team played 
away at Walsh College in Canton, 
Ohio on Tuesday before returning 
for Wednesday's 4p.m. home game 
against conference foe Mount 
Union. 
Chns<..agc 
Sophomore Scott Marshall eyes the ball against Heidelberg 
last week. The Blue Streaks won the match, 6-0, extending their 
home unbeaten streak to 33 games. 
• • • 
Emerging on the list of cur-
rentOhioAthleticConference 
leaders in men's and women's 
soccer are a few john Carroll 
underclasspeople. Sophomore 
Bob Krupitzer ranks sixth 
among the OACs top scorers, 
averaging 1.70 points per game 
Cppg). Teammate, and fresh· 
man, Chip Aschenbrener 
cracked the top ten goal scor-
ers by averaging 1.30 ppg. 
Freshman Shannon Sullivan 
iscurrentlyfourthontheOAC 
scoringchatt She isaveragmg 
L50ppg 
• • • 
john Carroll's senior punter, 
Ryan Haley, is not only among 
the nat ion's leaders. he ts the 
nation'sleadcr,asof last Satur-
day according to OAC notes, 
booting each kick forana~r­
ageof46.5 ... Haley'steammares 
are also making names for 
themselves, collectively. After 
Saturday's game, Carroll's 
foothall team ranke.d first m 
ls also first in 
total defense,allowlnga league 
low 224ypg. .. Quarterback PJ. 
lnsana is the mainstay of an 
aerial attack which ranks 
numberonein passing offense 
ln the OAC with 902 yards in 
three games. ..... Tailback. and 
returning OAC rushing 
champion, Chad Rankin 
played for the first time this 
season at Otterbein last Satur-
day. He rushed for 49 yards on 
lOcarries. 
Tltt pmrwus information 
has been provided by]ohnG:tr-
roll University's S lD and Tht 
Carroll News Sports Staff 
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Gridiron offensive 
slaughter rips 
Marietta, 44-7 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporte-r -
lf Onerbem had hoped thatjohn 
Carroll 'MJuld overlook them m 
anticipation of Sa turday's game 
against Mount Umon, theyreceJVed 
a sw1ft kick back to rea lity a.s the 
Blue Streaks thrashed them 44-7 
m Westervil le 
With PJ lnsa na's passing, 
Ca rmen llacqua's and Sea n 
William 'srece1 vmg,and continued 
dominance by its defense, the 
Streaks ended all hopes of an upset 
as they jumped to a 21-0firstquar-
ter lead and cruised into halfnme 
up 38-7. 
After the defense held the Car-
dinals on their opening drive, the 
offense took over at the Otterbem 
36and culm ina ted the drive with a 
21-yard touchdown reception by 
Williams from Insana lt was Wil-
liams' fifth touchdown of the sea-
son. 
Their next drive ended in simi-
lar fashion , this time a 7-yard 
touchdown run by llacqua. Later 
in the quarter, on a fourth and 
twelve, lnsana hit receiver Tim 
Niemiec with a 29-yard strikefor a 
touchdown, and the romp was on. 
The offense, which stru~led 
against Marietta in a 21-l4 victory 
on theSept. l7th,setaschoolrecord 
With 403-yards passing, breaking 
the previous reco rd of 372 set 
against Case Tech in 1964. lnsana 
established a career high o 295-
touchdown catch. 
"We took the Marietta game in 
str ide," llacqua satd of the struggle 
with Marietta,"and on the offen -
sive side we knew we needed to 
limit our mistakes and get our 
drives together" 
llacqua's performance was im-
pressive to DeCarlo who said ear-
lier in the week that llacqua 
wrenched a knee and was ques-
tionable for the game. 
"He really showed me how 
tough a competitor he is," said 
DeCarlo.' And really, that's a great 
addition to our team this year." 
Ilacqua is a first-year transfer from 
Dayton. 
Next for john Carroll (3-0, 2-0 
in the OAC) is defending Division 
Ill National Champion Mount 
Union (3-0, 2-0 in the OAC) at 
Wasmer Field on Saturday at 1:30 
p.m. 
Defensively, the Streaks know it 
will be a difficult task , even with 
the Divsion !II player of the year in 
1993, Purple Raider quarterback, 
jim Ballard gone. Mount IS also 
without another key offensive 
weapon, receiver, and Ballard's tar-
get of choice, Ed Bubonics. 
"They always have a powerful 
offense," sophomore linebacker 
Scott 0' Donnell said of the Purple 
Raiders, who are ranked second in 
theOAC in total offense thisseason. 
'We're just going to have to take · 
that extra step up." 
SPORTS The Carroll News, September 29, 1994 
Streaks 
of the 
Week 
The senior quarterback is one of 
our first Streak of the Week this 
year as he threw for a career high 
295 yards and four touchdowns 
P J led the Blue Streak gridders 
with 60 yards rushing to tally 
355 total yards of offense for the 
day against Otterbein. 
Leslie Mahl 
Mahl, a Senior from Avon Lake, 
OH, recorded her 3,000th career 
assist last week, making her the 
first volleyball player in john 
Carroll history to reach such a 
.milestone. Mahl became only 
the fourth player in OAC history 
to accomplish this feat. 
Volleyball clinches JCU 
----'l'!lr•:'!~ 
before bc111g relieved ..tt the 10;53 
mark of the third quanerwith the 
game well in hand. 
"PJ d1d what he was capable of 
doing.' Head Coach Tony DeCarlo 
said, "That was more the perfor-
manceweexpect from Pj.and we're 
just hoping he can get into a groove 
and do that on a regular basis, and 
I think he can.· 
Of the 11 Blue Streaks' receivers 
who touched the ball, the most 
prolific was Ilacqua who led the 
Blue Streaks with 8 receptions for 
103- yards, including a 27-yard 
to the challenge of playmg the 
Purple Raiders whose national title 
1993 was clmched with a 34-24 
victory over Rowan in the Division 
lli final in the Alonzo Stagg Bowl. 
Mount iscurrentl y are ranked sec-
ond in the nation" 
"To play against a well-coached 
team and a team that has the spirit 
they have and the type of program 
they have, is always going to be ex-
citing," DeCarlo said. 'That's what 
coaching ts all about and that's 
what thekids'competivenessisall 
about." 
Randolph G. Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
It was a total team effort that 
allowed the women's volleyball 
team to win convincing victories 
during the john Carroll lnvita-
tiona l Saturday and at Oberlin this 
past Tuesday. 
Playing without senior Stacey 
Blue Streaks rallied around the 
strong play of senior Leslie Mah I. 
Mahl, who was named OAC player 
of the week, became the first player 
atjCU, and only the fourth player 
in conference his.tory to record 
3,000career assists. Mahl ache1ved 
Mullally, the Streaks swept all six "i:!mall things like 
matches on the ir way to capturing ~. 
the title in the first john Carroll 
Invitational this past Saturday. 
"'When Stacey went down, we 
knew we had to pick-up the 
slack,"said senior captain Kathy 
Frickman. "Nicki Hewald really 
stepped up and gave us consistant 
play on the floor." 
out wann-up tape, 
new balls and 
shorts, or just 
playing in front of 
Mullally, a second team All-
American,sprainedherrightankle the home CIOWd 
late on Friday and was forced to sit 
out for the first time in her four-
year career. In that span, the Blue 
Streaks have won l02games to only 
29losses. 
"It was really hard not being 
able to play this weekend. It was the 
first time 1 have ever been injured," 
were things that 
really helped." 
Leslie Mahl 
said Mullally, who leads the Ohio the feat during the championship 
Athletic Conference in kills per match against Allegheny. 
1 "Munchy 1 1-14" Large 1 2-14" Large I game (570). "This is definitely not an indi-
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take full credit for because many 
great players have helped ," said 
Mahl, who leads the OAC in assists 
per game (9.21). 
The Streaks begin conference 
play this weekend against fellow 
Division Ill tournament qualifier 
· Oh io Northern Senior captain 
Kathy Frickman. feels that the 
Streaks will build upon last week's 
tnumph. · 
"We really came together as a 
team. Coach (Gretchen 
Weitbrecht) forced us to come to-
gether after every point, and we 
really felt that the enthusiasm the 
bench showed gave us an ex tra lift. 
julio(] ulie Pavolino) kept the bench 
revolvi ngaf terevery point. It made 
what we did fun." 
Opening the newly refurbished 
Don Shula Sports Center, the 
Streaks did not lose a game in any 
of their matches this weekend. 
Mahl credits playing host for part 
of the Streaks' success. 
"It was the little things that we 
needed. We had been on the road 
for three straight weeks," said Mah I. 
"Small things like our own warm-
up tape, new balls and shorts, or 
just playing in front of the home 
crowd were things that really 
helped." 
With the win against Oberlin, 
the Streaks' record improved to 21-
4. At this time last year, the Streaks 
were 22-3, enroute to posting a 
school record 34 wins. Despite 
pressure to repeat as champs, the 
Streaks like their chances. 
"We are a different team than 
last year," said Mahl. "'We have a 
new offense, and this team came in 
ready to reach our goals. We are 
better then we were last year" 
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Lady booters prevail, 1-0 Sports Flashes 
The john Carroll women's 
and men'scrosscountrytea ms 
fmished lOth out of 1 +, and 
llth out of 15 teams, respec-
tively at the College of v.ooster 
Invitational last Saturday. 
SeniorTish Kanaga led the 
women' efforts, placing 21st 
overall with a time of 2107.2. 
Sophomore Dave Frattare led 
the men's squad finishing 48th 
overall in 29-.523 Both squads 
travel to the University of 
Nocrt Dame for the National 
Catholic Invitational on fri· 
day Sept. 30th. 
Women's soccer team stymies Saint Mary's offense in shutout 
Scot t Koebel 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll women's soc-
cer team methodically dominated 
the St. Mary's Bells of South Bend, 
Indiana, in virtually all aspects 
except scoring last Saturday after-
noon at Wasmer Field, winning by 
a 1-0 margin. 
The Lady Blue Streaks' domi-
nance was particularly evident 
during the first half, as they con-
trolled the ball past midfield the 
majority of the time and created 
several choice scoring opportuni-
ties. The loudest cheering heard 
from the Bell's bench occurred 
when the football score of their 
brother schooi,Notre Dame, was 
announced. The Streaks, though, 
were unable to transform their ball-
control into scores and were dead-
locked at the intermission. 
Freshman Shannon Sullivan 
finally broke thescoringstalemate 
at the 36:25 mark of the second 
half, darting behind a defender 
lef rof thegoaland easily punching 
it wide of the goal tender. It was 
Sullivan's fifth goal of the season 
and culminated a flurry of attacks 
by junior forwardThea Cansler, 
Danielle Sluga (senior midfielder 
and a host of others. 
Sullivan noted that the Streaks' 
inability to score up to that point 
largely stemmed from their play-
ing to the level of the opposition. 
"We came out kind of flat," ad-
mitted Sullivan, who may have 
been spurred on by the attendance 
of her parents visiting£ rom Florida. 
"Beforethegame, weassumedthey 
were talented, as our coach had 
Men's soccer splits 
Wilmington tourney 
Michael Homer 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll University's 
men's soccer team upped their 
record to 6-4 this week with a 2-0 
Ohio Athletic Conference victory 
over Heidelberg and a non-con-
ference tournament win over 
Albion, 2-l. They also lost to the 
number one team in the nation in 
Division Ill, Ohio Wesleyan,2-0, in 
the Wilmington tournament. 
Although they lost to the top 
ranked DIVISion Ill tea m in the na-
tion, Ohio \1\.t'sleyan, the Sn'eakS 
remained positive of their perfor-
mance. 
Wesleyan movedaheadl-Oearly 
in the game and, after a rain delay, 
scored their second goal on a give-
and-gowith a minute to play in the 
first half. Those were the only two 
goals of the game as the Streaks 
played Wesleyan dead even in the 
second half. 
"We experimented with differ-
ent defenses and tried to control 
the midfield," said Assist am Coach 
Bob Straub. "We hung tough but 
couldn't quite finish the plays.· 
The Streaks captured third place 
in the Wilmington Tournament 
with a 2-1 win over Albion. They 
took a l-0 lead on a goal by 
Aschenbrener,whowasassisted by 
sophomore Adrian Del Busso.Jun-
ior jozsi jalics assisted Krupitzer 
on another goal to give the Streaks 
a 2-0 lead. 
Last Wednesday, sophomore 
midfielder Ryan Caudill scored the 
Campus 
Salon 
• Professional Hairdressers 
• Student Rates 
•Men & Women 
• Rm. 224 Murphy 397-2265 
• Hours Tues,Thurs, Fri 
Spm- 10pm 
• Alternate Hours by 
request 
• Call for appt. • Gary 
first goal for the Blue Streaks 
against Heidelberg. Hewasassisted 
by sophomore Bob Krupitzer, who 
leads the team in goa ls (7) and 
points (17). Caudill leads the ream 
in assists with five. 
Krupitzer also assisted on 
freshman Chip Aschenbrener's 
sixth goal of the season. 
Aschenbrener is second on the 
team in goals(6)and points(l3). 
This win over Heidelberg 
moved their record m the OAC to 
~n~~~t~en~~~~~~~~ 
string of victories dates back to 
October 10, 1990 with a 6-0 win 
over the Student Princes. 
Senior goalie Mike Lycns made 
16saves this week to run his total to 
54 for the year. Through 10 games, 
he has given up only 16 goals (l.6 
per game) and has two shutouts. 
Lyons has been the keeper in 24of 
the 33consecutive home wins. 
In thestreak,20opponentswere 
from the OACJCU has outscored 
their foes 119-21 during the streak 
and 15 of the victories were shut-
outs. 
Lyons and senior sweeper Tom 
Hahn are both letter winners dur-
ing the span, which is entering its 
fourth full season. Lycnsand Hahn 
have also both won three consecu-
tive OAC championships. 
The Blue Streaks traveled to 
Mount Union Wednesday, Sep-
tember 28th and will host Capital 
this Saturday in two more OAC 
match-ups. 
AITENTION JCU 
FRATERNITIES, 
SORORITIES, 
CLUBS& 
ORGANIZATIONS: 
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SPORTSWEAR JOB! 
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.hiiEAT t;RAp~iX 
(216) 461-6647 
tald us. However, when they weren't 
as good as we expected, our level of 
play dropped." 
The remaining minutes of the 
game proved to be a lesson-in-
clutch defense. An aggressive Car-
roll offense resulted in a few open 
brea ka ways for St. Mary's. 
Sophomore goalie Angela 
Rochowiak, though, responded by 
preserving the shutout with exem-
plary play. She thwarted the Bell 
onslaught several times by either 
swiftly swoopmg up or kicking 
away the ball. Despite the danger-
ous breakaways, Rochowiak was 
quick to credit her teammates' de-
fensive support for the victory. 
"l thought overall our defense 
played well," said the second-year 
starter. "We had some breakdowns 
in thesecond half bu tour ime nsity 
got us through We gave 100 per-
cent on every play and were confi-
dent the whole time that we were 
going to win" 
Coach Andrew Marson's post-
game sentiments reflected a more 
tempered sense of satisfaction. 
"We were just happy tO get the 
win," the low-key, second-year 
coach remarked. "I thought we 
played relatively well in the first 
half but our second half play was, 
at times, very lax." 
In defeating St. Mary's, the Lady 
Blue Streaks rebounded from a loss 
in their previous game and moved 
to5-3on rhe year. The team played 
away at Walsh College in Canton, 
Ohio on Tuesday before returning 
for Wednesday's 4 p.m. home game 
against conference foe Mount 
Union. 
ChnsU.gt 
Sophomore Scott Marshall eyes the ball against Heidelberg 
last week The Blue Streaks won the match, 6-0, extending their 
home unbeaten streak to 33 games. 
• • • 
Emergmg on the list of cur-
rentOhloAthleticConferencc 
leaders in men's and women's 
socceT are a few john Carroll 
underclasspeople. Sophomore 
Bob Krupitzer ranks sixth 
among the OACs top scorers, 
averagingl.70pointspergame 
(ppg). Teammate, and fresh-
man, Chip Aschenbrener 
cracked the top ten goal scor-
ers by averaging 1 30 ppg. 
Freshman Shannon Sullivan 
lscurrentlyfourthontheOAC 
scoringchatl Sheisaveraging 
L50ppg. 
• • • 
johnCarroll'sseniorpunter, 
Ryan Haley, is not only among 
the nation's leaders, he is the 
nation's leader,asof last Satur-
day according to OAC notes. 
booting each kick for an av~r­
ageof 46.5 ... Haley'steammates 
are also making names for 
themselves, collectively. After 
Saturday's game, Carroll's 
football t ~am ranked [ust m 
is also first m 
rota I defense,allowinga league 
low 224ypg. .. Quarter rock PJ. 
lnsana is the mainstay of an 
aerial attack which ranks 
numberonein passing offense 
ln the OAC with 902 yards in 
three games. __ ... Tailback, and 
returning OAC rushing 
champion, Chad Rankin 
played for the first time this 
season at Otterbein last Satur-
day. He rushed for +9yardson 
lOcarrles. 
Tht previotls IP!fOrmation 
hasbetnpmvldedby]ohnCar-
roll Univt:rsily'sSIDand The 
Carroll News Sports Staff 
20680 N<>rth Park Boulevard 
"(J.niV"ersit;y :1-J:eights., C>hio 44:1. .LS 
1-7272 
HAPPY HOUR 
Mon.-Fri. 3p.m.-7p.m. & Sat 12p.m.-7p.m. (cafe only) 
22oz. Big Buds & Big Bud Light Specials 
15¢ Wings-Mon. & Tues. 7p.m.-close 
We offer em arratJ o(sauces ana toppings for pasta as well as pizza. 
7Jre menu also incluaes great salaas. calzone, burgers. appetizers. chicken, veal. 
eggplant. ana sanawiches. from the traaitional to the creative. 
<taste the difference! 
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF CAMPUS 
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Desktop Learning supplements 
an Ernst & Young education 
Mary Myers 
Business Editor 
"Challenge the rituals," was rhe 
advice ro john Carroll siUdenrs 
from Bob Dean, from the Profes-
sional Development Officeof Ernst 
&Young. 
Members of Ernst & Young, a 
Big Six accounting firm, were on 
campus last Monday to present 
Desktop Learning, a new develop-
ment in employee training 
Desktop Learning includes 
va rious programs wh ich stress 
Interactive learning to teach em-
ployeesdifferenr topics, inc] uding 
routine data processes, accou nts 
receivable, and interviewing eli-
ems. 
The office of Professional De-
velopment Efforts, is Ernst & 
Young'seducationdepanment,said 
1993 john Carroll graduate, Shawn 
Phillips, a junior accountant with 
the fi rm. This area of Ernst & Young 
strives "To co ntribute to the 
achievement of the firm's mission 
th rough the development of indi-
vidual excellence while commu-
nicating and instilling the firm 
culture," according ro its mission 
statement 
Desktop learning is one of three 
elements that Ernst & Young uses 
to train new and veteran employ-
ees. The other two are classroom 
training, and on-the-job-training. 
Ernst & Young tr ies ro provide 
dive rse ways of learning, and 
Desktop Learning is a supplement 
to classroom and individual train-
ing, not a replacement, said Dean. 
"When I started with the firm ... 
rhe first education program I went 
to was a two week program for au-
ditors," said Dean. He then received 
more training every year. 
However, we do not all learn at 
the same rate, said Dean; therefore, 
Desktop Learning, is self -paced. 
Phillipsagreed that a self -paced 
learning method is beneficial 
"If you need to do something a 
I itrle slower, or rei terate it, youca n," 
he said . 
Because learning in classrooms 
vanes, Desktop learning also ful-
fills the need for standardized 
learning across the country, said 
Dean. 
Desktoplearningalsoprovides 
"just-in-time" education, which 
enables an employee to learn spe-
cific ski lls related to a job, before he 
or she begins a project. Because of 
th is,quahty is buil t on tothefront 
of an assignment, rather than at 
the end, Dean said. 
"Such a need to learn effectively, 
and efficiently," is filled by Desk-
top learn ing, said Rich Chelko, a 
1980 Carroll gradua te. 
Through graphics, animation, 
and audio elements, Desktop 
Learning can place the learner in 
realistic work-placesituations,said 
Dean. 
"Desktop lear ningenables us to 
take the feeling of being on the 
job ... and transfer it to the com-
puter," he said. 
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Bob Dean explains the concept of Desktop Learning 
Ernst & Young made the move 
to Desktop learning because they 
had the available technology, and 
because th e business world is 
changing so rapidly. 
"We have been making signifi -
cant investments in technology for 
a number of yea rs," Dean said. ·we 
had the infrastructure in place to 
do th is." 
"The pace of change has picked 
up a lot," Dean said. "We need to 
know more than we had to know 
five, lO years ago." 
Technology changes business in John Carroll offices 
Mike Gildea 
Staff Reporter 
lmaginelivingonjohnCarroll's 
campus without the convenience 
of the A TM, Automated Teller Ma-
chine. As technology stretches 
across the country, it has an im-
pacton the way business is done in 
the banking industry, and in the 
ollil;-!:5 hete atjCU 
J owe" , r more o 
noiogicai advances than JUSt the 
De Wine 
talks to 
business 
owners 
Elizabeth Raffaele 
Staff Reporter 
Michael De Wine, Ohio Repub-
lican candidatefor the senate, and 
present lieutenant governor, re-
sponded to questions from local 
Cleveland business owners at the 
annual Business Fest,sponsored by 
theSmaliBusi ness News a week ago 
Wednesday at the JX Center in 
Cleveland. 
De Wine thinks that President 
Clinton has "boxed us in" by his 
dose affiliations with exiled Presi-
cjentjean-Bemand Aristide, mak-
ing a US. invasion of Haiti inevi-
table. 
On the issue of health care re-
form, DeWine supports portabil-
ity (the transference of insurance 
from one job to another) and he 
proposes a cap on some medical 
malprac tice awards. De Wine 
added that he was in favorof "Ohio 
Care," a program that would subsi-
dize the insurance of the working 
poor. 
Small business owners raised 
the issue of government mandates 
but De Wine did not confront the 
issue directly. He said that the ma-
j::>rity of new jobs are created by 
small businesses and he did not 
want to put more of the burden on 
them. 
One business owner wanted to 
latest high-tech compute[ 
In the banking industry, for 
example,theamountof paperwork 
that is kept in the office has been 
greatly reduced . The work 
tradit ionally done through the 
completion of many forms by hand 
is now done on computers. 
There is, however, another way 
bauki has been aHec.ted. 
know what the single most impor-
tant thing De Wine wculd do if he 
wereelected.DeWinesaidhewould 
look at every bill and consider how 
It wouldeffectsmall business own-
ers. 
One businessperson simply 
asked,"Whyareyoua bettercandi-
datethan youropponentjoel Hyatt 
(D)?" DeWine said that in his 18 
years as lieutenant governor he had 
cut plea bargaining, passed a drunk 
dr iving bill and a child victim pro-
tection act, served on the lra n 
Contra Commission and Drug Free 
Schools Commissioh, and tight-
ened criminal records The audi-
ence responded with applause. 
Joel Hyatt was originally 
scheduled to appear with De Wine 
but canceled late Monday night 
Hyatt's campaign manager said 
that Hyatt withdrew from the fo-
rum because of a disagreement 
with DeWine over the format. 
De Wine said rhat he never agreed 
to a debate, but to a panel question 
and answer forum because he is 
already scheduled for three televi-
sion debates. 
tomation," said David McCallum 
of Cleveland:S Huntington Bank 
Now a great deal of banking can 
be done through computers. The 
days of in-person banking are no 
longer necessary, he said. 
ln the Ad missions Department 
here at JCU, technological ad-
. vances have played an important 
role welL In the t, informa-
which clogged file drawers. 
Now that data can be accessed 
on a computer. 
"It has cut retrieval time down 
by95percen t."saidjohnGladstone 
dean of Financia I Aid and Admis-
sions. 
Theresultof this improvement 
is that time can be spent on other 
concerns, Gladstone said. 
Technology has also given the 
Financial Aid office a new tooL 
The department will soon begin 
to work with an automated finan-
cia! aid packaging system, said 
Gladstone. 
"It will merge the rules and 
guidelines to build or renew a Fi-
nancialAidaward,"saidDirectorof 
Admissions, Laryn Runco. 
Financial aid information that an 
incoming student and the govern-
ment send to the University will be 
analyzed by a computer, instead of 
'P'PDM&ly... 
Lasr year abour85 percent of rhe 
financial aid awards went through 
the similar thought process, Runco 
said. 
One of the goa Is is to "teach the 
computer what our thought pro-
cess is, then we can check iL If the 
computer knows the rules it can do 
the automatic work," said Runco. 
This outcome will then be the 
ground work for the final package .. 
The package will still have to be 
reviewed, bur this will help the Fi-
nancial Aid staff produceastudent:S 
package more quickly, Gladstone 
said. 
Technology has also aided the 
Alumni Fund office. 
According to james Crocker of 
the Alumni Fund office, 
information that was stored on 
paper is now in a data base. 
This information is large] y based 
on what an alumni chooses tore-
veal The data which is stored can 
be a history of donations to J 
or various clubs' an alumni be-
longed to. 
"Weareveryprotectiveaboutour 
alumni's privacy," Crocker said. 
This has made things run more 
efficiently. The hardest part about 
the new technology was learning 
how to use the computer. 
Being able to constant! y update 
your knowledge is essential. . 
"There are expectations to keep 
up with changes and updates," 
Crocker said. 
Jeckyll & Hyde' offer interview tips 
' Mary Myers 
Business Editor 
Members of the Coopers & 
Lybrand accounting firm were re-
centlyonjohnCarroll University's 
campus to give the "jeckyll and 
Hyde of College lnterviewi ng Pre-
sentation." 
The program ind uded a mock 
interview by two Coopers &: 
Lybrand employees. "Sam Slick," 
an over-confident college student 
looking for job, was played by Eric 
Pugh, and the interviewer was 
Cassandra Crawford, playing her-
self. 
Pugh , a Coopers & Lybrand 
employee in the Human Resource 
Department in the Cleveland of-
fice,developedtheprogramheand 
other Coopers & Lybrand em-
ployees presented September 19in 
the Murphy room. Pugh has given 
the "jeckyll and Hyde" presenta-
tion at other area schools, a I though 
he tries to make the demonstra-
tion unique each rime. 
After watching the interview, 
Carroll students were able w 
evaluate the interviewee using the 
same cnteria that the Coopers & 
'Lybrand interviewers do. 
"The presentation was based on 
an actual interview that occurred 
in Pittsburgh," Pugh said. 
After the interview, Coopers & 
though the program is aimed to-
ward accounting majors, students 
in other fields can benefit from the 
information as well. 
"The presentation is applicable 
to any industry," 
he said. 
"John Carroll has a strong 
Dailey also 
said he has been 
affiliated with 
Carroll for 15 reputation in accounting ••• 
We have had extreme 
success in terms of the 
caliber of people." 
years, and 
Coopers & 
Lybrand gets 
many of its 
employees from 
jCU 
The number 
b d of employees EricPugh,Coopers&Ly ran that are hired 
Lybrandrepresentativesdistributed 
information intended to help the 
students improve their interview-
ing skills. They included 25 fre-
quenrl y asked interview questions, 
and the "do's and don'ts" of inter-
viewing. 
Don Dailey, a managing partner 
in the Cleveland office, said al-
from Carroll is 
the highest of 
any area college, he said. 
"lr is not a mistake" that many of 
the Coopers & Lybrand employees 
are from Carroll, said Daily. 
"john Carroll has a strong repu-
tation in accounting," agreed Pugh. 
"We have had extreme success in 
terms of thecaliberof people(from 
John Carr.oll}" 
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HOW TO HANG ON TO YOUR DOUGH. 
(WITHOUT CRAMPING YOUR STYLE.) 
Separate "needs" from "wants." 
Hint A bed is a need. A Mr. Microphone 
is a want. 
Split the bill but only pay your share. 
W hy put in for someone else's swordfi sh 
if all you got was soup? 
Set aside money for emergencies. 
Unless you 'd rat her call your parents 
for it instead. 
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Keep your eye on your wallet. l 
Have a Citibank Classic card in case you l 
<( 
z 
13 
lose it. The Lost W allet 5M Service c n get you \ 
emergency cash, a new ca usua .. ,.,.+~,..,.,..~~--~-----~-~·-••iiiiil 
24 hours and help replacing vital documents. 
Based on a'a1lable cash l1ne. 
.... 
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Desktop Learning supplements 
an Ernst & Young education 
Mary Myers 
Business Ed1tor 
"Challenge the rituals," was the 
adv ice tO John Carroll students 
from Bob Dean, from the Profes-
sional DevelopmemOfficeofErnst 
&Young. 
Members of Ernst & Young, a 
Big Six accounting firm, were on 
campus last Monday to present 
Desktop Learning, a new develop-
ment in employee training. 
Desktop Learning mcludes 
various programs which stress 
interactive learning to teach em-
ployees different topics, including 
routine data processes, accounts 
receivable, and interviewing cli-
ents 
The office of Professional De-
velopment Efforts, is Ernst & 
Young'seducationdepartment,said 
l993JohnCarroll graduate, Shawn 
Phillips, a junior accountant with 
the firm. This area of Ernst&Young 
strives "To contribute to the 
achievement of the firm's mission 
through the development of indi-
vidual excellence while commu-
nicating and mstilling the fir m 
culture," according to its mission 
statement. 
Desktop learning isoneof three 
elements that Ernst & Young uses 
to train new and veteran employ-
ees. The other two are classroom 
training, and on-the-job-training. 
Ernst & Young tries to provide 
diverse ways of learning, and 
Desktop Learning is a supplement 
to classroom and individual train-
ing, nota replacement, said Dean. 
"When I started with the firm_. 
the first education program I went 
to was a two week program for au-
ditors," said Dean. He t henreceived 
more training every year. 
However, we do not all learn at 
the same rate, said Dean; therefore, 
Desktop Learning, is self -paced. 
Phillipsagreed that a self -paced 
learning method is beneficial. 
"If you need to do something a 
little slower, or reiterate it, you can," 
he said. 
Because learning in classrooms 
varies, Desktop learning also ful-
fills the need for standardized 
learning across the country, said 
Dean. 
Desktop learning also provides 
"Just-in-time" education, which 
enables an employee to learn spe-
cificskillsrelated to a job, before he 
or she begins a project. Because of 
this, quality is built on to thef rom 
of an assignment, rather than at 
the end, Dean said. 
"Such a need to learn effectively, 
and efficiently," is filled by Desk-
top learning, said Rich Chelko, a 
1980 Carroll graduate. 
Through graphics, animation, 
and audio elements, Desktop 
Learning can place the learner in 
realisticwork-placesituations,said 
Dean. 
"Desktoplearningenablesusto 
take the feeling of being on the 
job ... and transfer it to the com-
puter," he said. 
Stcu-yZeier 
Bob Dean explains the concept of Desktop Learning 
Ernst & Young made the move 
to Desktop learning because they 
had the available technology, and 
because the business world is 
changing so rapidly. 
"We have been making signifi-
cant investments in technology for 
anum ber of years," Dean said. "We 
had the infrastructure in place to 
do this." 
"The pace of change has picked 
up a lot," Dean said. "We need to 
know more than we had to know 
five, lO years ago." 
Technology changes business in John Carroll offices 
Mike Gildea 
Staff Reporter 
Imagine hvingonjohnCarroll's 
campus without the convenience 
of the ATM. Automated Teller Ma-
chine. As technology stretches 
across the country, it has an im-
pacton the way business is done in 
the banking industry, and in the 
off~ hac at.jCU. 
owev , l!'r m 
nologica I advances than just the 
De Wine 
talks to 
business 
owners 
Elizabeth Raffaele 
Staff Reporter 
Michael De Wine, OhJO Repub· 
licancandidate for the senate, and 
present lieutenant governor, re-
sponded to questions from local 
Cleveland business owners at the 
annual BusinessFest,sponsored by 
the5mai!BusinessNewsaweekago 
Wednesday at the IX Center in 
Cleveland. 
De Wine thinks that President 
Clinton has "box:ed us in" by his 
close affiliations with exiled Presi-
qentjean-Bertrand Aristide, mak-
ing a US. invasion of Haiti inevi· 
table. 
On the issue of health care re-
form, De Wine supports portabil-
ity (the transference of insurance 
from one job to another) and he 
proposes a cap on some medical 
malpractice awards. DeWine 
added that he was in favor of 'Ohio 
Care,"a program that would subsi-
dize the insurance of the working 
poor. 
Small business owners raised 
the issue of government mandates 
but De Wine did not confront the 
issue directly. He said that the ma-
jority of new jobs are created by 
small businesses and he did not 
want to put more of the burden on 
them. 
One business owner wanted to 
latest high-tech computer. tomation," said David McCallum cia] aid packaging system, said 
In the banking industry, for of Cleveland's Huntington Bank. Gladstone. 
example,theamountof paperwork Now a great deal of banking can "It will merge the rules and 
that is kept in the office has been be done through computers. The guidelines to build or renew a Fi-
greatl y reduced. The work days of in-person banking are no nancialAidaward," said Director of 
traditionally done through the longer necessary, he said. Admissions, Laryn Runco. 
completion of manyformsbyhand In the Admissions Department Financial aid information that an 
is now done on computers. here at JCU, technological ad- incoming student and the govern-
There is, however, another way . vances have played an important ment send to the University will be 
~.fi~has;;~bee~~n¥fafi;[ec~ted.~~-!fi'-"~rol~e~~wej;!l~l.~lnMth'e~:;t,~inf~or~ma~-, .. analyzed by a computer, instead of 
eem•Uy. 
Last year about 85 percem oft e 
financial aid awards went through 
the similar thought process, Runco 
said. 
computers and ATMs to more au- which clogged file drawers. 
Now that data can be accessed 
on a computer. 
"It has cut retrieval time down 
by95percent."saidJohnGiadstone 
dean of Financial Aid and Admis-
sions. 
The resul tof th isi m provement 
is that time can be spent on other 
concerns, Gladstone said. 
Technology has also given the 
Financial Aid office a new tool. 
The department will soon begin 
to work with an automated finan-
One of the goals is to "teach the 
computer what our thought pro-
cess is, then we can check it... If the 
computer knows the rules it can do 
the automatic work," said Runco. 
This outcome will then be the 
ground work for the final package .. 
The package will still have to be 
reviewed, but this will help the Fi-
nancial Aid staff produce a student's 
package more quickly, Gladstone 
said. 
Technology has also aided the 
Alumni Fund office. 
According to James Crocker of 
the Alumni Fund office, 
information that was stored on 
paper is now in a data base. 
This information is largely based 
on what an alumni chooses to re-
veaL The data which is stored can 
be a nistory of donations to JC 
or various clubs' an alumni be-
longed to. 
"Weareveryprotectiveaboutour 
alumni's privacy," Crocker said. 
This has made things run more 
efficiently. The hardest part about 
the new technology was learning 
how to use the computer. 
Being able to constantly update 
your knowledge is essential. . 
"There are expectations to keep 
up with changes and updates," 
Crocker said. 
Jeckyll & Hyde' offer interview tips 
knowwhatthesinglemostimpor-
tant thing De Wine would do if he 
wereelected. De Winesaid he would 
lookateverybillandconsiderhow 
it wouldeffectsmall business own-
ers. 
One businessperson simply 
asked,"Whyare you a bettercandi-
datethan youropponentjoel Hyatt 
(D)?" DeWine said that in his 18 
years as lieutenant governor he had 
cut plea bargaining.passedadrunk 
driving bill and a child victim pro-
tection act, served on the Iran 
Contra Commission and Drug Free 
Schools Commissioh, and tight-
ened criminal records. The audi-
ence responded with applause. 
Joel Hyatt was originally 
scheduled to appear with DeWine 
but canceled late Monday night. 
Hyatt's campaign manager said 
that Hyatt withdrew from the fo-
rum because of a disagreement 
with DeWine over the format. 
De Wine said that he never agreed 
to a debate, but to a panel question 
and answer forum because he is 
already scheduled for three televi-
sion debates. 
I 
Mary Myers 
Business Editor 
Members of the Coopers & 
Lybrand accounting firm were re-
cemlyonjohn Carroll University's 
campus to give the "Jeckyll and 
Hyde of College Interviewing Pre-
sentation." 
The program included a mock 
interview by two Coopers & 
Lybrand employees. "Sam Slick," 
an over-confident college student 
looking for job, was played by Eric 
Pugh, and the interviewer was 
Cassandra Crawford, playing her-
self. 
Pugh, a Coopers & Lybrand 
employee in the Human Resource 
Department in the Cleveland of-
fice,developed the program he and 
other Coopers & Lybrand em-
ployeespresentedSeptemberl9in 
theMurphyroom Pughhasgiven 
the "Jeckyll and Hyde" presenta-
tion at other a rea schools, a !though 
he tries to make the demonstra-
tion unique each time. 
After watching the interview, 
Carroll students were able to 
eva] uate the interviewee using the 
same criteria that the Coopers & 
·Lybrand interviewers do. 
"The presentation was based on 
an actual interview that occurred 
in Pittsburgh," Pugh said. 
After the interview, Coopers & 
though the program is aimed to· 
ward accounting majors, students 
in other fields can benefit from the 
information as well. 
"The presentation is applicable 
toanyindustry," 
he said. 
llJohn Carroll has a strong 
Dailey a !so 
said he has been 
affiliated with 
Carroll for 15 reputation in accounting_. 
We have had extreme 
years, and 
Coopers & 
Lybrand gets 
many of its 
employees from 
success in terms of the 
caliber of people." JCU. 
The number 
b d of employees EricPugh,Coopers&Ly ran that are hired 
Lybrand representati vesdistributed 
information intended to help the 
students improve their interview-
ing skills. They included 25 fre-
quently asked interview questions, 
and the "do's and don'ts" of inter-
viewing. 
Don Dailey,a managing partner 
in the Cleveland office, said a]-
/ 
from Carroll is 
the highest of 
any area college, he said. 
"It is nota mistake" that many of 
the Coopers & Lybrand employees 
are from Carroll. said Daily. 
"John Carroll has a strong repu-
tation in accounting," agreed Pugh. 
"We have had exrreme success in 
terms of the caliber of people (from 
john Carr.oll)." 
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HOW TO HANG ON TO YOUR DOUGH. 
(WITHOUT CRAMPING YOUR STYLE.) 
Separate "needs" from "wants." 
Hint: A bed is a need. A Mr. Microphone 
is a want. 
Split the bill but only pay your share. 
Why put in for someone else's swordfish 
if all you got was soup? 
Set aside money for emergencies. 
Unless you'd rather call your parents 
for it instead. 
Keep your eye on your wallet. 
Have a Citibank Classic card in case you 
lose it. The Lost Wallet'M Service can get you 
emergency casli, a new caf1 usua WJtt'lfrr 
24 hours and help replacing vital documents. 
Based on available cash Ire. 
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[iJommentary 
You is cool! 
Flannel shirts. Pearl Jam. Birks. Smashing Pumpkins. 
Tevas. Bodysuits. Baggy jeans. Beastie Boys. Doc 
Martens. 
All of these things are seen or heard everyday on your 
I• 
Jeff Walker 
Sports Editor 
average college campus. The 
question is -how did they get 
there? What makes sandals in 
and K-Swiss out? What is it 
about Pearl Jam that is better or 
more popular than Def Leppard? 
The real question is - what is 
"coo," uh1 p" or m" an wfia 
makes it so? 
The history of hip is usually 
based on fashion, music, 
attitudes, hairstyles and social 
issues that rebel against the 
mainstream. The hippies of the 60's used the theme 
of love and peace to rebel against a war they couldn't 
accept. The 70's had "disco fever" and Led Zeppelin 
as it tried to recover from Watergate and the 
aftermath of the Vietnam war. The 80's had preppies, 
valley girls and punk rock as it dealt with Reagan, Ollie 
North, and the S & L scandal. The 90's have grunge, 
AIDS, gangsta rap, and Whitewater. 
All of these are the issues of the times and the ways 
in which adolescents and young adults deal with them. 
"Cool" is doing your best to understand your place in a 
generation and a decade that comes with no 
instruction booklet other than what-those-that-came-
before-you-did. That's why things go in and out as 
they do. And it is multimedia and telecommunications 
that allow what is "in" to sweep across college 
campuses and teenage households alike. 
Okay, so what does this mean for me on the campus 
of good ol' JCU? It means that no matter what music 
you listen to, what clothes you wear, or how you view 
environmentaltsm, the only way you will ever be "cool" 
is to be yourself. How you cope with all of these 
issues, problems and socio-political anomalies is 
somewhat dependent on those in power and the 
young adults who came before us. 
But who you are inside is all up to you. 
I once accused my younger brother of having purple 
hair, wearing black and listening to sinister bands 
merely because he wanted to be "hip." I later realized 
that he did not define himself by the labels with which 
he chose to align himself. Instead, he took those 
labels, re-defined them, and made them his own in 
order to cope with the strange and difficult hand 
society had dealt him. 
If that's not cool, I'm not sure I'll ever know what is. 
The Carroll News, September 29, 1994 
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A byte of reality 
"Do you know how to work the computers down the hall7" "1 thought I saved my 
paper but I can't find it, I'm deadl" 'The printer's jammed again!" "How do 1 double 
space 1" These are comments often heard around John Carroll's computer labs. 
Whether it 's after an adventuresome journey typing a paper in the computer lab, or 
a wasted semester taking MN 106, most students are scared of computers, rather than 
seeing how they can benefit us. 
The faces and comments of students around campus reveal that few or no students 
are at all satisfied withjohn Carroll's computer facilities. 
Most universities have the problem of spoiling their students with state of the art 
l ein the real world with inferior technology. This is 
hardly the case at our university We putter around on outdated computers that 
of ten experience network difficulties only to output materials on archaic dot matrix 
printers. In a world that is quickiy becoming enveloped in computers and their vast 
array of abilities.]ohn Carroll is in the dark. The software selection available to the 
JCU student is narrow at best. Word Perfect and Quattro Pro are only two of the 
thousands of software packages that are used in business, home and educational 
markets. The Business School touts it's high tech classrooms but students mainly 
learn spreadsheets and word processing only. Students at schools like Michigan 
StateandNotre Dame are learning to give digital visual presentations on ~he computer, 
notchalkdrawingsorscribbledoverheads.Chalkdrawingsandscribbledoverheads 
won't make it in the real world. 
And with administrators and professors stressing daily that we are in the real world 
at John Carroll, we should be exposed to real world technology. The newly built 
O'Malley Center offers an array of new electronic features to create an educational 
. atmosphere that should put Carroll grads a step above the rest when entering the 
"real world," but without any formal training, professors are left in the dark. And if 
our professors complain about the technology at this sixth ranked university, where 
do we as students go to voice our concerns. · 
It is our hope that the administration is looking into formally training our professors 
and updating the present insufficient computer labs. Without these tools, John 
Carroll's students will enter a 'real world' with no real skills. 
• 
& • I h t s e s s m I s 
MISS: The arctic conditions found in the O'Malle.y Center classrooms; please 
remember your gloves and parkas HIT: The latest "thank you" sign to grace the 
Atrium; hopefully more signs will follow. MISS: Thatcriminalfeelingyouget when 
the buzzer at the library exit goes off through no fault of your own; does everyone 
in the entire building need to hear that annoying sound? HIT: Women's volleyball 
taking first place in their first annual invitational last weekend; a great way to begin 
a long tradition. MISS: When you tell your friends back home where you go to 
school, and they reply, "Oh, wow,Johns Hopkins is a good school." HIT: The Browns' 
flashback uniforms; ... difference7 MISS: The sweltering temperatures in the weight 
room this week; isn't there a sauna somewhere else on campus? 
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letters to the editor 
Resident concerned about RA 
availability on campus 
To the Edttor: 
I'm writing this letter in response to an incident that 
occurred on Friday, September 16. I was getting ready to go 
somewhere.lleft my room fora momentand upon returning, 
I discovered I had locked myself out No problem, rightJ I'll 
just have myRA let me in. Knock, knock? Noone home. Hey, 
still no problem, right? She's enti tled to go somewhere and 
anyway,thereareaboutsix more RAs to choose from in my 
hall(Campion)alone. So,assumingthat there's an RAaround 
(never assume) I journeyed throughout Campion Hall, 
knocking on every RAS door. Each time I get no answer,! go 
to the next one thinking someone will be there. After the last 
door, I lean against the wall in disbelief. There's not a single 
RAin Campion. A little upset, !call theswitchboardand get 
the phone number for East Hall. I mean, they'reour next door 
neighbors, right? Someone will come over and let me in. 
Ring, ring- no answer. 
By this time,slightlyannoyed a nda little nervous, because 
I am now running late, I dial the switchboard and get Resi-
dence Life. !figured someone there could tell me what to do 
or help me out. Wrong! 
!learn that there are no RAson campus. Yes, you read that 
right None. I mean, I have no idea how many RAs are 
employed by JCU, but I figured one would be around some-
where. Nope, housing tells me that all the RAs have gone out 
to have a good time and won't be back until their scheduled 
duty, at 7:30p.m. No amount of pleading with the \\.Uman on 
the phone will do any good, I soon realize, because she 
doesn't have a key for anything. 
So I call security. I mean they have to have keys, right J Well, 
to make an already long story shorter, let me just say that it 
took me almost 40 minutes to convince security to let me in. 
They claimed to have no authority to do that and· after 
pleading they consented, but they wanted to make a stop in 
East. Someone had locked himself out of his room, also. 
Now, in no way am 1 trying to pass blame. l readily accept 
the fact that it was my own fault But shouldn't someone be 
on campus to assist when unfortunate incidents like this 
ocwr? And what if an RA was desperately needed for 
something? Too bad? I'm not suggesting that RAsshouldn't 
beabletogooutand have a good time. Iamsimplysayingthat 
someone should be on campus for the students. By the way, 
the RAs returnedaround 9:00 p.m.,oneand a half hour ate 
their scheduled duty. 
joy Malek 
Class of 1997 
Junior expresses disgust with 
Quad regulations 
To the Editor: 
Last Spring when hou ing registration began, the Ad-
ministration boughtacoupleof full pageadswhichoutlined 
all of the great benefits of living on campus. I lived on 
campus for my first twoyearsandenjoyed mytimethere. But 
when my parents gave me permission to live off campus 
with a group of friends,! jumped at the chance. 
Up until last Friday, l wasn't really sure if I had made the 
right decision. I hadn't thought about gas bills, electric bills 
and no food plan. But on Friday, after biking to campus I 
found that the Quad was what I missed the most. After a 
couple hours of hanging out with friends, there were enough 
people done with classes that an ultimate frisbee game broke 
out. For the uninformed, the game of ul timate frisbee has 
<.woteams; the object is to catch thedisk,take three steps, and 
pass it again. When someone catches it in the goal area, a 
point is rewarded. There is no contact. There is no tackling. 
I was playing barefoot, as were most of the guys playing. 
Those that weren't shoeless were not in spikes. 
After we had been playing for about 40 minutes, aJCU 
security guard came out and told us that we weren't allowed 
to be playing. I was shocked. There we were, ten guys playing 
a fun game, enjoying a beautiful FridayontheQuad. All four 
classes were represented in the game. It was not organized; It 
had not been planned. It wasspontaneous(Gaspi). 
Several of the players and 1 went to talk to Fr. Richie about 
this policy. Dean Farrell met us atthe Atrium doors. He asked 
us if we had been playing frisbee and we said yes. None of us 
had read the CNyet and seen his letter to theedi torregardi ng 
the Quad. 
Dean, when was the last time you walked across the [rom 
lawn? Well I'm out there three times a week for rugby and let 
me tell you something: the ground is hard, dry and rocky. 
During the afternoons, rugby, soccer, and now flag football 
are on the from field The Quad is beautiful. The ground is 
soft and forgiving to the knees and the bare foot. I can 
understand if we weredisturbinganyoneeitheron the Quad 
or the pathways, we shouldn't play. But there is no valid 
reason for us nor to enjoy a friendly game of ultimate. 
To the Administration Do you still wonderwhysomany 
students are moving off campus? The simple reason for It is 
that there is nothmg left todooncampus. Weare not allowed 
to play on the Quad and we don 't know where to go because 
there are no signs in the Atrium. What is happening to our 
school? Or is it no longer our school at alP It has become a 
showcase for visitors and contributors. The Quad is not the 
parlor of this community. The Quad should belong to the 
students(God knows we've paid enough for 1 t!) I want it back 
John Rugemer 
Class of 1996 
JCU's commitment to 
community service questioned 
To the Ed it or: 
Having just come back from the Annual Community 
Service Forum (as advertised in The Carroll News, Septem-
ber 22, page 3) at which Michael Brown, Co-D•rector of City 
Year: Urban Youth Corps spoke,! am perplexed by one ques-
tion. Why did so few people attend? Theforum was held m 
theSACConference Room, which can easily seat200people, 
so why did only 50 peoplr. come7 It couldn't have been 
because of the advertising. there was plenty of that: news-
paper advertisements (besides the CN), flyers placed in all 
thecampusmailboxes(mostof which were discarded in the 
trash cans by the mailboxes),flyersdistributed in the dormi-
tories, and other key positions around campus. So if every-
one knew about it, then why were so few people present? 
I suppose it is that no one on this campus cares about 
community service. No, that can't be the case becauselknow 
there are some people who care aboutcomm unity service. So 
what is it7 Time, place, date? Just why didn't you, members 
of the Carroll community, attend? This is just something to 
think about 
Alii am sure of is that I was there. and 1 received some-
thing[ rom Mr. Brownsspeech-something !can share. That 
something was the notion that community service must be 
nurtured with ideals of a better society. I'm nonalkingabout 
nonsensical , mindless acts, but concrete and positive ways 
which enable things to become better. 
To mimic a postcard- Wishing you had been there. 
Thomas W.jefferds,Jr. 
Class of 1995 
Student outraged at lack of 
leadership by SU officers 
To the Editor: 
john Carroll University wasfoundedon]eswt ideals and 
traditions. An emphasis on community and service should 
be evident in every aspect of this institution. Last Friday, 
however,! was not proud of the student bod y,fonhe first time 
in four years. It was then thattheCarrollcomrnunitysaid its 
final farewells to Fr. joseph Zombor,ajesuitfor thirty-seven 
years, and a man dedicated to serving this University for 
much of that time. As his family, friends, and colleagues 
filled Gesu Ch urch,l was appalled by thefact thatonly three 
students , members of the Chapelchoir, were in attendance. 
The conspicuous absence of the Student Union execunve 
officers from funeral services makes quite a statement on 
how th15 Student Umon Administration prioritizes its re-
sponstbiluies. In thts term thus far, Mr. Cranley and his 
fellow officers have been active! y concerned with takmg a 
stand, almost any stand, against the Admimstratton. A 
prime example of this was last week's "Town Meeting." in 
which the Student Union was successful in rallying the 
support of more than one h undred studentS. The students 
a me together, mostly due to the large-scale publication of 
the event, tO voice their concerns and stand behind thetr 
beliefs. Isn't it a shame that the Studem Umon executive 
officers did not put that kind of e£fort into gathering the 
student body together to pay their respects to Fr. Zombor, a 
truly excellent mem berof the Administration? At best, the 
officers were negligent in their responsibilities of informing 
and representing the student body; at \\.Urst, they ignored 
their obligations as student "leaders." By his example, Fr 
Zombor showed me, and many others, what it means 10 be 
"men and women for others." Perhaps our elected student 
officials should start taking their commitment more seri-
ously. 
Cara Santosuosso 
Class of 1995 
JCU band director urges care 
in expression of opinions 
To the Editor: 
Thank you for calling the JCU Band a "HIT" in your 
September 22 Editorial section. lam very proud of whatthe 
members and I have accomplished in my first year and look 
forward to continued fun and success. 
However,! wassomewhatem barrassed bythe"M!SS"that 
followed. By saying I receive "no salary worth mentioning." 
you put me in a very awkward situation. l appreciate what 
I'm sure was a compliment, but you should get the facts 
straight, even on a page designated for opinions. 
l consider myself lucky to have my position. And I have 
in fact received a "reward" earlier this montk tn the form of a 
contractual second year raise. 
Thanks again for the vote of confidence, but next time 
please consider the effects of your phrasing 
Charlton Bei lstei n 
JCU Band Director 
Presidential decision making is tough 
Ray Polantz 
Forum Writer 
America breathed a collective sigh of relief two weeks 
ago when it learned we would not need to invade Haiti. 
According to a recent Newsweek poll, most Americans 
disapproved of President Clinton's decision. Only 31 
percent of the people polled approved of Clinton's han-
dling of the situation Thirty-one percent will get you a 
million dollar contract in baseball It will get you many 
things in politics, but re-election is not one of them. 
The baby boomers, a large pan of the population, un-
doubtedly comprise a large portion of those polled They 
were in theirtwentiesduringthe Vietnam War, the ugliest 
war in American history. Memories of war-torn America 
and the war itself affect their perceptions of battle. 
Clinton, a babyboomer himself, was so anti-war dur-
ing the late sixties that he openly protested the Vietnam 
War and ref used to fight in it. However, much hascbanged 
lntwenty-sixyears.]usttwoweeksago,Clintonwasready 
to champion the cause of the Haitians by sending young 
Americans there to Fight Most protesters of the Vietnam 
War felt that America had no business going across the 
world tofightanothercountry'swar. Thesameargument 
might be made against an invasion of Haiti. 
American people. rightfully so, are poor sports. Many 
of those who disagreed with Clinton in the poll would 
havech!ulge.dtheirmindshadtheinvasionbeenshorrand 
successful. Amertcalikeswarsthatareshorrandsweet. In 
thesameway,supportcrswouldhavechangedtheirminds 
if many American soldiers had died. Hindsight is always 
much clearer than foresight 
The President of the United States does not enjoy the 
luxury of changing his mind so easily. Indecision equals 
humiliation in the political world. Clinton made up his 
mind about Haiti and was willing to deal with public 
opinion and media criticism pertaining to it- no small 
feat considering a turbulent first two years in office. 
Wars make or break presidents. Ask Lyndon Johnson. 
On the other hand, George Bush s popularity skyrocketed 
after the cleanly-won Gulf War. He \\.Uuld have been 
calling the shots in Haiti if not for the recession. Neither 
president could have accurately predicted the results of 
their decisions. 
The President must walk the fine line between what is 
right for the future of the \\.Urld and what is best lOr the 
American peo{ie. Sometimes these two ideas conflict. 
Bill Clinton is not just the President of the United States. 
He is a person Like any other parent in America, he 
would feeldifferendy if his child had togo to Haiti or any 
other place to fight However,ascommandcr-in-chief, he-
is obligated to defend the freedom and justice of others. 
Casualtiesanddeathsaccompanyeventhedeanestof 
invasions. They go with the territory. But someone must 
make these difficult decisions regarding war. This was 
not the first nor will it be the last Without someone: 
sticking his neck out by having America enter the first 
two world wars. America would be much different than 
the one we now know. 
At times, everyone must put personal feelings aside 
when making certain decisions. Howevter. most peoples 
decisions seldom involve millions of peofle and occur 
under the world's microscope. 
-
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[ilommentary 
You is cool! 
Flannel shirts. Pearl Jam. Birks. Smashing Pumpkins. 
Tevas. Bodysuits. Baggy jeans. Beastie Boys. Doc 
Martens. 
All of these things are seen or heard everyday on your 
' Jeff Walker 
Sports Ed1tor 
average college campus. The 
question is -how did they get 
there? What makes sandals in 
and K-Swiss out? What is it 
about Pearl Jam that is better or 
more popular than Def Leppard? 
The feeigiiM\ioQ 
"coo," 'hip or tn aoow a 
makes it so? 
The history of hip is usually 
based on fashion, music, 
attitudes, hairstyles and social 
issues that rebel against the 
mainstream. The hippies of the 60's used the theme 
of love and peace to rebel against a war they couldn't 
accept. The 70's had "disco fever" and Led Zeppelin 
as 1t tried to recover from Watergate and the 
aftermath of the Vietnam war. The 80's had preppies, 
valley g1rls and punk rock as it dealt with Reagan, Ollie 
North, and the S & L scandal. The 90's have grunge, 
AIDS, gangsta rap, and Whitewater. 
All of these are the issues of the times and the ways 
in which adolescents and young adults deal with them. 
"Cool" is doing your best to understand your place in a 
generation and a decade that comes with no 
instruction booklet other than what-those-that-came-
before-you did_ That's why things go in and out as 
they do. And it is multimedia and telecommunications 
that allow what is "in" to sweep across college 
campuses and teenage households alike. 
Okay, so what does this mean for me on the campus 
of good ol' JCU? It means that no matter what music 
you listen to, what clothes you wear, or how you view 
environmentalism, the only way you will ever be "cool" 
is to be yourself. How you cope with all of these 
issues, problems and socio-political anomalies is 
somewhat dependent on those in power and the 
young adults who came before us. 
But who you are inside is all up to you. 
I once accused my younger brother of having purple 
hair, wearing black and listening to sinister bands 
merely because he wanted to be "hip." I later realized 
that he did not define himself by the labels with which 
he chose to align himself. Instead, he took those 
labels, re-defined them, and made them his own in 
order to cope with the strange and difficult hand 
society had dealt him. 
If that's not cool, I'm not sure I'll ever know what is. 
The Carroll News, September 29, 1994 
l)ditorial 
A byte of reality 
"Do you know how to work the computers down the hall?" "1 thought I saved my 
paper but I can't find it, I'm dead!" "The printer's jammed again!" "How do I double 
space r These are comments often heard around j ohn Carroll's computer labs. 
Whether it's after an adventuresome journey typing a paper in the computer lab, or 
a wasted semester taking MN 106, most students are scared of computers, rather than 
seeing how they can benefit us. 
The faces and comments of students around campus reveal that few or no students 
are at all satisfied with john Carroll's computer facilities. 
Most universities have the problem of spoiling their students with state of the art 
f~~M\Il~~"kil!Jft1~~~-;lei'n the real world with inferior technology_ This is 
hardly the case at our university. We putter around on outdated computers that 
of ten experience network difficulties only to output materials on archaic dot matrix 
printers. In a world that is quickiy becoming enveloped in computers and their vast 
array of abilities,john Carroll is in the dark The software selection available to the 
JCU student is narrow at best. Word Perfect and Quattro Pro are only two of the 
thousands of software packages that are us~d in business, home and educational 
markets. The Business School touts it's high tech classrooms but students mainly 
learn spreadsheets and word processing only. Students at schools like Michigan 
Stateand Notre Dame are learning to givedigital visual presentations on ~he computer, 
notchalkdrawingsorscribbledoverheads.Chalkdrawingsandscribbledoverheads 
won't make it in the real world. 
And with administrators and professors stressing daily that we are in the real world 
at john Carroll, we should be exposed to real world technology. The newly built 
O'Malley Center offers an array of new electronic features to create an educational 
. atmosphere that should put Carroll grads a step above the rest when entering the 
"real world," but without any formal training, professors are left in the dark And if 
our professors complain about the technology at this sixth ranked university, where 
do we as students go to voice our concerns. · 
It is our hope that the administration islookingintoformally training our professors 
and updating the present insufficient computer labs. Without these tools, john 
Carroll's students will enter a 'real world' with no real skills. 
h t s & m • I s s e s 
MISS: The arctic conditions found in the O'Malky Center classrooms; please 
remember your gloves and parkas. HIT: The latest "thank you" sign to grace the 
Atri urn; hopefully more signs willf ollow. MISS: That criminal feeling you get when 
the buzzer at the library exit goes off through no fault of your own; does everyone 
in the entire building need ro hear that annoying sound? HIT: Women's volleyball 
taking first place in their first annual invitational last weekend; a great way to begin 
a long tradition. MISS: When you tell your friends back home where you go to 
school, and they reply, "Oh, wow,johns Hopkinsisagoodschool." HIT: The Browns' 
flashback uniforms; ... difference? MISS: The sweltering temperatures in the weight 
room this week; isn't there a sauna somewhere else on campus? 
The Carroll News, September 29, 1994 
Resident concerned about RA 
availability on campus 
To the Ed ttor: 
I'm writing this letter in response to an incident that 
occurred on Friday, September 16. l was getting ready to go 
somewhere.llef t my room fora momentand upon returning, 
ldiscovered 1 had locked myself out. No problem, right? I'll 
just have myRA let me in. Knock, knock 7 Noone hom e. Hey, 
still no problem, right? She's entitled to go somewhere and 
anyway, there are about six more RAs to choose from in my 
hall(Campion)alone. So,assuming that there's an RAaround 
(never assume) I journeyed throughout Campion Hall, 
knocking on every RNsdoor. Each time I get no answer, I go 
to the next one thinking someone will be there. After the last 
door, I lean against the wall in disbelief . There's not a single 
RAin Campion. A little upset, !call the switchboard and get 
thephonenumberfor East HalL l mean, they'reour next door 
neighbors, right? Someone will come over and let me in. 
Ring, ring- no answer. 
By th is time,slightlya nnoyed a nda little nervous, because 
lam now running late, ! dial theswitchboardand get Resi-
dence Life. !figured someone there could tell me what to do 
or help me out. Wrong' 
l learn that there are no RAson campus. Yes, you read that 
right. None. l mean, I have no idea how many RAs are 
employed by JCU, but I figured one would be around some-
where. Nope, housing tells me that all the RAs have gone out 
to have a good time and won't be back until their scheduled 
duty, at 7:30p.m. No amount of pleading with the m>man on 
the phone will do any good, 1 soon realize, because she 
doesn't have a key for anything. 
So !call security. I mean they have to have keys, right 7 Well, 
to make an already long story shorter, let me just say that it 
took me almost 40 minutes to convince security to let me in. 
They claimed to have no authority to do that and· after 
pleading they consented, but they wanted to make a stop in 
East Someone had locked himself out of his room, also. 
Now, in noway am 1tryingtopass blame. I readily accept 
thefact that it was my own fault. But shouldn't someone be 
on campus to assist when unfortunate incidents like this 
occur? And what if an RA was desperately needed for 
something? Too bad? I'm not suggesting that RAsshouldn't 
be able togooutand have a good time.lamsimplysayingthat 
someone should be on campus for the students. By the way, 
the RAsreturned around 9:00 p.m.,oneanda half hours a te 
their scheduled duty. 
Joy Malek 
Class of 1997 
Junior expresses disgust with 
Quad regulations 
To the Editor: 
Last Spnng when housing registration began, the Ad-
ministration bought a couple of full page adsw hich outlined 
all of the great benefits of living on campus. I lived on 
campusformyfirsttwoyearsand enjoyed mytimethere. But 
when my parents gave me permission to live off campus 
with a group of friends,! jumped at the chance. 
Up until last Friday, 1 wasn't really sure if I had made the 
right decision. I hadn 't thought about gas bills, electric bills 
and no food plan. But on Friday, after biking to campus l 
found that the Quad was what I missed the most. After a 
couple hours of hanging out with friends, there were enough 
people done with classes that an ultimatefrisbeegame broke 
out. For the uninformed, the game of ultimate fr isbee has 
cwo teams; the object is to catch the disk, take threesteps,and 
pass it again. When someone catches it in the goal area, a 
point is rewarded. There is no contact. There is no tackling. 
I was playing barefoot, as were most of the guys playing. 
Those that weren't shoeless were not in spikes. 
After we had been playing for about 40 minutes, a JCU 
security guard came out and told us that we weren't allowed 
to be playing. 1 wasshocked. There we were, ten guys playing 
a fun game, enjoying a beautiful FridayontheQuad. All four 
classes were represented in the game. It was not organized; It 
had not been planned. It was spontaneous (Gasp!). 
Several of the playersandl went totalktoFr.Richie about 
this policy. Dean Farrell met us at theAtriumdoom. He asked 
us if we had been playing frisbee and we said yes. None of us 
had read theCNyetandseen hislettertotheeditor regarding 
the Quad. 
Dean, when was the last time you walked across the front 
lawn? Welll'mout there three times a week for rugby and let 
me tell you something: the ground is hard, dry and rocky. 
During the afternoons, rugby, soccer, and now flag football 
are on the from field. The Quad is beautiful. The ground is 
soft and forgiving to the knees and the bare foot. l can 
understand if we were disturbing anyoneeither on the Quad 
or the pathways, we shouldn't play. But there is no valid 
reason for us not to enjoy a friendly game of ultimate. 
To the Administration: Do you still wonder why so many 
FORUM 
letters to the editor 
students are moving off campus? The simple reason for It is 
that there is nothing left todoon campus. Weare not allowed 
to play on the Quad and we don't know where to go because 
there are no signs in the Atrium. What is happening to our 
school? Or is it no longer our school at alP It has become a 
showcase for visitors and contributOrs. The Quad is not the 
parlor of this community. The Quad should belong to the 
students(Godknows we'vepaidenoughfontO !want It back. 
john Rugemer 
Class of 1996 
JCU's commitment to 
community service questioned 
To the Editor: 
Having just come back from the Annual Community 
Service Forum (as advertised in The Carroll News, Septem-
ber 22, page 3) at which Michael Brown, Co-Director of City 
Year: Urban Youth Corps spoke, I am perplexed by one ques-
tion. Why did so few people attend? The forum was held in 
theSACConferenceRoom,which caneasilyseat200people, 
so why did only 50 peopk come? It couldn't have been 
because of the advertising. there was plenty of that news-
paper advertisements (besides the CN), flyers placed in all 
thecampusmailboxes(moscof which were discarded in the 
trash cans by the mailboxes),flyersdistributed in the dormi-
tories, and other key positions around campus. So if every-
one knew about it, then why were so few people present~ 
I suppose it is that no one on this campus cares about 
community service. No, that can't be thecase because I know 
therearesomepeople who care aboutcomm unity service. So 
what is it~ Time, place, date? Just why didn't you, members 
of the Carroll community, attend? This is just something to 
think about. 
A ll1 am sure of is that I was there, and I received some-
thing from Mr. Brownsspeech-something I can share. That 
something wast he notion thatcommunityservice must be 
nurtured with ideals of a better society. I'm not talking about 
nonsensical, mindless acts, but concrete and positive ways 
which enable things to become better. 
To mimic a postcard- Wishing you had been there. 
Thomas WJefferds,Jr. 
Class of 1995 
Student outraged at lack of 
leadership by SU officers 
To the Editor: 
John Carroll University was founded on jesuit ideals and 
traditions. An emphasis on community and service should 
be evident in every aspect of this institution. Last Friday, 
however, I was not proud of the student bod y,for the first time 
in four years. It was then that the Carroll community said its 
final farewells to Fr. joseph Zombor,ajesuit for thirty-seven 
years, and a man dedicated to serving this University for 
much of that time. As his family, friends, and colleagues 
filled Gesu Church, ! was appalled by thefact thatonl y three 
15 
students , members of the Chapel choir, were m attendance. 
The conspicuous absence of the Student Union executive 
officers from funeral services makes quite a statement on 
how this Student Union Administration prioritizes its re-
sponsibilities. In this term thus far, Mr. Cranley and his 
fellow officers have been actively concerned with takmg a 
stand, almost any stand, agamst the AdminiStration A 
prime example of this was last week's "Town Meeting." in 
which the Student Union was successful m rallying the 
support of more than one hundred students. The students 
came together, mostly due to the large-scale publication of 
the event, to voice their concerns and stand behmd their 
beliefs. Isn't it a shame that the Student Union executive 
officers did not put that kind of effort mto gathering the 
student body together to pay their respects to Fr. Zombor, a 
truly excellent member of the Administration~ At best, the 
officers were negligent in their responsibilittesof mforming 
and representing the student body; at worst, they Ignored 
their obligations as student "leaders.· By h1s example, Ft 
Zombor showed me, and many others, what it means to be 
"men and women for others: Perhaps our elected student 
officials should start taking their commitment more seri-
ously. 
Cara Santosuosso 
Class of 1995 
JCU band director urges care 
in expression of opinions 
To the Editor: 
Thank you for calling the JCU Band a "HIT" in your 
September22 Editorial section. lam very proud of what the 
members and I have accomplished in my first year and look 
forward to continued fu n and success. 
However,! was somewhat embarrassed bythe"MISS" that 
followed. By saying I receive "no salary worth mentioning," 
you put me in a very awkward situation. 1 appreciate what 
I'm sure was a compliment, but you should get the facts 
straight, even on a page designated for opinions. 
I consider myself lucky to have my position. And I have 
in fact received a "reward" earlier this montk m the form of a 
contractual second year raise. 
Thanks again for the vote of confidence, but next time 
please consider the effects of your phrasmg 
Charlton Beilstein 
JCU Band Director 
Presidential decision making is tough 
Ray Polantz 
Forum Writer 
America breathed a collective sigh of relief two weeks 
ago when it learned we would not need to invade Haiti. 
According to a recent Newsweek polL most AmericariS 
disapproved of President Clinton's decision. Only 31 
percent of the people polled approved of Clinton's han-
dling of the situation Thirty-one percent will get you a 
million dollar contract in baseball. It will get you many 
things in politics, but re-election is not one of them. 
The baby boomers, a large part of the population, un-
doubtedly comprise a large portion of those polled They 
were in theirtwentiesduringthe Vietnam War, the ugliest 
war in American history. Memories of war-torn America 
and the war itself affect their perceptions of battle. 
Clinton, a babyboomer himself, was so anti-war dur-
ing the late sixties that he openly protested the Vietnam 
War and refused to fight in it. However, much haschanged 
in twenty-six years. Just twOweeksago,Cl inton wasm1dy 
to champion the cause of the HaitiariS by sending young 
Americans there to right Most protesters of the Vietnam 
Wdr felt that America had no business going across the 
worldtofightanothercountry'swat Thesameargument 
might be made against an invasion of Haiti. 
American people, rightfully so, are poor sports. Many 
or those who disagreed with Clinton in the poll YIOUld 
~theirmindshadtheinvasionbeenshortand 
successful. Alnerk:allkeswusthatareshortandsweet.ln 
thesameway,supporterswouldl!Mchangedtheirminds 
if many Americansoldiers had died. Hindsight IS always 
much clearer than foresight. 
The President of the United States does not enjoy the 
luxury of changing his mind soeasil y. Indecision equals 
humiliation in the political \Wrld. Clinton made up his 
mind about Haiti and was willing to deal with public 
opinion and media criticism pertaining to it- no small 
feat considering a turbulent first t\1!10 years in office. 
Wars make or break presidents. Ask Lyndon johnson. 
On the other hand, George Bush's popularity skyrocketed 
after the cleanly-won Gulf War. He \Wuld have been 
calling the shots in Haiti if not for the recession Neither 
president could have accurately predicted the results of 
their decisions. 
The President must walk the fine line between what is 
right for the future of the \Wrld and what is best lOr the 
American peope. Sometimes these t\1!10 ideas conflict 
Bill Clinton is not just the President of the United States. 
He is a person Like any other parent in America, be 
would feel differently if his child hadtogoto Haitiorany 
other place to fight However, as commander-in-chief, he. 
is obligated to defend the freedom and justice of others. 
Casualticsanddeathsaccompanyeventhecleancstof 
invasions. Theygowttbtheterritory. Butsomeonemust 
make these difficult decisions regarding war. This was 
not the first nor will it be the last Without someone 
sticking his neck out by having America enter the first 
twO \Wrld wars, America 'llfi'Ould be much different than 
the one we now know. 
At times, everyone must put personal fttlingll aside 
when making certain decisions. H~. most people's 
decisions seldom involve millions of people and occur 
under the \WI'lds microscope 
-
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OUT ON A LIMB by Gary Kopervas 
RATZ By Ben Smith 
COVJIIe.v~ll 111-\Ai" UJI\S A (i;l::ro 
~-~0 ~<;,c:OE ~ 
mNPBf :SQ.JESj 
IT WA':l/1(16E.' AN EIGHTEEN 
INC.!-! SPR£A9. 'TWEL Y'E t'OI/1?.5: 
IT WAS 250 '1'ARDS AWAY. 
Q AND RUNNING--
DOWNHiLL ! 
c I a s 
Help Wanted 
Dependable, honest indi-
viduals needed for east side 
residential cleaning service. 
Days, Monday-Friday. Flexible 
hours. Transportation pro-
vided. Call 691-9233. 
Fundraising-Choose from 3 
different fundraisers lasting 
either 3 or 7 days. No invest-
ment. Earn $$$for your group 
plus persona I cash bon uses for 
yourself. Call l -800-932-
0528,Ext65. 
Part-time-flexible hours-
s i f 
growing computer training 
company needs administra-
tive help, computer knowl-
edge, Windows applications, 
willing to transport comput-
ers and run errands a MUST! 
Call Ginny, 232-3846. 
No Gimmicks- Extra Income 
Now! Envelope stuffing- $600-
$800 every week Free details: 
SASE to lnternationallnc.l375 
Coney Island Ave. Brooklyn, 
New York 11230. 
Competent- caring person to 
do weekly cleaning in house. 
• 
I 
YI:S, 5I£ 15. 
e 
WElL, I'Ll 6E 
DARNED! S~E 
5URE lSI BYE.1 
d s 
Walking/ distance. Good 
money, flexible hours. Call 
371-2108 8-lOp.m. weekdays. 
Wanted 
One, sturdy, wooden ladder. 
Willing to pay top dollar. Call 
397-l?ll. 
For Sale 
88' Buick-Lesabre, T-type, V-6, 
leather, loaded. $6,700. Call 
529-1140. 
Am I hallucinating or is it re-
ally 4:30a.m.? 
Attention all JCU students: 
From now on, The Carroll News is offering classifieds free of charge to you, 
JCU students. Messages will be lim ted to twenty (20) words. One classi-
fied per person per week All messages must be in good taste or they sim-
ply will not run. Space is limited so messages wil1 be accepted on a first 
come first serve basis. All free student classifieds are due in Th e Carroll 
News office by 12:00 noon on the Friday prior to publication. All copy for 
dassifieds must be typed or they will not run. 
Cracked Cymbals by Mochel A. Slayton 
0 
~ 
f 
~ 
~-----------------=~~i 
oHthemark by Mark Parisi 
\40LD rf, fi.J5ft:"R, You'Rf N6f COM\NG 
\N ~£~ UN1iL You wlP! 1'HAI 
?oo~ OFF YouR fool! 
,., 
"Classical Cleri.cs" 
ACROSS 
1 Dell wlh dllk:lltiM 
5 Apjllaud 
9 S1udy hard 
13 A.-lin mounlaln ... 
14 Urtler>e 
15 Bllgk.mr1Yer 
16 R-.ndJohnon 
Sunday? 
til Pedro'o c'-
20Ruminanl 
21 SmokAI 
22 Rip 
23 Br-y olgno 
24 """""again 
27 AniiQ .. .,.,. 
28 _Angel .. 
3 1 C<>notruct 
32 Farmer' a outhouM? 
33 Hlndu-
34 PrleaiJy utculeliom ? h:--l-+-+-
37 llmolalllo ·---38 Shoe liz• 311 Ruoolan Holgu 
40 Nancy'o hUoband 
41 AliaMa 
42 Strong 
43 Landed 
44 Compi.mtng oounda 
45 Flelollng to a nerve 
48 Actor Lugool 
411Towelwon:t 
52 Nchlllshop'OIOlflliY 
holding? 
55 Juon'o ohlp 
56 Conoct 
57 Part of Q.E.D. 
58 Mime 
59 Oampioh 
60 Porl8<1 scores 
DOWN 
I Stop/Min King ncM/1 
2 Vocal 
3 Walking stop 
4 Largedeer 
5Pret1lo< 
6 Bart of 'WIZard of OZ" 
7St.N1111\1e 
a Sauaage:Vw. 
9 Minor rnperatory II· ....... 
10 Malure 
1 1 Dlolrlct In Saudi 
12 St-M'o raoldetU 
14 Goll8f&.m 
t 7 Fonn an Image 
I 8 OMo In Italy 
22 Georgie & Cal 
23 Peuanro 
24 AUudetoaomethlng 
25 Muoe oiiOYe poetry 
2e Floworl< the IM!her 
27 Comedlanne Maltha 
& lamly 
28 HtJga 
29 Torum or Ryan 
30 Miquotoul 
32 ~··crv 
33 Rego.Jodono 
35 Fired again 
36 Batman's Cty 
41 Jal 
42 Spanish tout 
43 F..vor 
44 Jack or Goodman 
45 CohO• athlllle rUing 
010-
48 Marlhall Wyatt 
47 Egg on 
48 Exploded 
49 At this plac• 
50 Tehran's to<:atton 
51 Concordes 
53 French """ 
54 Wager 
1SS1 All rights reserved GFR Associates P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301 
